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“Woodsome Lees.” 
 

Charlie Lane 
 

Go North, go South, go East, go West, 
In search of rest and ease, 

The spot which ranks the first and best, 
Is dear old Woodsome Lees. 

 
From East winds sheltered by the hills, 

From West wind by the trees, 
Away from all the smoky mills, 
Lies lovely Woodsome Lees. 

 
A garden quaint and old and trim, 

Glass butterflies and bees, 
All thoughts of war and strife grow dim, 

At peaceful Woodsome Lees. 
 

A hammock chair, a pipe, a book, 
A gentle murmuring breeze, 

Nothing to jar where’er you look, 
From happy Woodsome Lees. 

 
………………………………… 

 
My father, Joshua Sugden, was born in Yorkshire, England and landed in Australia in 
1849; settled in Melbourne following the occupation of sheep and wool classer. 
 
His father, Joah Sugden, owned woollen mills, 1840, at Kirkburton, also Woodsome 
Lees, Huddersfield, England.  My father was married in England at the age of 21 to 
Ann Maria Ryan, daughter of Reverend John Ryan, London; my mother’s age being 
17. 
 
Our family consisting of my father, mother, four boys and one girl left England in the 
year 1849, the exact date I do not remember, but as we came across on a sailing ship, 
the month would be most likely about January. 
 
Our ship was the Lord George Bentick and we dropped anchor off Williamstown, 
Victoria, on 1st April 1849, on which day my mother died, passing away between eight 
and nine o’clock in the morning. 
 
We landed at Liardets Beach, now called Port Melbourne and from there to Melbourne 
by Lardie’s Coach.  My father found it very hard to obtain a house to live in, but at last 
got a little brick cottage, I think having three or four rooms, the walls being unplastered.  
Firewood was obtained by chopping down the trees alongside the house, which was 
situated in what is now known as Spring Street. 
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Collingwood was all bush, and the blacks camped just about where the present 
boatsheds at Princes Bridge are. 
 
Flinders Street was the main business street then, and a man called Pender built a 
public house from sods, and did well.  Many times have I seen a bullock dray bogged in 
Elizabeth Street.  Bullock wagons were not in use at that time, and did not become 
common till after the diggings broke out, after which the German wagon was much 
used. 
 
Water for household purposes had to be paid for.  A man would come round with a one 
horse cart having a cask on it, and sell his load of water if you had room for it, or if not 
would sell half a load; the price I think was 3/- for a full cask and 2/- for a half. 
 
Mutton was very cheap.  Sometimes you could buy a leg of mutton for sixpence.  All 
the old sheep were boiled down for the fat, that being the only way to make money out 
of them excepting of course the wool.  Boiling down establishments had been started in 
various places as well as in Melbourne, some being right back in the bush.  Wild pigs 
were very common and I can well remember my father having to get up a tree and out 
of the way of a wild boar. 
 
From the Yarra Yarra all over to Fisherman’s Bend, Port Melbourne and St Kilda was 
all scrub, and I do not forget it as it was, though it’s many years ago now and being an 
old man my memory may not be as good as it was.  It was about those parts that I 
once saw a great fight between a trooper and a bushranger who had stuck up the 
private escort, the only thing the trooper had with which to arrest the robber being a 
butcher’s knife.  Nearly everybody carried a similar knife about with them in those days. 
 
My father left my sister at a little school in Flinders Street and my eldest brother with a 
Mr Cain, and then with my two brothers aged 10 and 6½ and myself 8½ started up 
country with packhorses.  The shearing and wool season was on and father wished to 
teach us as much as he could about wool and sheep.  It was a hard situation being 
without our mother and we sadly missed her kind words.  We had nobody to wash and 
mend our clothes and our food would not be considered suitable for present-day 
children.  Porridge, jam and such nice things were few and far between, and the 
squatters used to make use of the black women, but they would do very little work in 
the hot weather.  These squatters were very kind to us and would ask us to stay a 
week or longer with them.   
 
Talking about squatters it is interesting to remember how they got that name.  In those 
days people had from 2,000 to 5,000 sheep and no land.  A hut was built on a sledge.  
Each end of the sledge projected past the hut and on these ends were stacked a 
number of hurdles.  The sledge was pulled along by bullocks to some good grass land.  
As soon as the sheep had eaten down the grass for a distance of two or three miles 
round the hut, everything would be again packed up, the bullocks hooked on and a 
fresh place picked out, when the sheep owner would once again squat down, a fresh 
sod chimney being built against the hut each time.   
 
When the time came to shear the sheep, forked posts would be cut and put in the 
ground, brush yards put up, and a covering of branches placed over portion of the 
enclosed space and a tarpaulin for flooring.  A spade press was used for pressing the 
wool.  As soon as the first load was pressed the bullocks would pull it to Geelong or 
Melbourne, and then come back, shift the hut to another position, go back for another 
load of wool, take that to the town and bring back provisions, etc.   
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Horse stealers were very common.  There was at that time very little money to rob 
people of, but these bushrangers would steal a horse, stick people up and get what 
they could, then steal another fresh horse and fly away. 
 
Bush fires were also a great danger and well do I remember Black Thursday.  We were 
then on Urquhart & Macintosh Station situated on the Glenelg River.  We saw the fire 
miles and miles away, and it was the duty of all to go to meet it.  It was a hot windy day 
and the fire was burning on a front of about 50 miles wide taking all before it.  Sheep, 
cattle, horses and homes, and the only way to save the station was to meet the fire 
miles away and try and keep it back.  We did not do like some people do in this year 
1917 who say “Oh wait till the Germans come to Australia and then we’ll fight”.   
 
We knew that if we did not go we would be burnt out.  We had a spring cart, and a 
spring cart was thought much of then.  Water and damper, mutton, tea and sugar were 
put in the cart and off went my father and brother to help.  My young brother and myself 
were left in the new hut and given a rake to rake away chips from round the hut so that 
the fire, if it came could not creep to the hut.  We had been told that if the flames of the 
fire were so high as to reach the roof of the hut or sparks get on the bark roof, we were 
to run down to the river and jump in near the bathing place and keep bobbing under the 
water, taking our big dog with us.  Luckily for 100 yards or so round the hut there was 
very little grass, and though the fire got within a few hundred yards it did not reach the 
hut.  All day we two little chaps worked away, with nobody else near us, for everybody 
including all the blacks who could be got to work were busy and the others had taken to 
the river.  My age was then about nine and my brother about seven.   
 
At times we would break down and cry, for we were very frightened, and the hot wind 
was like a blast of fire in one’s face.  So fierce were the flames that in places where the 
fire ran along the river bank the green rushes were burnt down to the water.  The 
blacks took to the middle of the river with their heads only just above the water.  I fancy 
it was a change of wind that finally saved our hut, though I’m not sure about it.  The 
main fact was that it was saved.  Nobody knows how that awful fire started, but it was 
generally put down to the blacks.  The black women when moving camp would carry 
fire sticks with them from one camp to another, their method being to obtain two pieces 
of dry gum bark about one foot long and three to four inches wide, one piece resting on 
top of the other.   
 
One pointed end would be lit from the fire they were leaving and the bark kept alight till 
the new camping ground was reached, when the new fire would be started.  This 
method would save them a great lot of trouble, as failing the lighted bark torch the 
women would have to go through the slow and tedious method of obtaining fire by 
rubbing two sticks together, so that it’s quite likely that some black whilst moving her 
firestick along dropped unnoticed a spark, and the wind and the dry grass did the rest.  
It is not likely that the blacks did this on purpose, as it would destroy their hunting 
ground for a time.  After Black Thursday you could see plenty of various animals and 
birds dead and lying about, having been overcome by the great heat. 
 
Some time after the great fire, my little brother and I were left alone in the hut, our only 
protection being our big dog.  The dog was chained up, but with a long chain which 
allowed him to reach from the front to the back of the hut and so protect the hut from 
blacks, for whom he had a great dislike.  One day a strange black sneaked up to the 
back of the hut.  The dog did not see him but evidently smelt him, for he made one rush 
and caught that blackfellow by the leg.   
 
The black cried out and we boys ran up and got the dog off the black and back to his 
little house.  A lot of blacks ran up to within throwing distance and started spearing the 
dog.  We entered the hut very frightened and started to cry as we thought the blacks 
would kill the dog and then burst into the hut and kill us.  The dog would rush out a little 
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way to tear at a closely thrown spear and then return to his log house.  They did not 
manage to spear him and by and by left, being no doubt frightened that our father 
would return.  It was a lonely life for we two small boys, and our only playmates were 
little black boys, and one of our games consisted in making and throwing small spears. 
 
I remember, let me see, it must be about 67 or 68 years ago, before the gold digging 
started, my father, whose business required him to visit the various stations, had left 
we two little fellows alone.  Our nearest white neighbours were some 12 miles away.  
We had been taught by father now to bake a damper in the ashes, how to boil the salt 
beef in the three-legged pot, and how to use the green tea, also, what was very 
important, how to keep the fire in without putting a lot of wood on.   
 
This was done by opening out the ashes and placing two pieces of bark, one on top of 
the other, and then covering them over, when they will keep alight all night.  We had no 
matches those days in the bush and not any flint and steel.  In any case I think we 
would have been too small to use the latter.  There were no buggies, jinkers or motor 
cars, and no regular delivery of letters.  They used to be taken from station to station 
and by the time the last man got his letters they would have taken a long time and 
passed through many hands.  My father placed a little cask of salt beef, black sugar, 
green tea, a bag of flour and some salt in the hut for us.  We had no cow or fowls, so 
that our food was confined to the above articles. 
 
For the first week after father left us we were very careful of our fire, but, like 
youngsters, finally got careless and so got into trouble.  As it got dark that first day, we 
retired to the hut and put the big lever across the door and shut the slab window, the 
window being cut out of two logs, half out of one and half out of another.  Soon after it 
was dark we heard, as we thought, somebody trying to get into the hut, first on one 
side and then on the other, and then on top.  We were, as I said, some 12 miles from 
our nearest neighbour and with plenty of blacks about.  We had heard about how 
blacks had at times killed people, and we at once thought the blacks were trying to get 
in and would kill us.   
 
We put our heads under the blankets, (we had no sheets then) and cried till our shirts 
were wet, and finally cried ourselves to sleep.  Next morning when we awoke, we could 
see no sign of blacks and yet for some nights the same noises kept up, and each night 
we cried till we fell asleep and wished mother and father were with us.  In the morning I 
would open the door and say to my brother – “Bob, no blacks about.  They have all 
gone away”.  Then we would make up the fire, put on the old black kettle and wash, 
then have some damper and cold salt beef, the beef being so hard that it took a strong 
hand to cut it.  One morning I said to Bob, “Look here, bob, those blacks have been 
sneaking about the hut every night.  Now tonight they may bring a lot of blacks to help 
them and break the door in.  I’ll tell you what we will do.   
 
You and I will carry big logs of wood into the hut and when we shut the door and 
window we will pile all the wood and logs against the door and then the blacks won’t be 
able to get in to us”.  We thought we were bringing in big sticks, but two little boys 
couldn’t carry anything very heavy.  One thing we did bring in, however, and that was a 
quantity of crawling insects that were better left outside, but we knew no better and did 
not think how easy it would have been for a black to have climbed to the roof and cut a 
hole there, as it was only made of bark.  We went to bed a little before sundown that 
night and because of the light could not get to sleep.  Dark came on and with it we 
could hear those noises, some on the roof, some near the door.  We cried hard, locked 
in each other’s arms till at last we fell asleep.  We woke up next morning and I 
whispered to my little brother to keep his head covered up, so they would not find him.  
There was somebody in the next room as I thought.   
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The hut was divided into two rooms and the door between was open.  I just put my 
eyes over the blankets, but couldn’t see anything, though I could still hear the noise 
and see plenty of dust.  After a long time I slipped quietly out and under the bunk and 
looked through a crack.  Still even there I couldn’t see anything but dust.  I was shaking 
with fright, but at last looked round the door and there was a big opossum that had 
fallen down the chimney and into the hot ashes and burnt his little feet.  The poor 
animal kept walking round and round and so caused the dust.  After that we went to 
sleep each night without crying, only now and then when my little brother was ill I could 
do nothing for him, then he would cry and I would cry out of sympathy for him.  All I 
could do was to give him a pill from a box left me by father.  Holloway’s they were, but I 
had to take one with him else he wouldn’t take one, which wasn’t at all to my liking. 
 
I have mentioned how careful we were to keep our fire in, but by and by we grew 
careless and forgot to place the pieces of bark properly overnight.  The next morning 
as it was my turn to do so I got up and filled the black kettle with lovely clear river 
water, for all the creeks and rivers ran clean and sweet those days.  The kettle had 
been in use for so long to make tea in that I am sure if the water had been left in for a 
short time the clean cold water would have taken on the colour of weak tea without any 
fresh leaves having been put in, for the inside of that kettle was nearly as black as the 
outside.  Well, when I got to the big fireplace I started to look for our nice little bright 
pieces of fire, but could not find any.   
 
Half crying I called out to Bob, “Come here Bob, there’s no fire”.  Poor little Bob knew 
as well as I did what having no fire meant; for without it we could not cook any damper 
or salt beef.  We rubbed some very dry stringy bark into powder and dropped it on the 
ashes hoping to get some fire but with no result.  We had seen no blacks for some 
days and did not know how to find their camp.  We tried to rub sticks together, but not 
knowing what wood the blacks used got no result.  We tried till our little arms ached.  I 
remember my father telling me that if ever we got into trouble we were to follow the 
marked trees and that these would lead us to the station 12 miles away.  He had 
carefully told us not to leave one tree till we saw the next and to take plenty of time.  I 
thought it over and as no fire meant starving, said to Bob, “We will have to follow the 
trees; it’s too late to start now as it may get dark before we find our way to the station, 
then we will be unable to find the marked trees and get bushed.  Nobody knows we are 
away from the hut and so no black trackers would be sent to look for us, and that will 
be then end of us, so we will start as soon as it is light enough to see the trees”.   
 
Next morning we started.  We had some damper and cooked salt beef still left, but we 
were very frightened.  The grass was very high being up to our waists and the strong 
stalks cut our little bare legs.  It was slow work as some of the trees were not easy to 
pick out at a distance.  Unless we could see the next tree I would leave my brother to 
stand by our last one and I would go ahead and look for the next whilst my brother 
would keep calling out to me so that I could find my way back to him if I failed to find 
the next tree.  Having found the next tree I would call to my brother who would then join 
me.  It was slow work as we lost the trees a good many times.  We had many a cry 
when we thought we could not find a fresh mark and it would take pages to tell of our 
thoughts and what we went through thinking of blacks and getting lost and we did so 
want a drink of water, for the day was hot and we had none with us.   
 
At last we saw a long way in front of us something very large, as big, or bigger than, a 
bullock and we saw it move.  It was right in the way we wanted to go, and we were very 
much afraid.  We could not go round it lest we lost our marked trees and so get lost 
ourselves, and we did not want to meet any wild cattle, as they would take after young 
children when they won’t after grown-ups.  If you have a dog with you and move 
amongst quiet cattle they will often follow up your dog, and children have the same 
effect on wild cattle.  We didn’t know what to do, for to return meant to starve.  We 
could both climb like blacks so we decided to go on and see what it was, then, if it were 
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a beast and took after us, we could climb up a tree, so on we walked keeping a good 
look-out for an easy tree to climb.  By and by I made sure I saw it move and said to 
Bob, “It must be feeding, but it is larger than a cow or bullock”.   
 
At last we saw some smoke and then a man moving about, but what was the big thing?  
When we got up we found it was a tent, the first we had seen, and the wind flapping it 
about had made us think it was moving.  You must remember that this was before the 
gold rush, and tents were not common things then.  I don’t know who was the most 
surprised, the man on seeing us or we on seeing the man and tent.  Had we been two 
blacks he would have thought nothing of it, as you might in those days see plenty of 
them.  You might hear the crack of some dry twigs or leaves, and on looking round see 
two or more naked blacks with spears in hand close up to you, they having been out 
hunting, though it was seldom that they gave any trouble.  In fact it was the other way 
about.  Well, this white man called out on seeing us, “What are you two boys doing 
here?”  He was frying some nice fat mutton chops, and the smell of them I shall never 
forget.  We told him that we were on our way to the station, and that he was camped on 
the blazed trail that belonged to us.  “Never mind the station”, he said, “Have a few 
chops and dip in the pan with your damper; there’s plenty of damper.”   
 
There was, I can well remember that big damper.  It was as large as a large grindstone.  
We were soon tucking in and not having had fresh meat for so long quite enjoyed those 
fresh chops and fresh damper.  During our feed we told him all about ourselves and our 
trouble.  He patted us on the head and the tears were in his eyes.  He told us he was 
squatting down with his sheep for a few weeks and would move on again as soon as 
the grass had been eaten down.  My little brother was so tired and his little legs all cut 
and scratched.  I can see him now in his little socks that once were white and his straw 
hat.  Well we had to get back, so, after thanking the man for our lovely dinner, I said, “It 
is no use going on to the station now as we can get some fire from you and carry it 
back.”  “What’s that?”, he said, “You carry fire like the blacks and drop sparks in the 
grass.  No!  No!  Haven’t you got a flint and steel?”  I said “No Sir”.  “Well”, said the 
man, “I’ve only one, and must keep that”.  “Oh yes”, I replied, “but I only want to take 
some fire so that I can cook some damper.”   
 
The man offered us a damper, but we wanted the fire to make tea and cook the salt 
beef with.  The man again said that he could not allow us to carry fire away with us.  I 
told him that our father had taught us how to carry it safely and if he would only give me 
a little piece I would show him how I did it.  I then put my hand inside my jumper and 
pulled out a lot of little pieces of rag rolled up very tight and hard and about the size 
and shape of those thick buggy candles folks used to use.  He owned that this would 
not let sparks fall, but wishes to know what I would do when the rags burnt down to my 
fingers, also saying that it would only last a mile or two.  I told him that I had other 
rolled rags and pulled some out.  “Yes, that’s all right”, he said, “but what about the last 
little bit of each rag torch”.   
 
I told him how we had been taught to look for a bare piece of ground under a tree, then 
to rake any leaves or bark away, dig a hold as deep as we could with a stick, and put 
the burning end in the hole, then fill up the hole and tramp it down.  Seeing that I knew 
what to do he said we were clever little boys and he was glad to see we did as our 
father had told us.  We obtained our light and hurried off home, reaching there just 
before dark, and you may be sure we didn’t let the fire go out again. 
 
One very hot day we were playing a little distance from the hut and did not notice a 
mob of wild cattle near us.  After a time we saw them and at once started to run home 
as quickly as we could.  The cattle saw us and started after us.  We seemed to fly, and 
just got inside the hut before the cattle came up.  They looked so big and strong and 
were so wild that we were frightened and thought they would break in the door, so we 
climbed up the inside of the chimney and got out on the bark roof.  There was plenty of 
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room on the roof to move about and little chance of falling off, but as we moved so did 
the cattle, pawing up the earth and throwing it over their backs.   
 
It was a long day and the sun burnt our little legs, also, as we were afraid to go down 
whilst the cattle were close to us, we had to go without a drink or dinner.  About five 
o’clock they moved off to drink and we got down.  How our legs ached, and when the 
blankets touched them we could hardly stand it.  I got some flour and put it on an old 
shirt and then bound that round our legs.  We had been told by an old shepherd that 
flour was good for burns.  After some weeks’ absence my father and elder brother 
returned, and we two little ones were so overjoyed that we broke down. 
 
On the Christmas Day following Black Thursday a young man rode up to our hut.  We 
had just finished dinner, but there was plenty left, so father told him to come in and 
have some.  The man took his bridle and saddle from the horse and hit it over the rump 
but the poor beast didn’t move, being too knocked up.  In those days we did not hobble 
our horses, but used tether ropes, one of these always being carried round the neck of 
the horse.  When stopping for a time or for the night, the horse would be tethered to a 
tree or stump.  In this case the man said, “There’s no use in tethering my horse; he’s 
too knocked up.”  He then came in and sat down.  After his dinner we noticed that as 
he lifted up h8s jumper to get his pipe he uncovered some horse pistols stuck in his 
belt, the old flint pistols being at that time in use.   
 
It’s quite likely that he uncovered them with intention.  The man was a foreigner, but 
from what country I have forgotten.  Most likely he was French or German, as my father 
talked to him in a language he knew.  My father spoke French and German well, having 
been required to use those languages when travelling for his father in France and 
Germany in connection with their woollen mills.  In those days we had to be very 
careful how we spoke and acted with strangers.  There was no protection from them 
should they turn out to be horse-stealers or bushrangers; to try and arrest one, or to 
give information to the police would place yourself in danger of being shot or burnt out.  
My father told the man to stay and rest and let his horse spell, but the man replied, “No 
thanks, I must be off; the police are after me.   
 
Can you let me have a fresh horse?”  My father didn’t dare refuse him but told him all 
his horses were knocked up, having been used at the fires, but that he could look at 
them and see for himself.  “Never mind”, said the man, “You’ve been kind to me, and I’ll 
make the old horse do till I get to the station.  I don’t think the police will be able to 
follow me over the burnt country, but if they come along, don’t say anything about me 
unless they make you.”  The man rode away, and, we heard afterwards, got a horse at 
the head station and also stuck up the owner for some money.  This could not have 
been much, though, as in those days very little money was ever seen.  Everybody used 
paper money or orders.  If a squatter paid a man, he would do so by giving him an 
order on his Agent in Sydney or Melbourne or Geelong.  This order could be taken to 
any store or bush inn and the owner of the store would pay out goods to the value of 
the order.  The storekeeper would forward the order to Sydney or Melbourne, and the 
Agent would cover the demand. 
 
Inn Keepers in those days were little better than thieves, and the following incident will 
show to what methods they would stoop to get money.  One Sunday whilst my father 
was proceeding on one of his many trips, he had occasion to call at one of these bush 
inns to inquire the direction he must take.  Not wanting to buy any stores, he thought it 
wise to purchase a drink, lest, being an unprofitable traveller, the inn keeper might give 
him a wrong direction.  My father had ridden right up to the door, and was standing 
inside the room with the reins in his hand, but with the door only slightly opened.  After 
talking to the inn keeper for a few minutes the latter saw that my father had no intention 
of staying or of knocking down any orders, so he said, “Just wait a minute and I’ll go to 
the kitchen and see if a man who is there knows of any short cut to the place you wish 
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to go.”  He was only away a few moments and then came back and continued talking to 
father. 
 
The flies were pretty bad at the time, and naturally my father took little heed of any 
movements of the bridle, but had his drink, bought some tobacco and then opened the 
door to go out and continue his journey.  His horse had gone leaving the head stall on 
the ground and the reins still in father’s hands.  The inn keeper pretended to be as 
astonished as father was, and explained that though he knew there were horse 
stealers about, he didn’t think they would have come round his place.  But it had been 
evidently arranged by the inn keeper on his visit to the kitchen, and done so that my 
father would be forced to buy clothes, or, better still, to get on the spree and so lose all 
his money.  However, my father would neither purchase a new horse nor clothes nor 
drink, but offered a reward of £3, and so at last got his horse, which was returned by 
another man who claimed that he had found it wandering in the bush, but without 
saddle and bridle.  He offered a reward for his clothes, but as this did not suit the inn 
keeper, who had clothes etc, to sell, he didn’t get them, and was finally forces to buy 
saddle and clothes. 
 
In those days it was common to meet broken down doctors, solicitors and educated 
men, who earned their living by herding sheep.  These men got 12/- per week plus 
rations, which consisted of 10 lbs of flour, ¼ lb of tea, 2 to 2½ lbs of black sugar, 12 lbs 
of salt meat and a little salt.  A bottle of lime juice would, if asked for, also be sent out, 
but this article, used against scurvy, was charged for.  These weekly rations were 
varied by fresh meat being sent out should a beast be killed at the station; whilst at 
Christmas fresh beef, 2 lbs currants, 1 lb of raisins, 1 lb extra black sugar and a little 
fresh fat to help towards the Christmas pudding were included in the rations.  Day in, 
day out, rain and fine, these men would turn the sheep out of the yards at sun up, and 
after following them about all day return with them at night.   
 
After twelve months’ work these men would take two weeks’ holiday.  The squatter for 
whom they had worked would give them a cheque, or, what was more often used in 
those days, an order on the nearest storekeeper, who would cash it and also sell them 
any clothes they required.  Often, however, they would call in at the nearest inn and 
obtain a bottle of rum and that was the end of their order.  In some places the store 
keeper and inn keeper were one and the same person, in which case they had a 
chance of obtaining fresh clothes, but very little chance to get away, as once the first 
drink was taken they would go on drinking till kicked out sick and broke, and finally turn 
up at the station and re-start again. 
 
About 1½ years after the last experience I have mentioned, my father had taken us to a 
fresh district and had to again leave us.  Our hut was close to a little township 
consisting of a bark black-smithy and a little slab inn, and close to the river.  My elder 
brother, younger brother and myself had wandered away from our hut and came 
across a lot of blacks.  I do not know if they had been drinking at the inn, but they 
seemed very wild and had certainly been fighting amongst themselves, as some of the 
men and gins had cuts on their heads.  On seeing us three boys they came up to us, 
and shaking their waddies over our heads made us go with them.  We were very 
frightened, and, to make matters worse, knew that as we were so often away from the 
hut whilst out hunting, nobody would miss us and so look for us.  We were with these 
blacks some days, and during the time they managed to keep us we lived as they did.  
We had fish, eggs of wild duck, kangaroo, emu and a lot of other things we didn’t care 
for; no bread of any sort or tea.  One day a large black told us to come along with him, 
so that we could carry anything he killed.   
 
We could all of us understand and talk with the blacks.  After hunting about for eggs 
and various other things, the black told us to stay on the bank of the river whilst he 
swam over to the other side to get at some black ducks nests.  As soon as he had 
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reached the middle, Joah, my other brother, said, “Now, George, take one of Bob’s 
hands and we will run as hard as we can through the bush and try and find our way 
home.”  Just as we started, however, the black turned on his back and saw us.  He 
called out “Quamby”, or sit down, and then as we did not do so he threw two spears at 
us.  That made us stop and the black turned and swam back to us.  He was in a temper 
and shook his waddy over our heads.  He then took us down to a bend in the river and 
again told us to sit down and not move.   
 
We saw him three parts across this time, when my brother said, “The current is too 
strong for him to come back to this spot, and he will have to go up or down to the next 
bend, so we will try and get away again.  I am sure he won’t be able to overtake us.”  
The black kept turning on his back to watch us and as he saw us start turned on his 
back and threw a spear at us, but being in the water and some distance away, did not 
throw straight.  He then let fly with a boomerang but there was a lot of timber about and 
that saved us and we got away unhurt and at last reached home. 
 
Some weeks afterwards a lot of up-river blacks came to the station and as we wanted 
to see them we walked over.  We wanted the black children to play with us and go 
hunting.  What was our surprise to see amongst them the black who had thrown the 
spears at us.  We went straight up to Mr Wilson, afterwards Sir Samuel Wilson, and 
told him about our fright.  Mr Wilson asked us if we were sure it was the same man and 
the three of us were so certain that Mr Wilson said “Just wait a little boys.”  He then 
walked to the stockyard and caught his bay cob, a horse with a white snip on his nose, 
I remember it well.   
 
After saddling up the horse he got his stockwhip and then went to the old large 
fireplace over which all bushmen keep their firearms.  He took down two large horse 
pistols and put them in his belt.  Very few people used coats then.  Just a blue woollen 
shirt with a wide leather belt to hold it up.  If it rained you took off your belt and let the 
shirt hang down and thus turned off the rain from your legs.  He then got on his horse 
and, calling us to go with him, rode up to the camp.  He called out to the king that if any 
black lifted a spear he would shoot him dead.  After warning them all he told the king 
about how we boys had been forced away from home and then asked us to point out 
the black who had thrown the spears at us from the water.  We pointed him out at once 
and Mr Wilson made a cut at him with his whip.  The black had no clothes on and at 
once made for the bush with Mr Wilson after him, catching him every now and then 
with his whip, and leaving marks on his back.  We never saw that black again. 
 
Some little time after this there came a large flood down the river and the station could 
not get any flour or stores for some 6 or 7 weeks.  One night during this time the flood 
waters came just up to our door, so we walked over and told Mr Wilson.  He told us not 
to be afraid as the river would not rise any further, so we went back quite satisfied and 
at dark turned into bed.  At daylight we woke up and saw all our things floating about.  
It was winter and the water was very cold.  During the night the water had risen to 
within six inches of our bunks (no iron bedsteads in those days).  My brother wanted 
me to get out first and I wanted him to do so.  At last Joah said, “I’ll pull two splinters 
from the wall and you or I will hold them and the other pull one and whoever gets the 
long splinter must get out first.”   
 
It turned out that my brother lost and so had to get out of his warm bed and into the 
water; neither of us would allow out little brother to get wet and cold.  My brother got 
hold of a large dish, which was floating about amongst all the other things.  It was a 
very large dish and was only used at shearing time for mixing very large dampers in.  
Having got the dish he brought it up to the bunk, the water being nearly up to his 
armpits, and told me to jump in and take one side of it, whilst he held the other; then 
our little brother got in the dish and we floated him out through the door and up to dry 
land.  After this we returned for his clothes and dressed him.  Luckily it was our custom, 
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as it was with most people, to place our clothing under our pillows and so they had kept 
dry.  We had to make several trips with our tin dish to bring out all our clothes and 
things, and then walked across to the station and stayed with Mr Wilson till the floods 
went down. 
 
This took some time, and the station ran out of flour.  They had, however, plenty of 
wheat, and so everyone had to grind the wheat in a large mill like a coffee mill.  The 
results were not very good, as the flour was so coarse it would hardly hold together, 
and though grown-up folks could eat it without bad results, the children suffered and 
had to take salts every two or three days.  There were no bridges or punts in those 
days and a ford had to be found before a bullock cart could be brought over the river.  
As soon as it was possible bullocks were taken over in pairs, their yokes on them.   
 
The men would get over in blacks’ dugouts, then casks would be fastened to the dray, 
a rope taken across and tied to the bullocks on one side and to the dray on the other.  
The dray would then be run down the bank and the bullocks would pull it across.  At 
that time there were no bullock wagons, only drays; the wagons came long afterwards.  
All the home stations had boats, but in flood time would not use them if it could be 
helped.  There was too much danger of their being smashed by logs or against stumps, 
and they were too useful and expensive to run risks with.  Having got the dray over the 
goods in this case were brought down to the nearest spot and ferried over by the 
blacks a little at a time till the river had fallen to its normal condition and the usual 
methods could be once again resumed. 
 
I was on Messrs Wilson Bros Station the year the diggings broke out, near Horsham, 
and shearing time was on.  It was hard work to get the shearing finished as all the men 
wanted to get away to the fields.  At that time shearers were paid 11/- to 12/- per 100 
and found with cook and rations.  The squatters had to give more for a while after the 
gold outbreak.  Everyone seemed mad for gold.  I remember travelling down to 
Melbourne with my father and two other brothers on horseback and with pack horses, 
and meeting people going to the diggings.  Some had little boxes on wheels, other 
wheelbarrows, some hand carts with six or eight men pulling and pushing.  Poor 
women travelling along with their men.  Freight was £100 per ton to Bendigo.  There 
were also a lot of bushrangers about sticking up the diggers after leaving the fields with 
their gold.  Some men were so foolish as to carry their own gold to Melbourne when 
they could have forwarded it under escort.   
 
There was at first private escort, made up of from 8 or 10 mounted police with spring 
cart and outrigger and two horses.  The gold, tucker and blankets would be put into the 
cart and two of the transport on top, and others riding before and behind, all well armed 
with rifles and revolvers, or rather pistols.  At night when forced to camp the fire would 
be put out and watch kept lest robbers attacked them.  Even in the best of the gold 
days there were always plenty of men hard up, these being generally men who had 
never tried hard manual work, such as doctors, solicitors, lawyers and clerks, and it 
was from the ranks of such men that the escorts were drawn.  There’s no doubt that 
these men did their best to carry out the duty entrusted to them and in every escort 
there were always at least two good bushmen, yet in spite of all their dare, now and 
then an escort would get stuck up and the gold stolen.  The bait was far too tempting 
and the gold rush brought many desperate and bad men together from all parts of the 
world. 
 
I remember one bad case in which the escort was surprised at night, some of the men 
were shot and killed and the others captured and taken into the bush where they were 
tied up to trees and gagged so as not to give any alarm, and the whole of the gold was 
stolen.  It was in consequence of these hold-ups that many men took the risk of taking 
their own gold down to Geelong or Melbourne, and many a man lost his life and his 
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gold whilst doing so.  Many stories have been told of these murders, but just as many 
and more were never discovered or heard of. 
 
I remember one day as I was going to Melbourne from Liardet’s Beach, now Port 
Melbourne, the road was built up with tea-tree logs and sand thrown over them, and my 
father had sent me on a message, giving me 5/- for my fare, when halfway to 
Melbourne the coach pulled up and took on a trooper and a bushranger, neither of 
them having much clothes on, and I heard the whole story.  The prisoner had been 
suspected as having been one of a gang who had stuck up and robbed a gold escort, 
but the police did not wish to arrest him until such time as he might have a portion of 
the gold on him, that being their only chance of finding it.  They had learnt that he was 
trying to get away in a sailing ship and knew that he would then try and take his gold 
with him.   
 
That morning the policeman watching him had seen him enter a small boat with others 
and calling his mates had covered the men and ordered them back to the little ti-tree 
jetty.  The boat returned, but before the man could be taken prisoner he had dashed 
into the thick ti-tree scrub which ran for miles along the shore.  The policeman ran after 
him but lost his revolver in the scrub.  In spite of this he still kept on and finally clashed 
with the robber and managed in some way to knock the large knife from the robber’s 
hand.  They had a terrible fight, but eventually the policeman overpowered his man and 
fastened his hands together behind his back with a pair of handcuffs.  He then picked 
up the knife, and, holding it ready for use, drove the man out of the scrub just as we 
drove up. 
 
It was at this time that my father had a station near Pretty Sally Hill, now called Big Hill, 
Kilmore.  Budd’s Cattle Station was on one side and Broadest Station on the other.  A 
fearful drought came on and in order to get water my father had a dray built in 
Melbourne and a large cask put on it so that we could bring a little water from the 
Plenty River or from Broadest Station.  He also bought a draught horse, giving £95 for 
him.  This horse was stolen that same night.  He bought another giving £90 or £100.  
This horse was also stolen, and a third had to be bought.  The stable was a tent and so 
that this one might not go the same way as the other two, a man stayed in the tent all 
night.  They started off for water on the first trip and had just reached a place known as 
Rand’s Water Hole when the drought broke and it hardly stopped raining for six weeks. 
 
Close to our place some men with bullock drays loaded with stores for Bendigo had 
camped and the cold wet weather and no grass caused the bullocks to die.  As the 
ground got softer from the constant rain the drays sank into the mud till the bodies at 
last rested on the surface.  The men had no money to buy fresh bullocks so they just 
left the drays loaded as they lay and cleared out.  No one came to see about them so 
at last some of my people wrote to the stores in Melbourne and reported it. 
 
Our shepherds were always clearing out to the diggings and till we could get others we 
boys would have to shepherd the sheep.  Often as we lay under the trees minding our 
sheep we would see bushrangers ride past, but had it not been for the dogs barking at 
strangers they would not have seen us as we always did our best to keep out of sight.  
One night as we young boys lay in our bunks we heard a clanking of chains and some 
voices talking very low.  We called out, “What is that noise?  Are there any hobbled 
horses about?”  The overseer told us to go to sleep, but it was not until the noises grew 
fainter and at last died away that we did so, as we thought something was up and 
wanted to know what it was.  A few days afterwards we kept seeing troopers about the 
place and they asked us if we had seen an escaped prisoner that had got away from 
the Melbourne Jail.  This man was a bushranger and a murderer, and though we had 
not seen him, I am afraid that even had we done so we were in far too much dread of 
them to tell the police.   
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Some years afterwards my eldest brother said to me, “Do you remember on father’s 
station at Rand’s Water Hole one night you boys called out and wanted to know what 
the noise was when you heard the rattling of chains?”  I said “Yes”.  “Well”, he said, “It’s 
all over now, but in those days I could not trust old Mulligan and old Jimmy Scott.”  
Mulligan was our overseer at that time and Scott one of the shepherds, and the two of 
them old hands, and we had to be very careful what we said before them lest they told 
some of the bushrangers.  “Well”, my brother said, “The chains that caused the noise 
were on a man who had escaped from the chain gang.  His leg irons had worn right 
into his legs.   
 
Old Jimmy and Mulligan took him away into the mountains.  They made some files 
from old shear blades and worked all night till they had cut the chains away.  They 
gave him food and he stayed in Spring Gully till he got strong enough to get away.  
They threw the irons and files into the large water hole and ran the sheep over the 
ground so that nothing could be picked up by the trackers.”  Some thirty or more years 
after I heard this, that land was selected and the farmer wished to deepen the water 
hole.  It was again drought time and in cleaning out the hole they found those leg irons.  
The discovery was put in the papers at the time and one of my brothers saw it and told 
me.  I do not know if the man was recaptured or not.  I was only a boy at the time, and 
we got no regular news. 
 
My father held his station for some years, and at the same time took up a shipping 
agency at Port Melbourne.  Scab broke out amongst the sheep and caused a large 
number to die.  At the same time a lot of the station was taken up by selectors, and so 
father gave up the station as he could not give proper attention to two businesses.  A 
Mr Goldsborough took what was left of the land and we boys returned to Port 
Melbourne to live. 
 
The principal work in regard to the agency was in unloading cargo and obtaining 
officers and crew for the return journey.  Big prices were given in those days for any 
labour, £1 a day for discharging or loading cargo, whilst father would get £50 to £70 for 
getting a first mate and £100 to £150 for a captain.  I have known sailors to get £70 for 
the run home, which meant to England.  All the crews, including officers, would run 
away from their ships soon after they landed and make for the gold diggings, and it was 
a great job to get enough men to take the ship home again.  In spite of this business, 
my father did not forget the wool, and in his spare time taught us as much as he could 
and so we gradually learnt wool scouring, sorting and classing and fellmongery.   
 
After a few years at Port Melbourne we moved to Geelong, then a very small place, 
and one of the great events there was to go to the Albion Hotel and see the coach 
come in from Ballarat.  One of the drivers was the famous “Cabbage Tree Ned”, who 
died only a few years ago at Ballarat.   
 
One day we were waiting as usual and the mail was so late that folks kept wondering 
and asking one another what could have happened.  After a long wait it finally turned 
up and we heard the cause.  The coach had been stuck up by a masked rider about 30 
to 40 miles from Geelong and the mail and gold stolen.  The harness of the horses had 
been cut and the horses driven away.  After doing this the robber had departed and it 
had taken a long time to catch the horses and mend the harness.   
 
You can imagine the commotion this story created and the only clue obtained by any 
person on the coach that might lead to the capture of the robber was a peculiar mark or 
scar low down on the man’s neck, which was seen as he stooped to lift the mail bag 
over his shoulder.  We little thought that the bushranger was there with us amongst the 
crowd waiting for the coming of the coach, but so it turned out.  This man had three 
horses kept for him, two of them planted at equal distances from Geelong, whilst he 
rode the third.  After holding up the coach he rode to Geelong as fast as he could and 
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there joined the crowd waiting.  He had been in Geelong some weeks and having been 
only a few hours gone was not missed.  Some years afterwards this man was captured 
by a very curious accident. 
 
The man, who had retired from Geelong and was living a good life following some 
business, which I have forgotten, returned one day to Geelong and put up at the Black 
Bull Hotel.  He had asked for some hot water to shave himself with, a rather unusual 
custom then as nearly everybody shaved outside.  Just as he was shaving the  very 
man who was on the coach and had noticed the mark on the robber’s neck, passed by 
and looking through the window saw this man shaving.  He noticed the scar on the 
man’s neck and at once remembered seeing a similar one on the robber.  He informed 
the police inspector, but at the same time stated that he may have made a mistake.  
The inspector, however, took the matter up and finally traced the man’s movements 
and he duly got 20 years.  However, owing to good conduct, he was released some 
years before his full sentence was served.  He returned to England and afterwards 
lived a good life and also wrote a book giving his life’s history. 
 
We boys were always at father to try his luck at the diggings, and at last he agreed to 
shift to Ballarat and allow us to do a little digging whilst he followed his trade.  We 
obtained horses and started off, camping on Mt Blackwood the first night.  It was late 
when we camped and lit our fire.  We also built a little breakwind out of branches to 
keep the wind away from our heads.  During the time spent in fixing up camp we had 
not seen anybody about, though we must have been watched, and our movements, 
which could be easily seen by the light of our fire, noted.   
 
My father had his money in his trouser pocket, which he had taken off and placed 
under his head for a pillow.  During the night he was awakened by something brushing 
against his face, but lay still thinking it was a snake and might bite one of us or himself 
should he move.  He then felt his trousers being gently pulled away from under his 
head and made a grab for whatever it was that had brushed against him and which he 
could still feel close to his head.  It was a hand, and hardly knowing what he was doing 
my father bit it.  The owner let out a yell and father let go and jumped for his gun, but 
before he could get that the owner of the hand got away.  Next morning we made 
another start for Golden Point and finally camped there.  We built up a little yard 
enclosing it with forked posts and limbs of trees, so that we could have a little 
woolshed.  Father bought up woolskins and we boys got the wool and washed it, 
afterwards spade-pressing it.  When we had pressed two loads father sent it to 
Geelong, and, giving the carts two days’ start, followed it himself as he wished to see it 
sold. 
 
There was a gentleman called Mr Vines whom we had got to know.  He was a 
storekeeper and bought gold and during this time he asked me to go with two of his 
men and help carry gold that he had bought, the reason for this being that I was only a 
boy so he thought nobody would shoot or ill-use me.  I used to walk between the two 
men, who were armed, and the gold was put in a belt under my clothes.  Many a time I 
did this and was never touched.  One day, however, I was told to take a letter to a 
certain party the other side of Tipperrary Flat.  It was late to start and grew dark before 
I could return, and I did not dare to come back the same way as I had gone so took the 
long way home through the bush.  After travelling about a mile, making as much haste 
as I could, I heard a rustling amongst some bushes and the next moment received a 
kick on the back of my legs which threw me down on the ground.  In an instant a big 
strong man had me by the throat and nearly choked me.   
 
He said he had been watching me for some time and knew I was carrying gold.  I told 
him I had no gold and had only been taking a letter.  He felt me all over and not finding 
anything let me go saying that if I told anybody about him he would find me and kill me.  
He then let me get up and I lost no time in getting home.  I ran most of the way and 
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was cut and bruised as in my haste and fright I kept running into bushes and stumps 
and falling down, and was quite exhausted at the end of my trip.  I never carried gold 
after that, and for a long time stayed close to our tent.  There were frequent murders in 
those times and also when big storms would come up it was common to hear that 
somebody had been killed by a falling tree landing on his tent. 
 
One day I was passing through Tipperrary Flat and spoke to a man called Black Harry.  
He was a very nice man and was working in what the diggers called a paddock.  This 
meant a sunken place some 12 X 12 and about 8 to 10 feet deep.  He was of course 
trying to find gold and had as much right to be there as anyone else, having his miner’s 
right, and having pegged it out.  The Tipperrary men, however, who had joined together 
there tried to keep this flat to themselves and a few minutes after I had spoken to him 
one of the Tips, as they were called, came up and told Harry to clear out.  Black Harry 
refused, so the Tip, who had been reinforced by other Tips, picked up a big stone and 
dropped it on his head.   
 
The force of the blow stunned Harry, and whilst he was lying there these men jumped 
down on him and killed him.  Well, there was a lot of trouble over this, and the police 
caught six or eight men.  There was no lock-up in those days, so leg irons were put on 
the prisoner’s legs and a long chain passed through their legs and locked to two trees.  
The camp went to sleep and so did the police, or else something happened that we 
never knew about, for in the morning all the prisoners had got away and were never 
again caught.  Personally and generally the belief was that the police were frightened 
at the big number of Tips who lived on the Flat, and had given the prisoners a chance 
to get away.  Murders were, however, only too common in those times, and the 
excitement over any one case soon died out. 
 
Speaking of prisoners, it was a common sight to see numbers of men coupled together 
by a long chain passed round the handcuffs with which each man was decorated.  
Before wagons were in use these prisoners would have to walk to Melbourne, and at 
night time leg irons would be put on and a long chain passed through the legs and the 
two ends fastened to trees, whilst the troopers took watch and watch about.  Later, 
when wagons got common, the prisoners were handcuffed together and driven down. 
 
The early fifties were rough days, and though I am now 76, memories of those old days 
still remain.  During this time neither my father nor my brothers had tried their luck at 
the gold and I must now tell you of our very first try. 
 
My father had sent two loads of wool down to Melbourne, the wool having been taken 
from sheepskins.  Father said we boys could have a holiday till his return from 
Melbourne, as he wished to see his wool sold.  I think Richard Goldsbrough was the 
only selling broker at that time.  Having nothing to do we thought we would try our luck, 
and thinking one place as good as another started on our wool ground.  Our wool 
ground and shed were simply fenced in by means of a forked stick and a railing, and 
was only intended to keep men and horses from trampling on the wool.  Even the shed 
had no flooring save the natural gravel.  We got a dish and filled it with gravel from the 
surface and then washed it as we had seen the diggers do.  We got some gold, and 
after drying it, blew the black sand away from the gold.   
 
It didn’t look much to us so we thought we would play a joke on our little brother and on 
the storekeeper, who was also the gold buyer, so we rolled the gold in about 20 
different papers, thinking the buyer would be so enraged on coming to the small 
quantity that he would give my brother a clip over the head and send him flying, and, to 
add to our enjoyment, we told Bob our younger brother, that when he sold it he could 
buy a shilling's worth of dates and keep them all for himself, we, of course, thinking 
there wasn’t a shilling’s worth of gold in the lot.  Bob started off and handed the roll to 
the storekeeper, who on unwrapping several papers said, "Now, my boy, how many 
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more papers?  I am tired of undoing so many.”  When he at last came to the gold he 
said, “You’ve a nice sample of gold, my boy.   
 
How did you get it?”  Bob told him that we had washed a dish of gravel just outside the 
tent door and that he was to have a shilling’s worth of dates for himself.  The man then 
weighed the gold and said “It’s just over the ounce, and will be £3/12/-, and the few 
grains over we will call a shilling.  So I will give you that dates.”  My brother was not a 
bit surprised, but took the dates and came home quite contented.  We had expected 
him to come back crying, and when we saw the £3/12/- said to him, “Bob take the 
money back; the man has made a mistake.”  Bob, however, stuck to his story and said 
there was no mistake, and so we kept the money.  Bread was then 5/- the four pound 
loaf, sardines 2/6 per tin, and butter, I think 4/- per lb.  Off we went to the store and 
bought fresh bread, butter and sardines and chops, and all sorts of things.  There was 
another little boy living with his father and mother in a tent at the back of our tent, and 
as we were playmates, we invited him to join us, and stuffed ourselves till we were ill.  
The little boy went home and told his father how the Sugden boys had got such a lot of 
gold and sold it for £3/12/- and then bought all sorts of things with the money.   
 
This man knew father was away, and also knew that our ground had not been pegged 
out.  We boys did not get up till late next morning, as we had all been ill during the night 
owing to the many things we had eaten.  When we did get up we found that the boy’s 
father had pegged out our wool ground and had then told his friends who had taken up 
what was left, even pegging out our shed, and we had nothing left save the ground the 
large tent covered. 
 
On father’s return he found all his wool ground turned up and even the flooring of his 
shed and men washing the dirt.  If he had only pegged out the land these men could 
not have taken it from us.  How it was that we had not seen the gold in the gravel whilst 
walking about after rain I cannot explain, unless it was that we never thought to see 
gold on the surface and also father took no interest at all in the gold diggings, but was 
always thinking of his wool.  Well, there was nothing else to do save pull down our tent, 
get what gold we could, and move off.  This we did and got 18 inches of was dirt, and 
then left Mount Blackwood diggings and went to Mr Learmonth’s Station. 
 
My father first took two of us boys with him and then sent me back on horseback to 
fetch my brother and the few things left behind.  My horse was very fat and I rode him 
too fast over the first portion of the journey, thinking I would get back to Mount 
Blackwood and my brother before night, with the result that my horse knocked up and I 
couldn’t get him along.  Night came on and owing to the darkness I missed the road.  It 
seemed to run out or else branch into numerous side tracks.  I could hear all sorts of 
noises and was getting badly afraid.  At last I saw a fire a long way away;  at least, I 
thought it was a fire, though it looked like a star low down, and made towards it, 
trusting that it was a fire and not one lit and used by bushrangers.  It was very dark in 
the timber and I could hardly see how to place my feet.  When at last I reached the fire 
I saw a man sitting down and went up to him.   
 
On seeing me he asked what I was doing out in the mountains at that time.  I told him I 
had lost my way and was trying to get to Blackwood.  He told me I was a long way from 
Blackwood.  I then asked him if I could stay by his fire for the night, as I was afraid that 
in the dark I might get lost amongst the gullies, or fall with my horse into some of the 
deep holes in one of the little creeks and so kill my horse or myself.  I also told the man 
that I was not hungry and didn’t want any of his food, though, at the same time, I was 
very hungry, not having had any lunch or tea.   
 
The man, however, only said, “Look here, boy, go down this deep gully till you find 
another turning to your left and then take the first one to your right and you will come 
out on the main road.  You have a good fat horse under you and will soon find your 
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way.”  The stars were shining overhead, but on account of the trees I could not see 
twenty yards ahead, and I turned away feeling very miserable and frightened.  I had 
only gone a few yards, however, when the man called out, “Cannot your horse move 
faster than that boy?”  I said, “No, sir he’s knocked up.”  Then the man said, “You can 
come back and stay by me fire, but I cannot give you anything to eat as I’ve nothing 
cooked.”   
 
I said “Thanks you, sir, I’m not hungry and am thankful to be by your fire.”  I then took 
my saddle from the horse and took the tether rope from his neck and tied him up to a 
tree.  In doing this I came close up to the man’s dray and noticed that he had a nice 
tarpaulin placed over the pole with the two sides stretched out like the sides of a tent.  
It looked nice and warm and I would have liked to have been able to crawl in there and 
go to sleep.  However, as the man did not invite me, I had to dry my saddle cloth, which 
was wet through with sweat from my horse.  I then got some more wood and using my 
saddle for a pillow, lay down.  The night was cold and frosty, and I would turn first on 
one side and then the other, and what with the cold and being hungry and miserable I 
got very little sleep that night.   
 
At daylight the man came out from his dray and said, “Boy, did you ever make Johnny 
cakes?”  I said “Yes”, and he gave me flour and salt and told me to get water from the 
creek and make some whilst he looked for his bullocks.  After saying that he would be 
back before I had made them he left, and I never saw him again.  After the man had left 
I mixed the flour, made three Johnny cakes (these are just flour and water mixed into a 
stiff thin scone and cooked on the ashes) boiled some tea and then, as the man had 
not returned, took one of the cakes and had a drink of tea.   
 
Before leaving I had a look under the tarpaulin and saw there was enough room for 
three or four men and so couldn’t help thinking what a mean man he had been not to 
offer me shelter and a drink of tea.  I have travelled far since that day but never met a 
man who did the same as that man did to me.  After waiting a little while for his return I 
got on my horse, and, following the directions given me the night before, soon found 
my way to our old wool shed where my brother Joah was waiting for me. 
 
We packed up next morning and made a start to meet father at Mr Learmonth’s 
Station, as our father wished to keep to the wool and teach us all he could.  At lunch 
time we tethered our horse so that he might get some grass to eat, and had just 
repacked all the things on him when a lot of bush cattle came up close to us.  They 
stood throwing dust over their backs and we stayed still.  The cattle then came closer 
to smell the horse.  My brother said, “Sit still and don’t move and the cattle will go 
away.”  I had the tin billy in my hand and a stick, and as the cattle came too close to me 
to be pleasant, I put the billy on the stick and jumped up rattling it.   
 
The cattle cocked up their tails and scampered off and the horse took fright and 
followed.  We saw the saddle turn under the horse’s belly and that drove him wild.  
Then he got his foot in a tin bucket and kicked a large tin dish and that made him 
worse, and at last horse, goods and cattle vanished from our sight.  I said to my 
brother, “Now what shall we do?  No rations, no tea and no horse, we’ll starve”; but my 
brother turned on me and gave me a proper dressing down.   
 
“See what you’ve done with your fooling” he said  “didn’t I tell you to sit still and the 
cattle would go away?  Now we’ve lost everything, clothing, tucker, saddle, horse, and 
that nice new pair of boots I bought out of the gold we got from the floor of the tent.”   
I said “Yes, and my feet are so sore”.   
 
“Good job if they keep sore” said Joah.  “Come on after the horse. Oh!  We’ll never see 
him again.”   
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I said “Let’s go on without him; we’ll only get lost if we start to look for him.”   
 
“You fool”, said Joah, “How can we get lost?  Look at the tracks the cattle have made, 
and besides, the horse is shod and we’ll soon pick up his tracks.  It’s all your fault and if 
you don’t like to come you can stay behind.” 
 
Well, I didn’t like staying by myself, so off we went.  In about half a mile we picked up 
the smashed bucket and then came to the tin dish.  We left them behind as they were 
no good to us.  On we went, picking up some of the things every 50 or 100 yards.  At 
last we came on my brother’s new boots.  These seemed to put fresh spirit into him, 
and he urged me to hurry.  My feet were very sore, and I proposed we should turn 
back, saying we would never see the horse, but my brother said I should have thought 
of my poor feet before I played the fool and that he was going on, and if I stayed behind 
he wouldn’t be able to find me again, so on we went again.   
 
At last we picked up the horse’s tracks, and soon afterwards saw him in the distance, 
standing with his head against a tree with the bridle and saddle still on him.  How glad I 
was, though my brother didn’t miss the chance of saying, “Now you see if I had taken 
your advice we wouldn’t have found the horse.”  The saddle was broken, but we 
managed to fix it up and started back for the road, picking up our things as we came to 
them, I riding the horse, my brother growling all the time, as he did for years afterwards 
whenever he thought of our hunt.   
 
It was too late to go further on our road, so we camped for the night, building a fire and 
cooking some Johnny cakes.  Luckily our tea and flour having been in bags was not 
hurt, and as we also had our tether rope, we were able to fix the horse so that he could 
feed and yet not get away.  The mosquitos were very bad, but the smoke from our fire 
protected us from them.  When, however, it got dark, my brother wished to put the fire 
out, and I objected, saying that if he did so, the mosquitos would be so bad we wouldn’t 
get any sleep.  My brother then said, “I’m not going to take your advice.  It’s better to 
have the mosquitos than to bring bushrangers on to us, and if we keep the fire burning 
and there are any about they will see the fire and stick us up.”  “Well” I said “Even if 
they do they won’t get anything.  We can dig a hole with our knife and put the little gold 
we have in the hole and then put the fire on top, the same as we did at Blackwood, and 
then they won’t get anything.”  “Wrong again George” said Joah “What about the 
horse?  They would be sure to take him because he looks well and perhaps shoot us, 
or take us a long way off the track and tie us up to trees like they did to people at 
Blackwood, so that they cannot tell folks they had just been stuck up, and even if they 
didn’t do that they would give us a great fright.”  So my brother raked the fire out and 
having no smoke to drive the mosquitos away, they gave us fits till we fell asleep, when 
being very tired, we didn’t notice them. 
 
Next morning we were awakened by the noise of the laughing jackass and got up and 
lit our fire and cooked some more cakes.  We had, or rather, the horse had, broken our 
little gun when he bolted away and my brother remarked, “If you had not been such a 
fool and frightened the horse I could have shot some birds; see what a nice fire we 
have to grill birds on!” 
 
We had only gone a few miles along the road when two men came up to us on 
horseback.  I think they must have been out in the bush all night.  They asked us if we 
had been gold digging.  My brother answered quickly, “No, we have been out at a 
splitter’s camp.”  Thank goodness we had no picks, shovels or tin dish or bucket on the 
horse, as I am sure not having them saved us.  They then asked if we had any money 
and we told them only a few shillings.  They asked how full our tucker bags were and in 
reply we said that we had not much, having cooked damper and Johnny cakes before 
leaving.  However, we halved what we had and gave it to them.  They thanked us and 
one said to the other, “What about the horse?”, but the other man said, “He’s too fat, 
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and we’ll get one some place round Bullort.”  They then told us not to mention having 
met them to anybody or they would come after us and shoot us and we never did, not 
even to father.  We reached the Station and met father and had another season at the 
wool tables.  But we boys were mad to go after gold.   
 
We all started for Geelong, and on the way from one station took a short cut over the 
mountain.  Whilst doing so we came on a hut belonging to a Scotchman who, with his 
wife and a lot of girls, no boys, were all at work carting dirt from the side of a hill in gin 
cases having wooden wheels to them.  I think they were getting good gold.  We boys 
asked father to let us build a hut and stay and try our luck.  The folks in the hut would 
not tell us anything, so after a lot of trouble we got father to build us a hut about a mile 
away from these people.  After doing so he left us four boys whilst he went on to 
Geelong and afterwards to come back to us.  We worked away and got a little gold.  
One day some splitters came on us whilst out looking for good trees to fell, and thinking 
we must be getting good gold, told everybody they met and a rush soon took place.  
Amongst those who came were a Doctor and his wife, a solicitor and two gentlemen. 
 
My eldest brother did not care about working with us boys.  He considered himself 
quite a man and so these people I have mentioned and my brother joined together 
and built a hut and agreed to go mates, and, so as not to go short, first paid for six 
weeks’ bread, meat and rations, taking it in turns to cook.  Two would go out in one 
direction and two in another prospecting gold.  After three or four weeks they got 
disheartened as they had not found anything payable, and the two gentlemen 
talked of leaving and joining the mounted police.   
 
However, one day my brother and his mate bottomed at about 40 feet dry sinking 
and they could see gold in the wash.  He did not tell us till he had told a lot of his 
friends.  As soon as we had been told my brother and I went to see if we could get 
a claim on the lead, but found all the ground pegged for a mile.  We, however, 
pegged out a 24 foot claim close to a claim owned by two men.  They had also 
pegged out the ground we were working on.  They had not started working on the 
claim alongside us, but watched us.   
 
They also had another claim on a different lead, besides which they had what was 
called a tucker claim, and so altogether were holding down three lots and 
shepherding the one we were at work on.  Of course they were only entitled to one 
claim.  They never said anything to us but waited till we bottomed.  My brother was 
down in the hole, and I was on top when he bottomed and he called out, “George, 
anyone about.”  I said “Two men watching us, why.”  He said, “I have bottomed and 
can see the gold just as thick as currants in a pudding.  Don’t let on to anyone what 
I send up.  Wash it over the puddling tub so that you can drop it into the tub if you 
see anyone coming.  Now look out, I've put a little wash in the bucket, pull up, 
George.” 
 
I pulled up and took the dish of dirt to the puddling tub.  Just as I had nearly finished 
and could see a nice lot of gold, up walked two men and one said to me, “How does it 
shape, boy?”  I washed all but a few specks quickly into the tub.  He said, “Is that all 
you got in that prospect?”  I said, “Yes”.  He said, “I don’t believe you.  You are a lying 
young dog.”  We did not like to both leave the claim and one stayed whilst the other 
went home and brought some tea and lunch.   
 
We sank through to the pipe clay and then started to drive, as we wanted to get to the 
17ft corner peg.  We intended working all night and had just driven our 17ft drive when 
about twelve o’clock midnight, a lamp flashed on our faces and we were ordered up the 
shaft by the two men.  These men then said that our claim belonged to them and that 
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they were going to keep it and we could go home.  We went home and told a lot of the 
diggers, who told us to call a meeting on the claim next morning. 
 
Early next morning I went to the top of the lead and  told the diggers they were wanted 
at a claim at the bottom of the lead.  The miners were very good and all came down.  
The two men got on the mullock tip and said they had told us the claim was theirs and 
not to do any work on it, and that they had hunted us out at twelve o’clock the night 
before.  We were then told to get up on the tip and speak.  I was our spokesman and 
said, “If the claim belonged to those men, why did they not hunt us out before we 
bottomed, and why did they shepherd the claim and never do any work on it?  Was it 
allowed to keep a claim and not do any work on it?”  I also asked if two men could hold 
three claims as these men did.   
 
The miners shouted “No.  Name the claims”.  I did so and said “Nearly all you diggers 
know it as well as I do”.  The miners then said, “The boys must have the claim”, but the 
two men jumped up and asked if the boys could drive more than 17 feet into other 
ground.  “No” said the meeting.  “Well” said these two men, “Those boys have done 
so.”  Then two strange men out of the crowd went down with a tape measure and came 
back saying we had just driven 17ft and no more, so we held our golden claim and it 
turned out to be a very rich one.  Before it was worked out our father returned, and 
insisted on our leaving the diggings, only letting us finish the claim.  It was strange that 
through all the excitement of those days father never had or took the slightest interest 
in gold, but stuck to the one business he had been brought up in. 
 
We did not in the least like the idea of leaving the bush life for town, and, speaking for 
myself, the free open life we had up to this time led had quite unsuited me for any 
other.  I loved the bush, and up to the present day think there is no better life, and I 
said in my mind I would one day run away if father insisted in living in town.  For some 
years, however, we lived at Geelong, only leaving that place during the shearing 
season, when father would take us with him to the stations on which he was engaged 
in wool classing and scouring.  Those stations were mostly on the Western side of 
Victoria.  I was 14 or 15 years of age and very small for that when another boy 
suggested that we should run away together.  This was the very thing I wanted, and so 
having a mate made up my mind to leave home. 
 
I told my intentions to one of father’s clerks and persuaded him to give me £1, which he 
did,  and with it a lot of good advice, and also promised not to tell father.  The morning 
came that we two lads had agreed to make our start.  I had two suits of clothes, two 
shirts, and two pairs of sock and £1.  We were to meet at 8 am but though I waited and 
waited till long past that hour, my boy friend did not turn up and so I started off by 
myself.  It did not enter my head to turn home after I had once started.  I lay down that 
night, being very downhearted and my feet very sore.  I did not light a fire, being afraid 
some one might see me.  I got into Ballarat next evening and got a bed and breakfast, 
and afterwards started to walk down Plank Road, intending to go as far as the gravel 
pit and see if I could pick up a little gold.   
 
On the way I met a young man I knew, who used to work for my father, and cried out, 
“Oh Hughie, what are you doing here?”  So after making him promise not to tell, I told 
him how I had run away and that I did not intend to return, as father would whip me and 
asked him to take me with him.  Hughie didn’t like the idea at all as he was afraid of 
getting into trouble.  He told me he didn’t live in Ballarat but was on a station about 15 
miles north of Navarre, and had come down with a horse and spring cart to fetch the 
servant girls back to the station and would have to camp out each night.  After a lot of 
talking he agreed to take me with him but cautioned me not to say anything to the girls 
about having to camp out lest they refuse to start. 
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Next morning we started, Hughie, these two girls and myself.  The roads were very bad 
and to help the horse Hughie and I would get out and walk.  We stopped for lunch and 
fed and watered our horse, but the girls would not eat anything.  Towards dark Hughie 
pulled up at a good watering hole and then he and I built a fire and made camp.  
Hughie then told the girls they would have to sleep in the cart, which, by the way, had a 
cover over it, and that he and I would sleep under a tent, which he had spread over the 
shafts.  The girls were very frightened and asked if we would not reach the station that 
night.  Hughie told them it was too dark and he couldn’t see to drive, and might upset 
the cart or get lost, and that it was better to stay.  The girls cried and refused to be 
comforted and also refused tea.  As for myself, all I wanted was to be with Hughie. 
 
The next day passed and we had to again camp out, and again the girls put in a 
miserable night, but brightened up next day when they were told that we would reach 
the station that night and would not have to camp out again.  It was just about sundown 
when we reached Messrs Scott and Turnbull’s station, the name of which I don’t 
remember quite.  It was a native name, something like Bullingdon.  Then Hughie said 
to me, “Now Master George, you had better get down and wait here for some little time 
as it will not do for you to be seen in the cart.  If Mr Turnbull saw you driving with me he 
would get on to me for overloading the cart.  You come on afterwards and see if you 
can get something to do on the station.” 
 
Hughie only said that so as not to hurt my feelings, so out I got with my little swag and 
Hughie drove on.  He was very sorry at having to leave me as he was very fond of me 
and I of him.  When he and the cart had gone out of sight I broke down and had a good 
cry, as I now felt very lonely and sad.  As soon as it got dark I picked up my little swag 
and planted it, for my pride had got the better of me and I couldn’t face going to the 
station lumping a swag.  I thought of what my father, sister, and brothers would say if 
they knew I had turned myself into a swagman, and for that reason planted it where I 
could find it again.   
 
I made my way to the house and knocked on the back door.  Mr Turnbull himself 
opened it and asked me my business.  I said, “Please, can you give me some work to 
do on your station.”  He said, “No, I expect you have run away from home.”  I said “No 
sir”.  He spoke kindly to me and told me to go to the cook and get something to eat and 
that the cook would make me comfortable.  It was, as I said, dark, and he could not see 
me very well, neither did he mean me to go to the hut, but Hughie was at the hut and 
all I wished was to be with him.  On seeing me he said, “Oh, Master George, where 
have you been?  I thought you had got lost.  Come in and have some tea.”  The men 
heard him calling me Master George and wanted to know who I was, so after getting 
their promise not to tell about me, he told them who I was and how I had run away from 
home. 
 
Next morning, having recovered my swag, I had to leave Hughie and restart on my 
wanderings looking for work.  We both broke down and as I turned round after going a 
hundred yards or so, there he was standing looking after me; we waved our hands and 
I turned round and made another start.  The track I was following ran past the front of 
the house, and, being unwilling to be seen carrying my swag, I cut away from the back 
intending to make a wide circle and again come on to it after passing our of sight of the 
house.  Mr Turnbull and another squatter were, however, standing at the front door 
when I was going round amongst the trees.   
 
One of them caught sight of something shining and passing through the trees, and 
called the other’s attention, who said, “Why that little boy had a cheesepeak cap on last 
night.  I noticed it shining when he took it off to speak to you.  It must be he leaving the 
station.”  Then they called out to me, but at first I pretended not to hear.  They kept 
calling out, however, and I had to go over to them, first dropping my little swag.  On 
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going up to them I took off my little cap.  I was well dressed, having come away in my 
best clothes, and had button boots on.   
 
Mr Turnbull asked me where my swag was, and I told him I had planted it.  He then 
said, “Why did you do that, and why didn’t you stick to the road?”  So I had to tell him 
my reason.  Mr Turnbull said, “I see you’ve run away from home.”  I said “No Sir”.  The 
other gentleman then said, “Why, this is the boy you saw last night and who asked for 
work, aren't you?"  “Yes sir”, I replied.  “Well” said Mr Turnbull, “Can you make a 
damper and cook meat in a camp oven, make tea and sleep in a watch box at night 
and watch the sheep from getting killed by native dogs.”  I said I could do all these 
things.  “Well” Mr Turnbull said, “I want a man and you can take the job on, 15/- a week 
and tucker.”  I said “Thank you very much sir, but that’s such a lonely life.”  “Oh, is it?” 
replied Mr Turnbull.  “Well have you ever shepherded sheep?”  I said “Yes sir”, at the 
same time trusting he would not want me to do so as we boys had always hated it 
when having to do it on father’s station.  Mr Turnbull told me he required a shepherd.  I 
said “But sir, I have no dog.”  Then Mr Turnbull offered me to loan of one till I could get 
one of my own.  Well there I was in a fix for I didn’t want to go shepherding and did 
want to get work with Hughie, so I said, “Well, sir, that’s just as lonely a job as the 
other.”   
 
Mr Turnbull was rather put out and said he could see I was very particular as to the job 
I was asking for.  However, he then said, “Well, I am wanting a man to help in dipping 
my sheep, but I expect you’ll say that job is too hard for you.”  “Oh no sir”, I said, “I will 
willingly do that.”  The other gentleman then said to Mr Turnbull, “Come, come 
Turnbull, I rather like the boy; he’s chosen the hardest job of the three.”  Mr Turnbull 
then told me to go and get my swag and that he would try me and see how I got on, as 
he was starting dipping that day.   
 
In those days the sheep had the scab, and had to be dipped in tobacco wash, and 
though I was only a boy, I understood all about it.  I was glad to get the job, especially 
so when I found that I was to work with Hughie.  I worked hard but the sheep were all 
big dry ones.  Two men took turn about throwing the sheep into the dip; every second 
yard I had to take my turn with Hughie.  At the end of the day the sheep would drag me 
all over the yard before I would get it in and my mate was doing three to my one, but he 
never said a word, only tried to help me as best he could, knowing that I was knocked 
up.  At the end of the day I could hardly move. 
 
Time passed by and I became a great favourite with Mr Turnbull and Mr Elder, the 
overseer.  They could not understand how a young boy like me knew so much about 
station work.  One day the cook for the house wanted to go away on some private 
business, and the station owner said that if he could get anybody to do his work for him 
whilst away he would hold the job open for him.  The two girls who had come up with 
Hughie and myself offered to take turn about with the cooking as well as doing their 
own work.  Mr Turnbull agreed to this, but as they couldn’t do the milking and chop the 
wood, I was asked if I could milk.  I couldn’t, but offered to do my best, and so tackled 
my first cows, and soon got into the way of doing it. 
 
One day whilst I was cutting wood I was unlucky enough to badly jar my hand, and as it 
got worse through my trying to use it, I was sent to the little bush hospital, and, being 
unable to get off a horse without help, had to walk.  The hospital was at Pleasant Creek 
and took me a few days to reach.  Blacks were at that time plentiful and I met a lot of 
them.  I would talk to them and how them my hand and they were kind to me, as were 
the station people with whom I camped at nights.  My hand got worse and the pain was 
so great that I could not sleep.  The night before I reached hospital my hand burst and I 
had a good sleep.  In the morning I woke and fancied my hand was quite well again, 
but soon found that it was far from that.  The hospital was composed of one large tent 
and three small ones.   
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In front of one of the small tents sat three gentlemen dressed in white smocks or 
jumpers.  I asked for the doctor, and one of them said, “I’m the doctor, my boy.”  I 
handed him the letter Mr Turnbull had given me to him.  He patted me on the head and 
said, “I’ll look after my curly headed boy.”  I burst out crying and he asked me what was 
the matter.  I said, “Oh, doctor, you won’t cut my hand off will you?”  I had just noticed 
some fresh blood stains on his jumper.  The doctor laughed and said, “Certainly not, 
my boy.  I’ll look after you and get you well again as soon as I can.”  He then called the 
wardsman and gave orders for me to be fixed up.  Now, if ever there was a beast in the 
shape of a human being, that man was one.  In front of the doctor he was as nice 
spoken as one could wish, but directly the doctor’s back was turned he altered at once.  
I was taken inside a small tent and told to undress and get into a tub.   
 
As I couldn’t undress quickly owing to my hand, this man helped me and dragged my 
clothes off, all the time growling and telling me to hurry as he wasn’t going to stay there 
all day.  As soon as I got into the tub and sat down the wardsman threw a bucket of 
cold water over me and treated me like a dog.  After my bath I was taken into the large 
tent and my hand washed; then I was put to bed and got to sleep.  Next morning I was 
taken before the doctor.  He examined my hand whilst the wardsman held it hard.  The 
doctor had one of his hands in his pocket and suddenly called out, “Look at those 
Chinamen over there.”  Of course I turned my head and, as quick as thought, the 
doctor had lanced my fingers, cutting the full length, and didn’t it hurt.  After staying 
three weeks I thought my hand well enough to go back, but the doctor made me still 
stay for two more weeks, and then I walked back to the station. 
 
Shearing was just starting and I was told to work at the wool tables.  We were one 
shearer short, however, and I persuaded Mr Turnbull to let me take the place till this 
man turned up.  I had only done 17 sheep, however, when one of them kicked me on 
my bad hand and I had to retire.  I was then put at the wool tables and, owing to my 
father’s teaching, was able not only to roll up and sort, but class the wool into first, 
second and third combing, and first, second and third clothing, and got up the wool so 
well that Messrs Scott & Turnbull were very pleased with me. 
 
It was not an easy matter to get the wool carting done, as teams were hard to get.  In 
this case there remained 14 bales over after the last two loads had been placed on the 
bullock carts, and the carriers refused to come back again for this small number, saying 
it would not pay them.  There was a bullock team on the station, but nobody who could 
drive them, and I was asked if I could do so.  Now, I had never driven bullocks, but 
thought that with the other two men to help and teach me, I would be able to get along, 
my greatest trouble was that being so short I could not easily yoke up my bullocks.  We 
started, and as my bullocks were very fat and quiet, got on very well, and I soon learnt 
from the men how to drive, and having only six bullocks to look after, was soon able to 
manage them quite well.   
 
The first night out my bullocks were tied up to trees to prevent them breaking back for 
home.  We were some days on the road, and passed two of them crossing Brown’s 
plains, and during that time it rained with hardly a stop.  Timber was scarce, and to boil 
our water for tea we were forced to cut up our tucker boxes and build the fire under our 
drays, and several times I wished myself home again.  Well, at last we got to Finn’s or 
Bate’s Ford, I forget which, and crossed over the ford, no bridges in those days, and 
were in sight of Geelong.  After crossing, the two men got me to drive up as close as I 
could to one of the loads, and then the other load was brought up to the near side of 
my load.  The two men then took half of my load each and so made it look as though 
they had brought two very big loads down from the bush, and so get a name for their 
driving.  I looked rather foolish going along empty with my fine six fat bullocks, but we 
had to go into Geelong to obtain stores, which I was to bring back to the station.   
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I had learnt to crack my whip quite like an old hand by this time and was very proud of 
myself.  I had loaded up and was just starting off again, having replaced my worn 
cracker with a new silk one and was showing the Geelong people how loud I could 
crack my whip, when, standing on the footpath looking at my bullocks, whom should I 
see but my elder brother.  He didn’t see me, or rather didn’t recognise me, as I was so 
dusty and dirty and wore, amongst other things, a large cabbage tree hat, black with 
dust.  I wasn’t quite sure of him myself, but as he was turning away let out a loud crack 
and called out to him.  He turned and looked at me but did not know me and was 
turning away again when I let out another crack and called him again, at the same time 
raising my arms to attract his attention.  He came back and on seeing me was very 
distressed, and said, “Oh, George, has it come to this, and are you now a bullocky?”  I 
told him my story and made him promise not to tell father, which he did.   
 
My brother was too much ashamed to be seen talking to a bullock driver, but asked me 
to meet him that evening at Bright & Hitchcocks, when he would take me to his room, fit 
me out with clothes, and afterwards take me to the George Cobbing Theatre.  I had 
promised to go with the two men I had come down with, but now promised to meet my 
brother, who then left me.  I drove my bullocks out to a paddock and left them, and 
returned to my brother.  I was dressed up and turned into a great swell, and we started 
off for the theatre.  There I met the two drivers who had been so kind to me and taught 
me to drive.  I explained to them that having met my brother, I could not go with them 
and they were quite nice about it.  We said goodbye and I never saw them again.  They 
were kind men and only took up carting during the wool season, at other times being 
engaged in helping their father, who had taken up a farm. 
 
Next day I started off for home and did a very foolish thing, in that I drove my bullocks 
too fast, reaching Ballarat in 2½ days and knocking them up.  Going through Plank 
Road I pulled up outside a little refreshment shop and left them standing by the side of 
the road whilst I had something to eat.   
 
On returning to my team I saw some men looking at my bullocks.  One man called me 
on one side and asked me if I owned the bullocks.  I said, “Yes”.  He then offered to 
buy them and I had then to tell him that they did not belong to me but to Messrs Scott 
Turnbull.  This man then said, “Never mind them, you drive this side of the swamp and 
I’ll meet you there and give you £20 each for the bullocks and you can clear out with 
your £120 and nobody be the wiser.”  He tried to get me to sell them and told me how 
easy it would be as he would drive them away in the dark and kill them at once and 
have them cut up and in his shop the next day whilst I could be pretending to look for 
them.  I could afterwards disappear, and if anybody thought to look for me they would 
only think I had fallen down one of the many disused shafts.  He also told me of a ship 
leaving for New Zealand and did his best to frighten me into selling him the bullocks.  I 
was very frightened and finally told him I would camp this side of the swamp and drove 
away.   
 
I didn’t camp, however, where I told him I would, but drive right through the swamp 
(now a beautiful lake called Wendouree) and I didn’t stop till I had got some distance 
the other side.  It had started to rain and the night was getting dark and as I passed a 
little hut a man came out and said, “You’re travelling late tonight.”  I replied that I 
intended to pull up as soon as I could see a good spot to make camp.  The man had 
come up to me by this time and seeing I was only a boy said, “Look here, boy, there is 
a good fenced-in paddock just behind the hut and the gate is quite close.  There’s 
plenty of grass and water and you will be able to pick up your bullocks in the morning.”  
Now that suited me splendidly, as I thought the butcher would be unable to find and 
make off with my bullocks during the night.  After a lot of trouble I got the bullocks 
unyoked and through the gate and then returned to the hut.  There was a woman with 
the man and though he had so far spoken to me kindly enough, I didn’t feel at all safe 
or happy.  I started to make some tea but the man said, “Here you are, boy, here’s 
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some tea for you.”  Soon afterwards he asked me to lend him 10/-, saying he wanted to 
go up to the store early next morning, and would be back before I had started and 
would pay me back.  Well, I was so frightened that I would have given him all I had and 
so pulled out the 10/- and gave it to him.  “Your bullocks are quite safe now and won’t 
be able to go far away, but you will have to get up early and get them before the police 
see you.  The policemen are all asleep now and won’t get up early; they never do, and 
so won’t know you’ve used their paddock.”  I said, “Oh, that’s not the police paddock, is 
it?”  He said, “Yes, of course it is.”  Then said I “I’ll have to go and tell them what I’ve 
done”, and, in spite of the threats and protests by the man and woman, I started off to 
find the police camp.  I at last found it, being guided to it by their camp fire.  I didn’t go 
right up to the fire, but called out when a few yards away, “I’ve put my bullocks in your 
paddock; will I pay you now or in the morning?”  A voice said, “Well that’s like your 
damned impertinence.  You can just go and turn them out again, and see that you do it 
straight away, or I’ll run you in.”  I told him I was sorry but that I understood they took in 
bullocks and received pay for them.  “Did you” said the policeman, “Don’t let me have 
any more of your damned lies; as it is I’ve a good mind now to put you in the logs and 
your bullocks in the pound, so clear out and get your bullocks before I come after you.”   
 
I was very frightened and couldn’t help thinking of my hard luck, first one thing and then 
another, and now this.  However, there was no help for it, and promising to do my best 
to get the bullocks out, I started to look for them.  I walked about for a long time, but 
could not see a beast owing to the darkness and rain and so at last returned to the hut 
and lay down.  I was up early next morning before daylight and at last found my 
bullocks, which had wandered across the paddock to their nearest home point and then 
lain down under some trees.  I got a very early start and drove all day and kept on 
doing so till I finally reached the station.  My bullocks were quite knocked up and one of 
them afterwards died, but I was hardly to blame, as Mr Turnbull had told me that I was 
to be back by a certain date, and to do so I had to cover a lot of ground each day.  
They were, however, quite astonished at the station when I landed there on time as Mr 
Turnbull had not thought it possible and had only mentioned that date as a joke.  
However, in spite of the condition of the bullocks, he was glad to see me and I was 
very glad to have got back home again, for by this time I quite looked upon the station 
as my home. 
 
Shortly after my return to the station our men’s cook left for the diggings and I was 
asked to take his place until such time as another could be obtained.  Mr Turnbull said 
that if I would take the job on he would send the house cook down during the day and 
have him teach me how to make yeast bread.  This man to save himself a walk would 
send me down messages each day by the hands of a little nurse girl some 15 or 16 
years of age, and it was not long before we two youngsters fell in love with each other.  
Mary, for that was her name, and I agreed to get married just as soon as her time of 
service was up with Mr Turnbull and she could leave the station.   
 
These daily visits, however, were put a stop to by Mrs Turnbull, who ordered Mary not 
to go to the hut, but to take her charges when out for a walk in another direction.  To 
get over this stumbling block I would watch for Mary and notice what way she was 
making, then if she moved towards the north I would start out south and after going 
some distance would work round to the north and meet her, always cutting some ti-tree 
and taking a little with me, so that, if seen and questioned, I could answer that I was out 
getting some ti-tree to make some brooms with.   
 
Mr Elder, our overseer, noticed by frequent journeys after ti-tree and remarked one day 
that he thought a broom would last 3 or 4 weeks.  “But I notice” he continued “that you 
go out every afternoon after four for broom stuff.  Is it the brooms or Mary you go out 
after?”  I turned very red but said nothing.  Mr Elder must have noticed my blushing, for 
he said, “Well, never mind, my boy, only don’t let Mrs Turnbull catch you.”  For some 
days after this I did not get out to see Mary and I missed our daily talk so much that I at 
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last made up my mind that I must see her again and chance anybody seeing us.  I 
intended having quite a long talk to her this day, and so made my preparations with 
great care.  I had, by unravelling a sock, obtained a long length of wool, which I 
doubled and redoubled, till I made up a strong worsted string.  This I tied on to the end 
of a leg of mutton, which had to be cooked for tea.   
 
Under the mutton I placed a frying pan with Yorkshire pudding in the bottom of it, and 
having made up a three log fire, I twisted the woollen string round and round till it was 
as tight as a rope, placed a lump of fat on the top of the leg and left things to 
themselves, thinking that the string would, by untwisting itself and retwisting, keep 
turning the mutton round and round, and the fat which I placed on top would melt 
gradually and baste the meat, and the gravy in turn would drop on the pudding and so I 
would return and find the tea ready and nobody know I had been away.  Things did not 
turn out, however, as I expected, for on my return from seeing Mary I noticed smoke 
coming from the hut and, running up as hard as I could, found the hut on fire.   
 
My string had been twisted too tightly and in untwisting had evidently thrown the lump 
of fat into the fire.  This must have set the wooden chimney off, and that the hut.  The 
cook from the house helped me to save what we could and put out the fire.  We saved 
the shepherd’s things, and that was all.  Stores, hut, my leg of mutton, and my 
Yorkshire pudding were all burnt.  Mr Elder remarked to me, “My boy, you make far too 
many brooms.  Make each one last four weeks and we won’t have so many huts burnt 
down.” 
 
By this time I was very sick of cooking.  For one thing, I had to get up very early each 
morning as the shepherds required their breakfast before they started away with their 
flocks, which was at daybreak, and also I did not like this indoor work.  I asked for 
some alteration to be made and was finally given my old job of station hand again and 
a new cook obtained.  There was a man on the station called Cranky.  I do not 
remember him being called by any other name.  This man had fallen in love with my 
little Mary and I found it out.  We often spoke of her and I told him she was my sister.  
On meeting Mr Elder one day he asked him if Mary really was my sister and on Mr 
Elder saying “Yes”, was quite convinced.   
 
One day we were together in the scrub loading a dray and in some way he offended 
me and to get even I told him I would take good care he wouldn’t speak to my sister 
again.  “I’ll tell her all about you and then you won’t get her”, I said.  In a moment his 
eyes flashed and, pulling out a strong sharp knife that he always carried he opened it, 
rushed and caught me and made a slash at my neck.  I caught his arm in time, but was 
not strong enough to hold him, so I called out “Mr Elder”.  Cranky looked round to see if 
Mr Elder was about, and whilst he did so I slipped under his arm and ran for my life 
back to the house.  I told Mr Elder that Cranky had tried to kill me, but not what I had 
said to cause him to do so.   
 
By and by Cranky came in with the load of wood and, seeing Mr Elder, said, “Where’s 
that young ….?  I’ll cut his throat when I catch him.  He says I cannot have his sister.”  
Mr Elder called me up and asked what I had been saying to Cranky.  I told Mr Elder 
that Cranky had made me angry as he would keep on saying silly things, so, to stop 
him, I had told him I would not let him marry Mary, and that he had then tried to cut my 
throat.  I told him how I had got away by calling out his name and then ducked and ran 
when Cranky turned his head to look.  Mr Elder told me to move away out of sight 
whilst he fixed poor old Cranky up.  I never saw him again as Mr Elder paid him off that 
day, and like the majority of station hands in those days, he no doubt made for the 
nearest grog shop as fast as he could go and there lost what money he had earned. 
 
All the time I had cooked for the men I had to sleep in the hut away from the house so 
that I could get early breakfast for the shepherds who had always to be away at 
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sunrise.  The hut was divided into two rooms, one for sleeping and one for eating in.  I 
slept in one of the top bunks.  One day a stranger came along and, in those times, any 
visitor was made very welcome.   
 
This man had worked on the station some time before I had obtained my first job there.  
In the evening the men were talking of old times and the shepherds of their wonderful 
dogs and the wonderful things their dogs had done, talking about the olden days, Black 
Thursday, and how they were shepherding on such and such a station when the Jim 
Crow diggings broke out, and of how such men cleared out from the stations without 
their wages and left the sheep in the yards.  “I’ll never forget the last time I stayed in 
this hut”, said the traveller, who was staying all night.  “One of the station men was 
sleeping in the top bunk in that room, the first one on the right.   
 
He had his face to the wall.  We all slept soundly in those days and none of us woke up 
till morning, when we all got up and went to the creek for a wash except this one man 
in the top bunk.  We came back to breakfast and the man was, as we thought, still 
asleep.  We called out to him and as he didn’t move, one man took hold of him and 
shook him.  “Good God”, said the man, “the wall and his clothes are all covered in 
blood”, and, sure enough, the man was dead, having cut his throat during the night.”  
When the man had finished telling his story I said “Why, I sleep on that bunk, and there 
are dark marks on the slabs now which I always thought were gum stains.”  “Oh”, said 
the man “those stains aren’t half so bad now because we pulled a lot of the rough 
splinters away.  The boss said he would take out those slabs, but I can see from the 
outside that he forgot to do so.”  He then looked in my bunk and pointed out the marks 
that I had always thought to be gum stains.   
 
Now this traveller obtained work on the station and a curious thing happened to me a 
few nights afterwards.  I had a dream, and in my dream I saw a man sitting by the fire 
of the hut on a four-legged stool.  On his head was a large cabbage tree hat and in his 
hand a large clasp knife with a bullock hide handle.  He was a big man and dressed in 
dark clothes and looked very sad.  I related my dream to this stranger, who said I 
described the man who had actually killed himself and declared that somebody must 
have told me about him.  I was, however, certain that he was the only person who had 
ever mentioned the event.  As he had not given me any details, the only conclusion we 
could come to was that his telling me of the event, had made such an impression on 
my mind, that in my dream I had really seen the man. 
 
Some time after this Mr Turnbull told me I was to go out back to the head of the 
Richardson River and there help to start a new station, afterwards called  “Breakaday 
Tuck”.  We started off, nine of us altogether, one man in charge, taking bullocks, 
horses and carts with rations and a large water cask.  We had to cut a track through 
the mallee scrub in order to get to the open country.  At the head of the river we filled 
our cask, gave the bullocks a good drink, and taking only one horse, restarted.  Some 
few miles from the river we came on a line of marked trees and these we had to follow.  
This line of trees had been marked out by the boss, who whilst we had been camping 
on the river had gone ahead looking for waterholes and had then returned for us.   
 
For four days we continued to cut a way for our bullocks and cart and during that time 
all the poor bullocks had to drink was one half bucket of water taken from the cask, the 
rest being required for the men, dogs and our one horse.  There was no grass for the 
poor beasts and they lived on the scrub which we cut down to feed them, nor were the 
bullocks taken out or unyoked during that spell lest they should return to the river.  At 
the end of those four days we got through into nice open country with enough water to 
last for sometime and plenty of grass.  We had now a day’s rest and then started to 
protect what water there was. 
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This we did by cutting holes and fencing the small holes in so that the bullocks could 
not puddle up the holes.  We also covered over the tops of those close to us with logs 
and so made them last longer.  Our next job was to dig out a small ground tank and to 
help us in this we sent back to the river for two horse drays and horses which had been 
sent up after us.  The drays also brought us further rations.  We then and afterwards 
received a quarter bullock at a time and this would be salted down in bags and hung as 
high up in the trees as we could climb, the great trouble being to keep the flies and ants 
away.  Often the meat got so hard that one could hardly cut it.  We had splendid men 
with us.   
 
The cook would bang on an old tin plate long before sun-up and we would all turn out, 
have our breakfast of damper and salt meat, and be at work before the sun was up, 
have one smoke in the morning and another in the afternoon, and knock off at dark, not 
a growl from anybody.  It was winter time and we had to get the tanks dug out as 
quickly as possible, and so save the water.  Our first tank was only a small one, 12 feet 
deep and 12 feet long and 12 feet wide, and was only intended for the home use and 
for the horses, the bullocks being able to look after themselves and get water from 
crabholes.  We cut and charred logs and so took the sap out of them and then logged 
the bottom and sides and finally cut long drains into the tank so as to catch all the rain 
we could.  When the hole from which the bullocks drank ran dry, we would drive them 
back to the river till the rain again fell and then bring them back.   
 
Having finished our first tank, we next started on a big one for the stock.  It was the first 
one I had seen and though I have since seen many in various parts of Australia, very 
few of them equalled this one, and I don’t think I’m wrong in saying it was the first tank 
of its kind put down in Australia.  The sides were 20 feet deep and sides and bottom all 
logged. 
 
Our next job was to build the hut, for until we had our water supply fixed up we had no 
time to do anything else and had been living in the open.  Our overseer had been a 
ship’s carpenter, and was also a very smart man, and being used to building was able 
to put up a fine large hut with a big chimney.  It was nearly Christmas by this time.  Our 
tanks and hut were finished and during all the time we had been out we had been very 
kindly treated by Messrs Nicole and Hoorly, who had a station at the head of the river, 
and from whom we had obtained our tucker, and as this was mustering time with them, 
we all agreed to go over and give them a hand. 
 
It was only in the hot months that the cattle could be mustered, as during winter they 
would wander through the mallee into open country, getting water from the crabholes.  
As soon as these dried up, however, the cattle would be forced to come into the river 
for a drink; this they would do early in the morning and after drinking return to the 
scrub.  Our method was to plant in the scrub overnight and then early in the morning 
round up all the cattle as they came back from the river.  Amongst the mobs were 
many bulls and a large number of these had to be shot.  They would charge anything 
or anybody who got between them and the scrub, and nothing would keep them out, so 
some of the good shots would gallop up alongside these bulls and shoot them.  I 
enjoyed it all and was sorry when the week was up and we had to return to our own 
place. 
 
After the day’s work we would lie down on the verandah, using our saddles for pillows, 
and the men would talk about blacks and their and other’s doings; how so and so was 
such a splendid rider or shot, or how so and so got thrown from some well known 
buckjumper, and I can still remember how the blacks would now and then be knocked 
over man and horse by some charging bull, and how quickly they would be up, and, 
provided their horse was unhurt, mount again and be after the bull, their lovely teeth 
showing, and the yarns of black tribal fights. 
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It was during this week that I saw a strange black tried and made fight for his life.  This 
man was from another tribe and had been waiting his chance to steal a wife.  After 
some days at last one young girl left the camp to dig yams and wandered some three 
miles away and was captured by this man.  This had taken place some months before 
our visit.  During our visit this black whilst out hunting by himself was captured by the 
tribe to whom the girl belonged.  These relations of the girl wished to kill him, but also 
wished to do so before their king, and so brought the man back to their camp.  There 
he was asked what he had done with the girl and in reply stated that she was his wife 
and would in three moons have a baby.   
 
Hearing that he had treated her kindly, he was given a chance for his life.  Each 
member of the tribe was to throw one spear at him, the man being given a small shield 
to protect himself with.  The last to throw the spears were the father and brothers o the 
stolen girl, the idea being that as the man would be tired from protecting himself so 
often the last throwers would have more chance of killing him.  Finally, if no spear hit 
him, the old mother was to take a waddy and try to hit him on the head.  Having gone 
through this, and being then able to do so, he was free to return to his wife.  I have 
never seen a man jump about as he did, and having taken a fancy to him I was worried 
lest he got killed.  However, he got through unhurt, at which I was very pleased. 
 
On our return to Breakaday Tuck the boss overseer called me up saying, “Towny” 
which was the name they had given me, having found out that I had run away from 
home, “You are not a bush carpenter, and these men are more use to me for hard work 
than you, and as you are a good bushman, you can go and look after the bullocks.”  So 
morning after morning I would work my way through the scrub into the open country 
and see how the cattle were.  As long as the sun shone I could find my way about and 
not get lost.  Once a fortnight I would visit the river and bring back the quarter bullock; 
sometimes the meat would go bad before I got it home, and then we would have to live 
on damper, tea and doughboys till it was time to get the next lot of meat.  It was no 
good going for meat between times as the station only killed once a fortnight.  I used to 
love that river trip as I would see fresh faces and hear news and also have a fine swim 
with the white and black men to whom I could talk. 
 
One morning I started out to get the working bullocks; it was a dull close day and the 
sun like a ball of fire, whilst the flies were frightful.  No wind moved the trees and by 
and by the sun disappeared behind the clouds.  The night before had been very hot 
and we had been unable to sleep.  I had a long hunt for the bullocks and my favourite 
dog kept hanging behind, and by the time I found those bullocks, was quite knocked 
up.  We had no water bags those days, and so I had nothing to refresh the dog or 
myself with.   
 
Whilst hunting for the tracks I had twisted and turned, first one way and then another, 
covering a lot of ground, finally finding myself in fresh country that I did not know.  
Having found the bullocks, I started to drive them home as I thought, but not having my 
dog’s help, had to ride from bullock to bullock.  It was so hot that they wouldn’t travel, 
but first one would get under a tree and stay there, and whilst I rode after that one 
others would move away to other trees.  Night came on, and there I was with a 
knocked up horse and dog.  I could not see to follow the bullocks at night through the 
scrub, and so taking my stirrup leathers, hobbled my horse and then fastened him to a 
tree.  Next morning I started again thinking to take a short cut, but the sun was still 
hidden and the day not and close.   
 
My faithful dog stuck to me till he at last dropped dead.  I have had many dogs but 
never one so faithful.  Some I have had would leave me for water and return back 
again; others would stay away or return home, but that dog followed me till he died.  I 
kissed the poor dog and covered him over with some sticks, and had a good cry and 
wished I had never run away from home and wondered if anybody would ever find me.   
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That night I again tied up my horse and then climbed into a tree to be out of reach of 
wild dogs who had frightened me by their close approach.  Never before or since have I 
seen wild dogs come so close.  No doubt they knew I was knocked up.  I had managed 
to fix myself up in the fork of a tree and all through the night the ants kept biting me.  
Next morning I was so stiff and weak I could hardly get out of the tree and thought I 
would have to stay there.  However I did at last get down, though with torn clothes and 
skin, and again started off, but my horse wouldn’t move and it was some time before I 
could make him.   
 
The poor beast was quite done up and kept falling down, finally staying down.  I was 
foolish as I should have cut his throat the night before; his blood would not have been 
so thick and black.  I stayed by the horse till I thought he was dead or so nearly so that 
he would have no feeling, and I then took out my large clasp knife, which I opened with 
difficulty, and cut his throat and lay down and drank the blood.  It was thick and salty 
and in a few moments made me sick.  Of course I made a mistake in trying to drink the 
blood of an animal so nearly dead.  I should have done it the day before.  Now I was 
without a dog or horse.  A dog cannot last long without water, and that’s why my dog 
died first.  The sun was out and it was very hot, but I was too far gone to think of 
direction and just crawled along, sometimes on my feet and at other times on all fours. 
 
Another night came on and I could just manage to pull myself up into a tree and fasten 
myself there.  I was past taking notice of ants and did not feel the want of food, but my 
want for water was awful.  Next morning I found it harder than before to free myself 
from the tree, but at last fell down cut and torn and never got up on my legs again.  I 
crawled on hands and knees till my hands were all worn and the toes of my boots worn 
through.  It was a frightful day, the flies were very bad, and not having strength to brush 
them away my mouth and ears became flyblown.  It was in the afternoon when, as I 
was crawling along, I could just notice something moving.  I thought it might be some 
wild beast and that it would kill me, for I certainly couldn’t move out of the way of any 
wild bullock.  However, I didn’t feel the least bit frightened, having got to such a state of 
misery that nothing mattered.   
 
By this time I was crawling along almost flat on the ground and could see the legs of 
the animal moving towards me.  When it got close I saw it was a horse and was 
following the same cattle track that I was on.  It came up quite close to me and then I 
saw a white girl was riding.  She saw me and called out, “What are you doing, boy; 
have you got lost in the bush?”  I couldn’t answer her, so she asked me to go to a 
slanting bush, but I couldn’t pull myself up.  Then she got off her horse and pushed and 
pulled me till I was about the height of her horse’s back, then telling me to hang on, she 
caught her horse and riding up beside the bush pulled one of my legs over her horse at 
the back of her saddle and then got my arms round her and, holding them with one 
hand, rode off home.  On reaching this hut another girl came out and lifted me down.  
They let the horse go and then carried me inside where they first cleaned the filth away 
from my face and then gave me some milk to drink. 
 
The hut had two rooms, a double bunk in the back one, and a large fireplace in the 
front with a bunk on each side of it.  They did all they could for me, boiled milk and 
damper and at night put down a mickey skin in front of the fire and rolled another up for 
a pillow.  This was so that I would not fall out of the bunk, which I might have done had 
I been put in one.  Every now and then during the night first one girl and then the other 
and sometimes the two of them would get up to see if they could do anything for me.  I 
was too ill to ask or answer any questions.   
 
Day after day went by and I never saw anybody else.  As I got stronger they asked me 
about my family and how I came to get lost, so I told them all about my father’s station 
and how I came to run away, and asked them if they weren’t frightened living by 
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themselves, but they replied that whilst they had so and so, mentioning two names, 
they were all right.  Now I thought these names referred to two men who perhaps lived 
a short distance away in another hut.  They told me that Breakaday Tuck, the station 
from which I had got lost, was at the back of their run, and then they told me how they 
had come up there with their father and brother and started a station, but that the father 
and brother had gone out with some fat cattle and wouldn’t be back for three weeks.  
Now my clothes were very torn and dirty and I thought I would find the two men the 
girls had mentioned and get the loan of some clothes whilst I washed and mended my 
own, but though I looked carefully about I couldn’t see anybody.   
 
I then asked where so and so were, mentioning the names the girls had told me about.  
They laughed and said, “Come along and we’ll show you”.  We went outside and one of 
the girls called out and two huge dogs came up.  They were very strong and savage 
and would tackle anything the girls set them at.  These girls had been taught to use 
guns and were very good shots.  They also used to help muster and brand the cattle, 
handing the irons through the fence to their father.  These kind girls mended and 
washed my clothes and as soon as I was strong enough one of them took me along a 
new cut to within five miles of Breakaday Tuck and then returned home to her sister. 
 
I cannot say how pleased my mates were on seeing me turn up again fat and strong.  
They had given up all hope of ever seeing me again and the manager used to give me 
a great teasing over being found by the ladies and would say, “It’s no use sending you 
out after cattle as you will only get lost just to have an excuse to see those young 
ladies again.”  They teased me so much that I was ashamed to ride across to see 
those kind folks and for the same reason I did not write to them but kept waiting for 
some chance to get away by myself and not let anybody know.  However before I got 
that chance I was recalled to the station I had been on before coming up to Breakaday 
Tuck and never saw those good folk again. 
 
Mr Turnbull, the owner, met me soon after I rode in and showed me a letter which I 
knew was from my father as soon as I saw the handwriting.  I had written to my brother 
after running away, and he had finally told father where I was.  By this time I was a 
great favourite with Mr Turnbull and had been made a kind of overseer, living in the 
house with him.  It wasn’t at all my wish to leave this station and though father kept 
writing to me asking me to come back, I replied saying that Mr Turnbull would not let 
me go.  Finally my father wrote to Mr Turnbull stating that as I had run away from home 
and was under age Mr Turnbull had no power to keep me and must send me back, 
otherwise steps would be taken to make him.  It was a very angry letter and Mr 
Turnbull came to me about it, saying that though he was sorry to lose me I would have 
to go home.  He also asked me if I could return after the wool season as he would like 
to have me back again and I promised that if possible to do so I would return. 
 
The part I liked least in leaving the station was parting from my little girl and I asked Mr 
Turnbull to look after her for me so that when she came down from the bush I could 
marry her, provided my father would allow me.  Mr Turnbull only laughed and said, 
“Now, don’t you be a foolish boy.  You’re far too young to think of doing any such thing, 
and will have to wait for another ten years to pass before  you marry.  Just see you 
don’t fall in love again and burn another hut down.”  I bought a horse for myself, the 
first I had ever owned, giving Mr Turnbull £9, and having also bought a saddle and 
bridle, I set off for Ballarat, there to meet my father, having £20 in my pocket, and 
thinking myself quite a grown man. 
 
It was very lonely riding along by myself, and my thoughts flew back to the kind folk I 
had left, and then jumped from so pleasant a subject to the painful ones of bushrangers 
and horse thieves.  Each night I camped I would before dark put out my fire lest it 
attract any of these people, and my night’s rest was constantly broken by my 
imagination, which turned every noise into the approach of these gentry.  I do not now 
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remember how many days the trip took, but I do know that it was with great pleasure I 
pulled up at last at Bath’s Hotel in Ballarat, at which place my father stayed.  My father, 
not being in at the time, I took a walk down Plank Road.  It was then about the time that 
Ballarat was at its richest.  The evidence of this was easily seen as most of the men I 
noticed had small gold nuggets decorating their person.  One would have a small one 
on his pipe or on a ring or pin.   
 
Whilst walking along I saw my father in the distance.  His was an easy figure to pick 
out, as, to the day of his death, he always wore a top hat and Wellington boots, and I 
said to myself, “Now you’re in for it.”  However there was nothing else to do but make 
the best of it, and I also said to myself, “At least I’m too big to be whacked, and, if he 
does whack me, I will run away again, hundreds of miles where I won’t be found.”  
Whilst away on the station I had learnt to smoke, and so decided to go straight up to 
father and directly he saw me pull out my pipe pretend I had left my knife behind and 
then ask for his to cut my tobacco.  I thought that he would be so glad to see me that 
he wouldn’t notice, or if he did, wouldn’t say anything.  He was glad to see me, and 
after talking a few minutes I pulled out my clay pipe and put it in my mouth and asked 
for a knife.  He said, “Oh, George, have you learnt to smoke whilst away?”  I replied, 
“Yes, father.”  I think that was the first time in my life I had ever called him father, as up 
to the time I had run away I had always called him “Papa”.  “I have been smoking now 
for 18 months.”   
 
Father looked at me and said, “You’re far too young to smoke.  It does not look well to 
see a young man smoke and I trust you will give it up.”  I replied that I could not give it 
up at once and father said, “Yes, but you must give it up.”  We stayed in Ballarat for a 
few days and a very lively place it was in those days.  Every day father would speak to 
me about my smoking and at length the day before we left for Geelong, he took his 
pipe out of his mouth and put it on a stump, then saying that if I would not give it up he 
would.  He picked up a big stone and smashed his pipe to little bits, remarking as he 
did so, “It’s time a father knocks off smoking when little boys take to the pipe.”  I 
remember I did say I would knock it off, but didn’t say when.  Father drive home to 
Geelong and I rode my horse down and went to work amongst the wool, staying at 
home for some time. 
 
One day father told me he had obtained a station at which I was to class the wool and 
so I put my little horse Tommy on the steamer and started for Melbourne.  Father had 
told me to take my time going up to the station, so I stayed a few days in Melbourne 
seeing the sights.  I had not asked father for any money, as wishing to show him that I 
could make my own living, I told him I had plenty, and all at once discovered that my 
wealth had come down to 25/-, horse, saddle and bridle, good watch and good clothes.  
The station to which I was going was some 300 miles from Melbourne, so I packed up 
and started on my journey.  I got as far as Pretty Sally Hill, now, I believe, known as the 
Big Hill, a few miles the other side of Kilmore, the first day pulling up at a wayside inn 
which had not been there when my father had his station close by.  I asked the 
innkeeper if he could put myself and horse up for the night.  He replied, “Yes, my boy, if 
you can pay for it.”   
 
I didn’t tell him I had only 25/-, but put my horse in the stable, fed it, and sat down to 
tea.  After tea the man said, “Well, you don’t look like a boy that will get up at three in 
the morning and make off for Bendigo without paying.”  “Oh no sir”, I said, “I will pay 
you now.”  I then found that if I paid for breakfast half of my money would be gone, so I 
told him that as I would be starting long before he was up, I would pay him for my 
horse, my bed and tea, and get my breakfast further along the road.  After tea I got 
talking with the innkeeper, who looked a kindly man, and I asked him if he ever knew a 
Mr Budd who once owned a cattle station next to Rand’s water hole.  He said, “Oh, you 
mean Sugden’s old station.  He had four boys and a daughter and no wife.  A drought 
came on and his sheep got the scab and then selectors came on his run.”  “Yes, sir”, I 
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said, “that was my father’s run.”  “Well” said the man, “I’ve been wondering where I’ve 
seen you before, but you and your brothers were very small then.”  He talked of father 
but evidently did not think much of his managership as he was so often in Melbourne 
and left so much to his overseer.  He also said that the overseer used to go too often to 
Kilmore and get drunk and take my eldest brother with him.  I agreed with that and told 
him how, when the shepherds would run away to the gold fields, I and my brothers 
would have to work the sheep.   
 
I told him also how I would have to take my sheep to a place about two miles from 
Budd’s old station home and there round them up and give four sheep to the 
contractor, who was at that time making a road to Bendigo.  “Well” said the man “that 
was my station and I am Mr Budd.  Your father had all hilly country and mine was all 
lovely flats.  The selectors came along and took up all my flats, so that I was only left 
with my home paddock.  I built a new front to the old house and turned it into this inn.”  
We talked about old times, Mr Budd telling me of the local changes and I told him of my 
doings.   
 
Next morning I was up early and continued on my journey.  I bought meat and bread 
along the road and camped out at night cooking my meat by the fire.  I continued on 
this way till I crossed the river at Moama.  There were no bridges in those days and the 
punts were private property.  The punt at Moama was owned by a Mr Maden who 
afterwards had a pontoon bridge built, and many a story I could tell you of Mr Maden’s 
punt and bridge.  Mr Maden was a very wealthy man and owned most of Moama and 
Echuca.  Mr J H Horsfall married his daughter.  One night after crossing into New 
South Wales I came up with two gentlemen who had camped for the night.  They had a 
spring cart with an outrigger and two horses.  I asked if I might camp with them and 
they said, “Certainly, my boy”, and offered to make room for me under the cart when 
we turned in.  However, I decided it was nicer by the fire and so didn’t trouble them to 
that extent.  It was pleasant to have someone to talk to.  I found out they were two 
squatters making their way up to Hay, there to inspect some station property.   
 
They were anxious to reach Deniliquin as they wished to purchase firearms.  I asked 
what they were for and was then told of a murder, which had just been done at North 
Yathong Station, situated on the banks of the Billybong Creek between Urana and 
Jerilderie.  I was told that an old man named Brennon had a cattle station.  I think the 
homestead was just a few huts and yards.  He did not believe in banks but kept his 
money in hard cash about the home.  People knew this as he never drew a cheque but 
always paid cash to his men.  A bushranger stuck up the place and had got all the 
hands, owner, wife and children in the one room.   
 
There was a large fire burning and one of the stockmen noticed that a large stock of 
wood was nearly burnt through at the middle.  He was close to the fire and thought that 
as soon as the wood burnt through he might be able to pick up one end and hit the 
bushranger on the head with it.  The stick burnt through and the bushranger turned with 
his back to the stockman, and he, seeing as he thought his chance, picked up the 
wood and had lifted it up to strike when the burning end crackled; this caused the 
bushranger to turn round and before the stockman could get his blow home the 
bushranger had shot him dead.   
 
This man was still at large and as nobody knew where he might turn up, travellers were 
buying firearms.  Years afterwards I visited this station with a view to purchasing it 
myself, but did not do so.  Naturally the story did not make me very comfortable, and 
having only a few shillings, I could not buy firearms.  The two gentlemen bought pistols 
at Deniliquin and advised me to do so also.  Being well dressed and having a good 
horse, etc. they naturally thought I had money with me and I was too proud to let them 
know otherwise, but pretended that I wasn’t afraid of the bushranger. 
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On this trip I had planned out my life.  I wanted to be a good horseman, a good 
swimmer, and to get to be an overseer on a station, work myself up to manager and 
get to know as much about wool as my father, have scours of my own, and finally own 
at least 10,000 acres of good land.  I also made up my mind not to marry till I had 
£5,000 and a home.  I left the two gentlemen and continued on my journey to Tubbo 
Station, then owned by a Mr John Peter.  My father was there waiting for me and we at 
once started classing the sheep, I holding whilst my father examined them. 
 
We visited many stations and I found the people most kind.  I was about twenty years 
of age when I got my first job as a wool classer.  This was at Widgiewa Station, then 
owned by the late Sir Samuel Wilson, and the late James Cochran.  The sheep from 
Coonong and Big Yanco were all brought to the end shed for shearing and I classed all 
the wool.  The sheep were all cold water washed then; that is, the wool was washed on 
the sheeps backs, the blacks doing the work with a white overseer to direct.  It was a 
rare thing to get mutton on a sheep station, beef being the chief meat.  Now, blacks are 
very fond on mutton and if the overseer turned his back long enough they would force a 
sheep under the water with the crutch and hold it there till almost dead.  They would 
then call out and draw attention to it.   
 
The overseer would then order the sheep to be taken out and bled.  The skin would be 
taken off and the meat given to the blacks, who would hold a feast by their fires at 
night.  Should a sheep’s leg get broken in the yards, it would be killed and dressed for 
us, and a feed of mutton was muchly enjoyed.  This washing of the sheep before 
shearing has long gone out and could only be done in the shepherding days, as the 
sheep after coming out from the water had to be kept on clean grass.  Sheep taken out 
of paddocks and washed would ring round after washing and so get dust in their wool.  
It was a lovely sight to see the sheep coming into the sheds to be shorn with the wool 
all nice and white.  In those days the lambs were not shorn, but allowed to grow into 
hoggets wool and then shorn with the other sheep. 
 
The Victorian squatters were far ahead of those in New South Wales, and it was the 
Victorians who taught the New South Wales men how to improve their flocks and get 
their wool up.  I remember writing to a squatter called Dow.  Everybody knew his as 
Jacky Dow.  He was supposed in those days to have the best sheep and wool for 
hundreds of miles round, and if his own opinion was to be taken, he also had the best 
yards, sheds, etc. in the district and was also the best manager.  He had one leg 
shorter than the other and in consequence never rode a horse, but did all his work from 
the house, or was driven about in his carriage.   
 
He had a splendid overseer who used to camp out on the run.  After giving my letter 
time to reach Mr Dow, I got on my horse and rode over to see him.  He was the first 
person I saw as I pulled up and jumped off my horse.  I said, “Mr Dow, I believe?”  He 
said, “Yes, yes, yes.”  “My name’s Sugden”, I said, “I wrote to you about your wool.”  Mr 
Dow said, “Just so, Sugden, just so, you’re only a boy, no hair on your face.  You must 
have started very young.  I’ve heard about you from Mr James Cochran of Widgiewa 
Station and Samuel McCaughey, and if you hadn’t done their wool and also Mr 
Cochran’s, I wouldn’t let you handle mine.  You’re only a boy and no hair on your face.”  
The fact that my face was free from whiskers evidently upset him, and I wasn’t 
reassured by his conversation, which followed.  I told him that so far my work had given 
every satisfaction, and was told in reply that no doubt I was very clever and would have 
to be still more so to do his wool as he wished it done.  I replied, “Oh, sir, I could not do 
the wool the way you do it.”  Mr Dow asked very sharply, “How do you know what I do.  
You have never been on my station before.”  “No” I replied, “but on passing your huts I 
saw four or five men dancing in rubs and I went up to see what they were doing.  I 
asked them if they were washing blankets.  One of them called me a --- fool, and asked 
if I could not see they were washing dirty wool.”  Mr Dow said, “Just so, Sugden, just 
so.  You think yourself very clever.  Did you fancy they might be washing clean wool?”  
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He asked me what part of Australia I had come from and I told him the Western side of 
Victoria and Geelong, where they had nice stone sheds and shingle roofs and where 
they shore the lambs.  “Just so, Sugden” said Mr Dow, “a waste of money stone sheds, 
and as for shearing lambs, quite wrong.  They should let them grow till about 16 
months and then make one shearing do for the lot.  A waste of money, Sugden.”  “Well 
sir” I said, “If you want me to get your wool up the same way as you are now doing it, I 
would rather not take the job on because in your way of doing it the longer you keep 
the stained pieces in those casks the darker it will get.”  With that Mr Dow flew at me in 
a great temper and told me I was like a boy who had never been out of his own village 
and thought that everything done there must be correct.   
 
He also reminded me again that I had no hair on my face and was only a boy.  By this 
time I had had quite enough of Mr Dow and didn’t wonder at folks calling him “Old 
Jacky”.  It was too late to return to Kerarbery Station, 25 miles, from which I had 
started, or I would have returned that night.  By and by Mr Dow cooled down and told 
me to go down to the Manager’s house and that he would make me comfortable.  I did 
so and found the Manager to be a very nice man.  I told him of my talk with Mr Dow, 
and was advised to take no notice of him, but to tackle the wool my own way and not 
answer Mr Dow back if he said anything, and that I would then get on well with him, so 
I made a start and got on well. 
 
By and by Mr Dow would come down and tell me I knew how to handle wool and would 
ask me how I did such and such a thing.  If I didn’t tell him, which was very often the 
case, he would tell me over and over again that I was only a boy and had no hair on my 
face, and thought myself very clever.  One day he came down to the sheep wash 
where I and my men were at work, and, after looking at the wool and praising it up, he 
said, “Now Sugden, jump into the carriage and I’ll drive you up to see my shearing 
shed and you can tell me how it compares with your fine Western District sheds.”  The 
shed was about four miles up the river.   
 
After going some distance I saw about half a mile away what looked to me to be some 
old shed without a roof, so I asked what it was and was told it was the shearing shed.  
Wishing to please Mr Down I said, “Oh, I expect that’s your old shed and you’ve taken 
the old roof off and put it on your new one.”  Mr Dow did fly at me, as this was the shed 
he was so proud of.  “But where’s the roof” I asked, “Where do you expect to see it?” 
asked Mr Dow.  “On the shed” I replied.  “You’re a very clever boy” said Mr Dow, “I 
think I’ve told you before that you remind me of a village boy who has never seen 
anything else.”  “That is where I shear 90,000 sheep.”  “But, Mr Dow” I said, “How can 
you shear in a shed without a roof?”  “You’re very smart Sugden, very smart, but you 
have to come to New South Wales to learn something.  The roof is taken off and put 
away after each shearing and is now in the store room”.  I thought this a very mad idea 
and would have liked to have told him so.   
 
Close to the shed I noticed a lot of trees cut down and asked if that had been done to 
prevent the sheep hanging round the shade during shearing time, but I was told to wait 
till I got inside and then I would see the reason.  We got inside and it certainly was nice.  
A good wool and press room, good shearing floor all boarded and very clean but no 
battens for the sheep to stand on in the catching pens.  I remarked on this and Mr Dow 
told me he didn’t use any.  The small tops from the trees I had seen were packed in 
fresh every night and the sheep bedded down on nice clean gum leaves and small 
branches.  The men had to lift their sheep up and carry it to their stand, and before a 
man put a sheep down on the board a boy would have to sweep the spot.  In this way 
the wool was kept clean. 
 
In those days you could get men to do what you wished done and no grumbling.  At 
that time the conditions regarding the men were far better in Victoria than in New South 
Wales.  In Victoria a man would get from 15- to £1 per week and his food cooked for 
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him.  Three hot meals per day, and after the men had finished any traveller looking for 
work could sit down and get a good feed.  In New South Wales, however, rations were 
handed out to the men and travellers and they did the best they could.  I remember one 
day standing by the garden talking to Mr Dow when a traveller came up and asked for 
work.  Mr Dow always believed that if a man was lumping a big swag it was a sign that 
the man wasn’t a loafer or drinker.   
 
If the first, he wouldn’t bother to lump a large heavy swag and if the second, he 
wouldn’t be able to buy one.  The man came up to Mr Dow and asked for a job.  “Well” 
said Mr Dow “I want a man.  What can you do?”  “Oh, anything”, said the man.  “Just 
so, my man, just so”, said Mr Dow, “but what can you do?”  “Oh, anything”, again 
replied the man.  “You must be a smart man”, said Mr Dow, “now what can you do for 
anything means a lot.”  “Oh”, said the man “I can knock about a bit.”  “Just so, just so” 
said Mr Dow.  “You see those two roads there” point to them.  “Yes” answered the 
man, “Well” continued Mr Dow, “One is called the inside and one the outside road, so 
you just knock about those roads as fast as you can, for I don’t want any knockabouts 
on my station.” 
 
My agreement with Mr Dow was a very stiff one and drawn up by him.  In it was a 
clause which I agreed to and which stated that unless the wool was got up entirely to 
Mr Dow’s satisfaction, I would only be paid a portion of my price.  One day Mr Dow 
called me up and told me he was leaving for Melbourne and that the overseer, Mr 
Campbell, would look after me.  I worked away and in a few weeks finished the wool.  
The manager could not pay me till Mr Dow had seen the wool.  However, I told him that 
that did not matter.  I had £32 on my person and had sent other money to Melbourne.  I 
had also bought a horse with a bad reputation, but, being a good horseman, thought I 
could manage him.   
 
Since I had bought this horse he had been running in one of the paddocks and was 
therefore very fresh.  It was only after a lot of trouble and with help that I got the saddle 
on, and my saddle bag strapped on to the front of the saddle.  It is not easy to get into 
a saddle with one’s bag strapped on in front, and I was warned not to get off unless I 
could get someone to hold the horse’s head.  However, once in the saddle I was at 
home, as in those days I was a good rider.  I had gone about half the distance to Cargo 
township, some 60 miles from the station, when I came up with a shepherd, and being 
stiff with riding, asked him if he could hold my horse for a few minutes whilst I got off 
and stretched my legs.   
 
The man said that he could and was quite used to horses.  After a few minutes, and 
having stretched my legs, I wished to again mount and continue my journey.  Just as I 
had got my foot up, ready to mount, the man let go the horse’s head and away he 
went.  I never saw him again and so lost horse, saddle, bridle and clothes.  I had to 
walk back to the station, about 30 miles, and reached there long after dark.  Next day I 
got the loan of a horse and rode to Hay, caught Cobb & Co’s coach to Deniliquin, and 
from there to Echuca and Bendigo and thence to Melbourne. 
 
Whilst in Melbourne I called in at a noted store, Grasses Store, Elizabeth Street, much 
frequented by squatters, and there ran into Mr Dow, who asked me what I was doing in 
Melbourne.  I told him I had finished his wool and my contract with him and had come 
down.  Mr Dow said, “What!  Finished all my wool, that’s impossible.  You must have 
lost a lot down the river.”   
 
But after I had told him the weight and number of bales, he had to alter his opinion and 
said I had been very smart.  He asked if I wanted any money and when I said “No, Mr 
Dow”, remarked that he was going back shortly and would forward me a cheque after 
seeing the wool.  A little while afterwards I received the cheque and Mr Dow was so 
pleased with the wool that I did his wool for three seasons and found him, despite his 
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peculiar ways, a very good man to do business with.  The fourth season I sent my 
eldest brother up to do the wool as I could not go myself, but he only did one season, 
as he could not get on with Mr Dow’s funny ways. 
 
Just before I was 21 years of age, I received an offer of £300 a year as overseer on a 
station called “Bundure”, owned then by Messrs Alfred & George Desselly.  I was also 
to class their wool for them.  I accepted the offer and shortly afterwards this station was 
sold and Messrs Desselly took up land on Willandra Creek, Mossgail, as it was then 
called, between the Lachlan and Darling Rivers, now known as Mossgiel.  I was asked 
to go as overseer and help form the new station under Mr K Robertson, who had been 
appointed manager.  I accepted the position.  We had to pass through Hay, at that time 
a small township, consisting of a hotel, store, and a few small houses.  To cross the 
river a punt was used, there being no bridge.  It was hot weather and after leaving Hay 
a few miles we decided to wait till night and so travel during the cool.  We intended to 
get water at Clark's Hotel, called “One Tree Hotel”.   
 
We each rode one horse and led a pack horse.  Mr Robertson used to call me Towny 
when by ourselves, which annoyed me very much, as I considered I knew as much or 
more of the bush than he did.  However, as he was my boss, I couldn’t answer back.  
We rode on in the dark, and having already come some distance, I was tired and kept 
going to sleep in my saddle.  Mr Robertson was in the same condition as myself but 
because he called me Towny I would not suggest camping.  The danger was that whilst 
he fell asleep the horse might turn around and make back for home, and we wouldn’t 
know.  At last Mr Robertson asked, “Shall we camp for the night Towny?”  I said “Yes, it 
would be a good plan.”  So we unsaddled the horses, hobbled them, put on bells and 
let them go, and a few minutes afterwards were sound asleep with our heads on the 
saddles.  By and by something nipped me on the face and woke me up.  I called out 
“Mr Robertson, something has bitten me on the face.”   
 
Mr Robertson was in such a temper at my waking him up and called out “Go to sleep, 
you silly d—fool.  It’s only rats.”  “Rats” I exclaimed.  “Yes” said Mr Robertson “You’ll 
find plenty about, and when we get up the Lachlan, plenty of snakes; if one crawls over 
you don’t move and it will go away, but, by heavens, if you wake me up again, I’ll break 
your back with my riding boot.”  Down went my head and I was asleep in no time.  How 
long a time passed I do not know, but suddenly Mr Robertson and I woke up at the 
same moment.  Mr Robertson jumped to his feet.  I will never forget that noise.  We 
could feel the earth shaking, and then we heard men calling out, “Whoa, boys, whoa, 
boys”, and one called out, “What’s up, Jack?  Can you see anything?”  Another voice 
answered, “No”.  Then the first voice sang out, “Ride round and have a look.  I expect 
it’s a blasted kangaroo jumped up.”   
 
At last the owner of the second voice saw us and called out, “It’s two bloody swaggies 
camped in the road.”  Now, we hadn’t camped on the track but had gone some 30 to 
100 yards on one side so that we wouldn’t be in the way of any travelling stock, for at 
that time cattle would have to travel 40 or 50 miles between waterings and would be 
driven along at night, so as not to knock them up.  Other voices joined in and one sang 
out, “Wait Jack, till we come round, and we’ll put the whips on the swaggies.  We’ll 
teach them to camp on the track.”  Before, however, the men could carry out their 
threat, Mr Robertson called out, “We are not swaggies, I am Mr Robertson, manager of 
Willandra Station.”  The head drover answered and said, “I don’t care if you’re a dozen 
Robertsons.  All I know is that my cattle have broken back through you, and by this 
time are half way back to the river Lachlan.  You have taken a month’s fat off them.”  
Mr Robertson then drew his pistol and said, after he had fired one shot into the ground, 
“The first man that puts a whip over me will get the next shot.”  So the drovers thought 
better of it and, cooling down, we afterwards had a friendly talk.  These men had 1000 
head of fat cattle and had been driving them along in the dark.  Our jumping up had 
frightened them and they and the men’s pack horses had broken back towards the river 
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Lachlan, and so no wonder they were mad.  About daylight Mr Robertson said, “Well, 
Towny, let us go and catch our horses and make a start before it gets too hot.”  We had 
double hobbled our horses and did not expect to have to look far for them.   
 
We also knew in what direction they would wander, and expected to see them, and I 
doubt if they had put their heads to the ground during the night, but had kept hobbling 
along back to the river.  Our dress was not at all suitable for walking, consisting of top 
boots and tight trousers.  We were great toffs.  Having found our horses we had to get 
back and find our packs and saddles.  It was very easy to miss anything left on the 
plains, as each yard looked like the next.   
 
The sun had risen long before we got back and I thought we must have passed the 
spot, and said so.  Mr Robertson said, “You d—fool, Towny.  If we had passed the spot 
we would have come on the cattle tracks.  Never mind the flies; open your d—eyes and 
look for the packs.”  I was thirsty and so was Mr Robertson.  Nobody had water bags 
then and one had to go from one watering place to another to get a drink for one’s 
horse or cattle when travelling.  No government or private tanks then.  We reached 
One Tree Hill Hotel at last and asked for water for our horses.  The landlord nearly 
snapped our heads off and said, "Do you think I have nothing to do but cart water from 
the river to give your horses a drink?”  We told him that we would pay for what he could 
spare, but all he would let us have was two quarts.  We asked if he could not let us 
have three quarts, so that we could give one each to the three horses, but he would not 
give any more, and so we divided the two quarts amongst the horses, and buying a 
bottle of porter for ourselves, shoved on for the river.   
 
He charged us 3/- for the water and four shillings for the porter.  We paid the 7/- and 
pushed on to the river.  The hotel or inn at Booligal was then owned by a man called 
Redden and a very poor kind of house it was.  However, folks didn’t look for anything 
very grand in those days, and as this was the only house, one was forced to put up 
there.  This man had built a punt or float composed of oil drums and used to take men 
and horses over the river.  Had he built it some 15 feet longer, the punt would have 
reached from side to side of the river, as it was not very wide at that point, but as this 
would not bring him in any money, the punt was built short and always kept locked up.  
On going to this punt I asked what he charged and was told 2/6 paid in advance.  
“Well” I said, “I won’t pay more than 1/-“.  “Very well”, replied the man, “You can stay 
this side.”  I said, “Mr Robertson can pay for his two horses if he likes.  I won’t pay 
more than 1/-“.  I thought that as we had stayed at the inn overnight and paid for meals 
and bed, 1/- was quite enough.   
 
Mr Robertson said, “Oh, come on, Towny,” but I wouldn’t pay up.  I said, “You take my 
saddle bags, Mr Robertson, and I’ll swim Tommy, my horse, over.”  Then the owner of 
the punt said, “Look here, young fellow, this river is very dangerous to cross as the 
bank on the other side is very steep and a horse cannot get foothold, and in any case I 
won’t let Mr Robertson cross if he takes your bags.”  Now I thought he only said this to 
make me pay the 2/6d so I undid my bags and hung them over my shoulders and put 
Tommy into the water.  We got to the other bank, but poor old Tommy couldn’t get any 
footing, and we were washed down the river, whilst Mr Robertson and the man looked 
on and thought we would both be drowned.  Lower down, however, Tommy managed 
to scramble out and so we got across without paying, but I expect I did more than 10/- 
worth of damage as all my clothes and saddle were wet through, and it would have 
been much better to have paid the 2/6d. 
 
We continued our journey towards Willandra or Mossgiel, s it is now called, stopping for 
a few days at Tom Lake, which wasn’t a lake at all but a dry swamp.  Here the 
surveyor, a Mr Wilkinson, was camped, who was engaged in fixing the bounds of the 
station.  The station was a very large one, being 120 miles across, and we wished to 
see how the surveyor went about his work.  We found that two carts were loaded up 
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with casks of water for drinking, bedding and cooking appliances, a piece of rag or rope 
was tied on to the spoke of one of the wheels which had been measured, then as the 
cart moved slowly along the turns would be counted.  Behind the carts came a single 
plough marking the boundary.  This work was done during the winter months and the 
ground was soft from rain.  Water was easily obtained for the bullocks as the water lay 
about in the waterholes and clay pans, but on account of the wild horses and cattle, of 
which there were plenty, puddling up the holes, water for drinking and cooking was 
often hard to find, and that was the reason why water casks were placed on the carts. 
 
Well, we wanted to push along.  Mr Wilkinson said there was no track to Willandra, but 
that whilst surveying there he had got a man called Broadribb to sink a 12 by 12 foot 
tank and cover it over, so that it might fill after the first rain.  The tank was on our way 
and he would take us to it, as at the last visit he paid to it, the tank was half full of 
water.  He also said there was a tin at the tank with a long piece of bullock hide to it so 
that we would have no trouble in getting at the water.  He concluded his remarks by 
wishing that Messrs Desselly Bros would send up the new water bottles for the sides of 
our saddles.  We decided to make a start in the evening,  Mr Wilkinson finding his way 
by the stars, and after a good long ride reached the tank.  It had been a warm muggy 
night, and we had all wanted a drink badly.   We congratulated Mr Wilkinson on finding 
his way so easily and looked forward to a fine cool drink.  Mr Wilkinson could not, 
however, find the tin and also wondered at the wooden trap to the tank being open.  
However, bushmen can generally find their way out of a difficulty and we soon had our 
stirrup straps buckled together and one of Mr Robertson’s top boots fastened to one 
end.  Mr Robertson said, “Now, Towny, if you don’t like to drink out of my boot, you can 
use your own, and, thinking it over, Towny, your boots should be cleaner than mine, as 
you were too mean to pay that 2/6d at the crossing, and got well washed.”  Mr 
Wilkinson then said, “Don’t mind him Mr Sugden.   
 
Many men have had to drink from their boots before now.”  It was some trouble to fill 
the boot, but at last it came up full.  The water was beautifully cool but the smell was 
awful and I noticed that neither of my two companions took much, nor would the horses 
drink any.  I was very thirsty, however, and took a long big drink.  I had a few whiskers 
growing on my face at this time and directly I had drunk felt something crawling about 
my mouth.  I took out my handkerchief, which had once been white, and wiped my 
mouth and face and a few minutes afterwards was violently sick.  Some time 
afterwards I was sent back from Willandra to Tom Lake to take delivery of some rams 
and bring them home.  On reaching the tank I found the remains of seven wild dogs 
which somebody had pulled out of the tank, so what I felt on my mouth and face must 
have been maggots.  This time, however, the water had become clean again and the 
trap door was shut. 
 
Bringing back the rams was no easy task, as I was by myself and had to watch them 
day and night, getting what sleep I could during the day, for if I slept at night time the 
wild dogs might kill some.  There was plenty of grass and water and only when the 
rams would camp during the day could I get any sleep.  However, I got them home 
safely and was very glad to finish the job.  The station was marked out in blocks, each 
block being called after one of the letters, and each block had to have improvements or 
sheep put on it within a certain time, otherwise you were liable to lose the ground.  I 
never, however, heard of one being lost as the trouble was to find any one particular 
block.  There was nothing to guide you the only marks being on paper.  Well, I had 
been sent with nine men some 10 miles down the creek, if you could call it a creek, for 
most of the year it was bone dry.   
 
Our homestead consisted of nine tents, no huts, and only a little water in the creek 
about this position.  My job was to sink a tank and make a dam.  On Saturday night I 
would ride back to the homestead and report progress.  Some of the men would also 
walk in.  One Saturday night two men started off to walk in.  To follow the creek would 
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mean going about 30 miles, as it twisted and turned so much.  At many places you 
could cross the creek and not know you had done so.  These two men had crossed 
and recrossed the creek bed, and at last got mixed up as to which side of the creek 
they were on.  One said they were on the north whilst the other said south.  They finally 
decided each to go his own way and see who should get to the station first.   
 
The one who turned north never reached the station at all, so Mr Robertson said, 
“Sugden, take Sandy, the black boy, and see if you can find the man.”  By this time we 
had canteens for our water, so filling these and strapping them on our saddles, off we 
set.  After a time we picked up his tracks and followed along all day.  I was very worried 
but the black boy was quite content, and it evidently didn’t matter much to him whether 
we found the man alive or not.  We had been twisting about all day and at night time 
were not more than 10 miles away from the station.  It grew too dark to see any tracks 
so Sandy jumped on his horse and sticking his big toes into the stirrup irons, said, “Yan 
alonga Head Station”.  I was quite in his hands and knew that as long as I stuck to him 
I was safe.  I was riding a fine Lachlan horse and could easily keep up with him.  I 
reported to Mr Robertson, who told me to start out again next morning early, “For” said 
he “if you don’t find him tomorrow you won’t find him alive, for no man could last out 
more than three days without water.”   
 
Early on the next day we again picked up his tracks, which were very plain.  We could 
see some places where he had fallen down.  At one spot we picked up his toe rags, 
then worn by bushmen in place of socks.  We had long passed the place where he had 
thrown away his boots.  His tracks led us all over the place, first in one direction and 
then in another.  Again night fell and we had not come up with him.  Next day the black 
showed how the poor man was crawling on his hands and knees.   
 
We also came on portions of his shirt and his tracks had taken us to within half a mile 
of the creek and water.  We finally found him just as he had reached the creek and was 
rolling about in it.  It was only a few inches deep.  The poor chap was quite mad and 
was making no attempt to drink.  The poor man had thrown away all hi clothes save his 
trousers.  We managed to get him up in front of the blackfellow and so to camp.  There 
was no doctor nearer than Hay township, about 100 miles, perhaps not one there, but 
we did the best we could for him and finally he recovered to a certain degree and was 
put shepherding. 
 
Some time after this Mr Robertson called me up and said, “Towny, I want you to come 
with me and find Block B.  There will be a lot of figuring and the work will be pretty hard 
on the eyes, so I want you to be careful and help me all you can.”  I replied, I would do 
all I could, but though I had good eyes, I wasn’t any good at figures.  Mr Robertson 
said, “You d—fool.  Who asked you to do any?  Now listen and I’ll tell you what you 
have to do, so that when we start, we won’t lose any time.”  “My horse walks four miles 
per hour and I’ll have to judge the distance by time, deducting all stoppages.  At the 
start we will both look over the compass and fix on some distant object, then I will start 
my horse and go on whilst you stay still and keep me in the right direction.”  It was slow 
progress but towards the end of the day Mr Robertson declared we were on the block.  
Personally, I thought we were miles away from it, but who could tell for certain.  I don’t 
fancy Mr Robertson felt quite sure, for he said, “Towny, I don’t think we kept quite 
straight and we will take this clump of trees about three miles away as the block, and I’ll 
make that the camp.”  I asked how he intended getting water for the cattle and horses 
and suggested waiting for the rain.   
 
Mr Robertson, however, stated that as the time was nearly up the stock and 
improvements would have to be put on.  As for the water, the cattle would first get a 
good drink at the creek and would then have to go without for at least two days.  As for 
the men and horses, we put a big cask on the dray, drove out the 28 miles to where we 
had built a rough bush yard, then the horses were let go that had pulled the cart, and of 
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course made back to water.  Two fresh horses were kept for the cart to pull it back and 
so we just had enough to last the men and riding horses for two days.  The yard was 
not strong enough to hold the cattle had they been left to themselves, but as the men 
stayed by the yard we were able to keep them there.  The yard was then entered on 
the books as improvements and the number of cattle as stock placed on the block. 
 
It turned out a terribly hot day, and on our return journey our horses were quite done.  
We had taken our water cans with us, but by this time had finished all our water.  Mr 
Robertson felt quite ill and I was far from well myself.  It was hard to get the horses 
along and our spurs were clogged with blood.  Mr Robertson called out, “Look, Towny, 
what’s that?  It must be some kind of wild beast.  It is not a bullock and it is larger than 
a dog.  It is right in our way and I haven’t my pistol, and the horse is too knocked up to 
travel fast.  Look, look, Towny, why the thing’s got wings on it.  It seems to fly along the 
ground.”  It certainly did look as though it had wings, yet it was far too large for any bird 
we had ever seen.  However, it was no good staying there.   
 
As we got closer we saw it amongst the sheep which were scattering in all directions.  I 
suggested taking our stirrup straps and irons and using them as we did when killing a 
dingo, but Mr Robertson said they would be no good for such a large animal.  You must 
remember that nobody could tell what kind of wild animals one might come across in 
those back parts of Australia, and though no one had seen anything worse than 
dingoes, that was not to say that no other wild animal was to be found.  However, on 
getting closer, we found that this strange beast was no more than a sheep with a red 
blanket sticking to its back and the more it ran about the more frightened it and the 
other sheep became.  These sheep had been under the charge of that poor lost man of 
whom I have just spoken.  Well, it turned out that this man’s dog had left him and gone 
to the creek, and he had left the sheep to feed about and camp, and taking his red 
blanket he had lain down under what shade he could find.   
 
I have already said it was a very hot day.  Some time towards late afternoon he had 
evidently got up to gather  up the sheep, which by that time would be scattered about.  
Having no dog he had to do a lot of walking and thinking to hurry up the sheep had 
thrown his blanket at one.  This had fallen open on to a sheep’s back and hung there.  
Naturally the sheep got frightened and in trying to catch it he only succeeded in 
causing it to dash about and so frighten the others.  The heat and the running about 
had been too much for him, and just before we came up he had fallen down.  We came 
up to him but he couldn’t speak, only pointed to our water cans, which also were 
empty.  The poor man was quite mad again and we were in a great fix.  Our horses 
were so knocked up that it was no use trying to make them carry two and yet we 
couldn’t leave the poor chap.  Mr Robertson said “Towny, you make for the station, get 
fresh horses and plenty of water and bring a man with you and a black tracker.  By the 
time you get to the creek and back it will be nearly morning.  I’ll try and stay with this 
chap.  I won’t move far from here and the black will easily pick up your tracks from here 
to the creek as soon as it is daylight.  I’ll try and get him to sleep and if he becomes 
violent will hit him on the head with my stirrup iron and then strap his arms and legs.”  
There was nothing else to be done so off I started and after a long time reached the 
station.  I had a good drink and something to eat and then started back with Sandy and 
another man.   
 
We spent most of the moonlight night looking for my tracks from the creek, but didn’t 
find them till daylight.  There was no timber to make a fire with or Mr Robertson would 
have done so, and then of course we could have seen his camp miles away.  We got 
the poor chap back, but he never properly recovered his mind, at least, not whilst he 
was with us, and at the first chance we sent him into Hay township. 
 
All went well with the station and soon we received 45,000 lambing ewes.  Wild dogs 
were plentiful and what with those, snakes, flies, bad cooks, and at times short rations, 
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we had a lively time.  Then some 900 head of cattle were sent up and Mr Robertson 
put me in charge of them and told me to break them into a camp.  The camp consisted 
of some 20 trees, no yards or hut.  I was given a halfcast named Davis to help me.  He 
was a splendid stockman, none better.  We lived together and slept in the one tent, the 
only difference being that he called me Mr Sugden and I called him Davis.  We had 
three horses each and at first whilst Davis cooked the breakfast I would go out and 
track the horses, catch one and bring the others up.   
 
Each horse was double hobbled, but I could not track like Davis, and in consequence 
we always got a late start.  One day Davis said “Look Mr Sugden, if you will cook the 
breakfast, I will find the horses,” and though I did not like cooking for a black, I saw it 
was the best way.  Within a week Davis had those horses so trained that they would 
come up to the tent and stand till I had picked out the required horses and then move 
quietly away to feed.  It may interest you to know how he managed this.  Well, early in 
the morning Davis would start off, taking his stock whip with him.  After catching one 
horse he would take the hobbles off  and then drive the others before him to the tent.  
He would then call out to me and ask me to walk up to the horses and amongst them.  
Should one move away or attempt to break back, he would give him such a cut from 
his whip that the horse wouldn’t forget it.  I never saw a man use a whip like Davis.  He 
was like a blackfellow with his dog or wife.  If a blackfellow hits his dog or wife, he hits 
hard, and they don’t want another. 
 
After some time on this work my eyes got so bad that I couldn’t see and had to be 
taken back to the station.  I was given a black gin to look after me and lead me about.  
The only medicine or ointment I could get consisted of cold tea leaves from the bottom 
of the men’s bucket.  The cook we had was an awful man, and as cross as two sticks, 
but as he was the only one we could get we had to let him have his own way.  I would 
say to him, “Please, cook, will you tell the gin when the men have finished their tea, so 
that she can get me some tea leaves to put on my eyes”.   
 
And though I was blind he would snap my head off.  After a time I got better, though my 
eyes were far from strong.  Then Mr Robertson said to me, “Towny, while you have 
been blind the men have lost some of those cattle, and I want you to take Sandy and 
try and find them.  There has been rain and there will be water in the crab holes.  The 
damn darkey will take good care you don’t go short of water.  You can take some meat, 
flour and damper, but don’t come back without the cattle.”  I said that the flour wouldn’t 
be much use as we wouldn’t be able to cook any damper.  “You damn fool, Towny” 
replied Mr Robertson, “Who said anything about damper.  You can get enough 
saltbush or manure to cook Johnny cakes, cannot you?”  So off we started.  My eyes 
were still bad, but I had the best tracker on the place in Sandy.  We only took one 
horse each, and each of us carried our own rations. 
 
Towards night on the first day Sandy found water and we camped there.  The 
mosquitoes were dreadful, so I gathered up some cattle droppings and made little 
smoke fires.  Sandy did not notice them but kept singing a song, a few words of which I 
could understand.  It was something about the first Chinamen he had seen.  The blacks 
couldn’t make out if he were a woman or a man, and so caught hold of him and 
stripped his clothes off to find out.   
 
Perhaps for this reason the blacks couldn’t stand Chinamen and would often kill them if 
they got a chance.  Just as I was falling asleep Sandy jumped up and, with the side of 
his foot, started to kick out my little fires.  I jumped up to stop him, but it was o use, for 
Sandy said the fires would attract any wild blacks, who would crawl up and spear us 
during the night.  I passed an awful night, as having no smokes, the mosquitoes had a 
free hand and made the most of it.  In the morning we each filled our Jack Shays or 
quart ports, made our tea, caught our horses, and started after the cattle.  We came 
across plenty of tracks, but after following them up found that the tracks had been 
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made by wild cattle.  That night we finished the last of our damper and for the rest of 
the time had to live on Johnny cakes, or, as they were commonly called, bloody- on a 
coal. 
 
It may interest you to know how these were made.  We would make a small fire from 
anything we could find, dry salt bush or cotton bush sticks, and whilst it was burning 
down take our flour and salt, if we had any, mix the flour up on our blanket until it was 
nice and stiff, next take the dough and thin it out on the seat of our saddles till it was 
about the size of a large plate and about as thick as cardboard, then flatten down the 
ashes and put the dough on top, turning it over as soon as the bottom side was brown.  
Damper was made in another way and required a large quantity of ashes.  When you 
had camped in one spot for a few days, your fireplace would have plenty of nice ashes 
not cinders.  You would mix up your dough, scrape out some of the ashes, so as to 
make a hole large enough to fit your damper in, pat the bottom down level with your 
frying pan if you had one, put in your dough and then cover it over with the hot ashes 
and leave it till cooked.  I have in the olden days seen dampers as large as motor car 
wheels; but to return to my story. 
 
We kept after the cattle for ten days.  Sometimes we would come across some of those 
we wanted, tailing them till nightfall in the direction of the station only to lose them in 
the dark, as it was impossible to watch them night and day with only one horse each.  
At other times we would follow up tracks only to find some mobs of wild cattle.  It was 
madness to have sent only two of us out.  Sandy, the black, was quite contented, as 
every day he would catch one or two fine fat sleeping lizards.  These he would kill and 
cook, and then, using both hands, screw them into his mouth and suck all the nice juice 
out of them.  I couldn’t bring myself to do that and so lived on Johnny cakes.  We kept 
on for ten days and towards that time I got very ill.  The days were fearfully hot and my 
eyes got worse, and I told Sandy to make into the river as I was too ill to go on further.  
There was a well known station there and Sandy at last got me there more dead than 
alive.   
 
The station was all leasehold, as were all the stations at that time, and had three huts 
on it.  One was kept for the owner, who might or might not pay a visit from Sydney 
once a year.  Another was for the manager and the third for the men.  Generally there 
would only be two or three men on the station, these and blacks doing all the work, 
except at mustering and branding time when word would be sent to another station and 
the men from there would come over and help.  Two white men came out to meet us 
and before I could speak Sandy said, “This fellow master very sick.  We out long time 
alonga cattle.”  They took me inside and made me comfortable while Sandy made off to 
the black’s camp.  I stayed a few days with them till I felt well enough to travel.  These 
men told me that it was often two or three years between the owner’s visits.  He would 
write to them and tell them to send down so many head of fat cattle and they would do 
so.  If the cattle sold well he would give them a present of a cheque at Christmas time.  
They were also allowed to run a few head of their own and so made a little extra that 
way.   
 
They each had black women for housekeepers and plenty of black men to help them, 
and they used to keep the white men in plenty of fish.  When I got back to our own 
station, Mr Robertson asked me if I had seen any of the cattle, and I said “Yes, but we 
couldn’t hold them at night time”, so nothing more was said.  Of course, if the distance 
had only been 20 or 30 miles, we could have brought the cattle in, but you could go for 
hundreds of miles in any direction in those days and never see a fence or yard.  The 
country in that time was full of big cracks and only horses used to the district were any 
good.  New horses were always tumbling down whilst being ridden after cattle or dogs, 
but the district horses would be on the watch for these cracks, some of which you could 
not see to the bottom.  These cracks gradually filled up, or else were tramped down as 
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the stock became more plentiful and more people came into that district.  The bush rats 
also cleared out, and I doubt if you could find crack or rat at the present time. 
 
At last orders came that having 45,000 lambing ewes on the station we must build a 
wood shed, and that the owners were sending up a carpenter named Tom Parks to do 
the building.  The nearest timber fit for building was some 30 miles away at a place 
called Roto, and I have seen 8 horse wagons with 8 and 10 horses each and 8 bullock 
wagons with 16 bullocks each all carting wood from Roto.  Tom Parks brought up his 
wife and three children, one little boy and one little girl, and a very young baby.  He had 
a dray and two horses.   
 
At Tom’s Lake he filled up his water kegs and thinking he had enough to last them, 
started off for the last stage of his journey.  There were a few cart tracks to follow, but 
these were sometimes hard to stick to, each driver having taken his own road to the 
new station, which by this time consisted of some 20 tents.  It was very hot, and these 
poor folk ran out of water, the horses knocked up, and things looked very serious.  The 
poor children wanted water so badly and the mother’s breasts had gone dry.  Things 
were so bad that Tom said to his wife and the one man with him, “I can only see one 
chance of pulling through.  If we all stay here we will all die.  I will take the leader and a 
keg.  I was told that somewhere about here there is a covered over tank.  If I find it I will 
return with water.  If I don’t return you will know that I and the horse have perished,” 
and off he started.   
 
Luckily Tom was a splendid bushman, rough in his ways and manners, but a good 
honest man.  His wife was very sweet in every way.  She was the first woman on 
Willandra Station.  He was away all day, but finally turned up towards evening with the 
water, and I’m glad to say was in time to save them all, but it must have been a 
dreadful time for Mrs Parks and the children. 
 
Some time after this Mr Robertson told me that he and Tom Parks were going out to 
see if they could possibly find any timber for building.  Now, Mr Robertson was a very 
conceited man, and disliked anybody suggesting things to him.  If I had said to him, 
“You had better take Sandy with you in case you get lost”, he would have called me a 
damn- fool.  So, as usual, I said nothing, though many a time I would have like to 
punch his head.  He was too big and heavy for me though, as I found out when we had 
the boxing gloves on.  Night came and no Mr Robertson or Parks.  Morning came and 
still no Mr Robertson or Parks.  I didn’t know what to do.  If I started out after him and 
he turned up I would get sworn at and called a d—fool for thinking that he, the boss, 
could get lost.   
 
Towards evening I consulted with the two other overseers, Messrs Sandford and Lay, 
but got very little help from them.  Mr Sandford said, “Well, Mr Sugden, if you are away 
and he turns up, he’ll say, “Just like that damn Sugden thinking I was lost.”  I decided, 
however, that if by the following morning they had not turned up we would all start out, 
going different ways and taking black trackers with us.  That night passed and early 
next morning I visited the blacks’ camp and told them that big one master, as they 
called him, was lost and that I would give them a pound of tobacco and some rations if 
all the men would turn out and look for him.  We were just fixing up our horses when Mr 
Robertson staggered in.  I have never seen a man look worse than he did.  He could 
hardly speak, but managed to tell us that poor Tom had got parted from him during the 
night, but he did not know at what time or where.  He had managed to reach water and 
then crawled home.  So out Mr Sandford and myself with black trackers started off.  We 
found poor Tom at night.  He had also managed to reach the creek, but was all in, and 
too weak to move.   
 
We gave him drink and something to eat and then lifted him on a horse.  Sandy held 
him up on one side and I held him up on the other.  We got him home by daylight and 
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sent for his wife.  Poor Mrs Parks was in a great state.  However, poor Tom soon 
recovered, as did Mr Robertson, but didn’t I get it hot, also Mr Sandford and Mr Lay, 
but I got the worst for not sending out after him the first day.  I expressed wonder at his 
getting lost and mentioned the fact that he should have taken Sandy.  He owned up 
that for once he had been wrong.  He had intended going dead north and had his 
compass with him, but had somehow got away from the direction.  They had knocked 
up on their return and had lain down for a rest, knowing that the horses would make 
straight for home.  They had, however, fallen asleep and on waking up the horses had 
gone.  They started to follow the tracks, but it was slow work, and they finally made for 
what they thought, and rightly so, was the creek.  He didn’t remember leaving Tom 
Parks and concluded it must have been during the night. 
 
After Mr Robertson and Tom got well we started building the wool shed, also yards and 
some paddocks were fenced and dams and tanks sunk.  Money was being spent 
freely, but I didn’t stay to see it all finished.  I was afraid of my eyes going bad again 
and so told Mr Robertson I would leave in three months.  Mr Robertson did not wish me 
to go, but at last agreed.  I wanted to play a joke on him before I left, but I didn’t want to 
be found out till I had got a long distance away.  Now Mr Robertson had some very 
swell top boots which he only wore when going to Hay township, so about two weeks 
before I left I got Mr Lay, Mr Sandford, and a young man called Wilkinson to help me 
and we cut a quantity of paper into little bits about the size of 6d and stuffed up his 
boots, ramming the little bits in bit by bit, till the boots were quite tight and hard.  I then 
threw them behind a curtain.   
 
The morning I left, knowing that Mr Robertson was out at the sheep yards, I got a 
handsaw and half cut through his bunk.  On my way I had to pass the yards and called 
there to say goodbye.  As Mr Robertson was shaking hands, he said, “Now, look here, 
Towny, if you have been playing any tricks on me, I’ll come after you and once I catch 
you I’ll half kill you”, and so we parted.  Some weeks afterwards I received a letter from 
Fred Wilkinson and in it he told me, “The night after you left, Mr Robertson came home 
tired and threw himself down on his bunk, and it gave way under him and down he fell 
on the floor.  He got up in a frightful temper and swore that if ever he gets hold of you 
he’ll kill you.”  Some weeks after that letter I received another telling me that Mr 
Robertson was going away from home for a few days and wanted his best boots.  He 
flew in an  awful temper on finding them all stuffed up with paper, and said, “That damn 
Sugden has spoiled by boots and put them all out of shape”, and he sent them out to 
the cook to take the paper out.  The cook had a try and then brought them back saying 
he didn’t have time to fix them up.  Mr Robertson never forgot the trick I played on him. 
 
Before I left I had received a letter from Mr James Cochran asking me if I would 
come and do his wool at Widgiewa.  I did so and from there went to Mr Jacky 
Daw’s and did the wool on Kerarbery and Langamine.  After this I went to 
Melbourne and there bought my first house, a nice little villa.  Next I received a 
letter from Mr James Cochrane, asking me if I would do his wool and act as 
overseer, and, if so, he would engage me for the year.  I was glad to go and I think I 
had some of the happiest years of my life there.  I never lived on a lovelier station 
or with kinder people.  The Colombo River ran through the station and the blacks 
were very fond of camping on it.  It was during this time that Morgan, the 
bushranger, was sticking up the stations and people.  The whole district was in 
constant fear of a visit, as he was the worst of the many who had taken to 
bushranging.   
 
Life was nothing to him and the cruel things he did were very many.  He had not 
one single good point about him and was finally shot like a dog.  At this time it was 
thought he worked with others, and one had to be very careful whom one spoke to 
lest Morgan heard of it and took his revenge.  Any unusual noise at night would be 
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put down to Morgan and folks would get up.  It did not matter if we knew one of the 
men had been to Urana township and was bound to be coming home late.  Directly 
we heard a horse galloping in the night, our first thoughts were that Morgan had 
come.  The manager and I had firearms, but did not let the men know this, lest they 
got word to Morgan.  It is hard in these days to realise how one man could hold 
such a large district in terror.  I had a little bedroom and sitting room near the store, 
some twenty yards away, and kept my pistol under my pillow.  The key of the store 
was put under the table cloth in my sitting room.   
 
One night someone came into the sitting room and I could hear him feeling for the 
key.  I said to myself, “That’s Morgan, and £1,000 offered for him dead or alive.”  
Mind you, if it had been a cat scrambling on the roof I would have thought the 
same.  I got up with my pistol in my hand and in the faint light saw a man moving 
towards the store.  It was sandy ground between my room and the store, so I crept 
after him, keeping some four yards behind, with my pistol pointed at the man’s 
back, for I had made up my mind not to shoot at his head, in case I missed.  Just as 
the man got to the store door, and was putting the key in, he coughed, and I knew it 
was Mr Stokes, the manager.  I said nothing, but went back to bed. 
 
Next morning Mr Stokes said, “My boy” (he nearly always called me that) “Twenty 
Morgans could come and open the store and take what they liked and your pistol would 
not be much good.  You do sleep sound.”  He continued, “Last night I went into the 
sitting room to get the key and then went to the store and there wasn’t a move out of 
you.”  Then I told him I had heard the noise and got up and followed him with my pistol 
pointed at his back, and if I had not heard his old cough would have shot him.  Mr 
Stokes asked me what I would have done that for, and I told him I thought he was 
Morgan, “Then, my boy”, said Mr Stokes, “the sooner Mr Cochran takes your firearms 
away the better.   
 
Do you think for one moment that just because you and everybody else are out of their 
minds over Morgan that you can go round shooting people?”  “But”, I said, “I thought 
you were Morgan”.  “You mustn’t think”, said Mr Stokes, “you want to be sure.  Had you 
shot me you would have been hanged like Morgan will be.  Who has a better right to go 
into the store than Mr Cochran or myself?”  “Well” I said, “I didn’t think you would be 
visiting the store at that time of night”.  Then Mr Stokes told me that old James, one of 
the station hands, and who had been ill, had died in the night and that he had gone to 
the store to get a clean shirt to cover the dead man. 
 
During the time in which I was living at “Widgiewa”, one of my brothers came up to visit 
me.  A Captain Hair was also staying with us the night.  Captain Hair was out after 
Morgan, and had three troopers with him.  After dinner Mr Cochran, Mr Stokes, Captain 
Hair, my brother and myself all went to the barracks for a smoke.  Whilst there the 
conversation naturally went to Morgan’s doings.  The places he had stuck up, the 
people he had shot, and those he had said he intended to shoot.  By and by the 
Captain, turning to me, said, “Mr Sugden, you’re a good bushman, why not come with 
me and lend me your aid to capture or kill Morgan.”   
 
Now, had I been by myself I would have refused, but having been asked in front of 
others, I was afraid to be thought cowardly, and replied that I was quite willing to go.  
The Captain then asked my brother if he would also join us, and my brother could not 
very well refuse, but didn’t I get it when we were by ourselves!  “You d—fool George” 
said my brother, “it’s all your fault I have to go.  Why didn’t you refuse when the 
Captain asked you?  It’s all very well for him and his men; they get paid for doing this, 
and its their business, not ours, and if they do capture or kill Morgan, they get £1,000 
reward; we don’t get anything”, and so he went on. 
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Next morning we made a start, going towards Yarrabee station, then owned by Mr 
John Peters and managed by Mr William Waugh.  The Captain had received word 
that Morgan was expected to stick up this place.  Before we started Mr Cochran 
brought out a large bottle of champagne, and gave it to the Captain, who had it 
placed in his bag.  We continued quietly along as the Captain wished to keep the 
horses as fresh as possible.  We reached some sand hills a few miles from the 
station, and the Captain called a halt, and told his men to dismount.  Whilst we 
waited the Captain remembered the bottle and told one of his men to open it.  I 
don’t think the man had ever opened or seen a bottle of champagne opened 
before, as his method of opening it was to knock the head off with his stirrup iron, 
and so half of the wine was lost on the ground.  I took a little, but my brother 
refused, as so much had been lost, but he told me afterwards that he could have 
finished the whole bottle and a bottle of brandy on top of it, as he wasn’t feeling at 
all comfortable, and was quite sure that Morgan would kill some or all of us.  You 
must remember that at that time it was believed that Morgan had with him a band 
that stayed outside the houses and covered the buildings so that nobody could 
come in or get away.   
 
We stayed for about a quarter of an hour and then again mounted and continued 
our journey.  On getting nearly to the station we went very quietly, expecting that if 
Morgan was inside we would receive a shot at any moment.  At last when quite 
close we saw old Mr Happs, the storekeeper, a man nearly 70 years old, come out 
followed by Mr Waugh and the children.  They told us that Morgan had stuck up the 
station and gone only quarter of an hour before we turned up.  Well, I wasn’t sorry 
and I knew my brother was pleased.  In fact, I believe we were all pleased to find 
him gone, for had we found him someone would likely have been killed. 
 
Now, I will tell you how Morgan stuck up this station, and what he did there.  Besides 
Mr Waugh and old Mr Happs, two ladies were living on the station, viz Mrs Cordall and 
Mrs Happs, a daughter-in-law of the old gentleman, whose husband had formerly been 
manager of the station but who had been killed by a fall from a horse.  It was well 
known that Mr Waugh always kept cash in the house so that he could pick up a good 
bargain in buying a horse or sheep dog, should something he liked come along his 
way.  Well, Morgan rode up and told them who he was, saying at the same time he 
wasn’t afraid o anyone leaving the house as his men were under cover amongst the 
trees and would shoot anybody seen leaving the house.  Morgan then took Mrs 
Cordall’s watch and chain and also Mrs Happs’, but gave them back again, saying that 
he had never yet taken anything from a woman and wasn’t going to start then.  Morgan 
next turned to old Mr Happs and said, “You’re an old servant of Mr Peters, aren’t’ you?”  
“Yes, Mr Morgan”, replied old Happs.  “Go out and get me the station brand,” said 
Morgan.   
 
You can’t get away as my men will shoot you if you try”.  Poor old Mr Happs went out 
and returned with the brand, and Morgan told him to put it in the fire.  The old man did 
so without a word as to refuse meant death.  Morgan then started talking to the two 
women.  After a time, having noticed that the brand had become red hot, he turned to 
old Mr Happs, and said, “Go down on your knees”.  This the poor man did.  He had 
hardly worn a coat for years, and was dressed in trousers and a long woollen shirt, 
which hung down over his belt, as was a common custom in those days.  Morgan took 
the brand in one hand and pulled up Happs’ shirt with his other, at the same time 
saying “You’ve been a servant to Peters so long, it’s time you had the station brand put 
on you.”   
 
The two women seeing what Morgan was about to do threw themselves on their knees 
and prayed him not to burn the old man.  After a lot of pleading Morgan consented to 
let Happs alone on one condition - he had heard that Happs did not treat the travellers 
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well, and always skimmed the pint of flour before giving it away, and if Happs would 
promise to give good measure, he, Morgan, would let him up.  Poor old Happs 
promised and was let up, and soon afterwards Morgan rode away; but Happs was true 
to him promise and always gave good measure of flour and meat.  It was the custom 
then to give every traveller who required it a pint of flour and some meat, and old 
Happs, when handing the flour out, would wife off any flour above the full pint.  This 
was called “skimming the pot”, and a storekeeper who did that was known as a “wiper”. 
 
I left Captain Hair and, with my brother, returned to “Widgiewa”.  Soon after this a 
drought came on, and bad as a drought is now, it was ever so much worse then.  There 
were no trains to transport sheep and cattle, or to bring fodder and water up, and all the 
stock that could be moved was driven away to other parts where water and grass could 
be found.  I was given the job of taking some 10,000 sheep up to Long Plains, situated 
among the mountains.  It was an awful trip, no grass and no water.  Sometimes I would 
pick up numbers of strange sheep left behind from other mobs, hundreds at a time, and 
drop them again further on.  I had divided my mob into seven flocks, each in charge of 
a shepherd.  One day we reached a water hole on the boundary of a station owned by 
a Mr Daverson.  The water hole was on Crown land and belonged to the public.  I had 
started watering the sheep, one flock at a time, when Mr Daverson came up.  I told him 
who I was and to whom the sheep belonged.   
 
Mr Daverson, however, would not let me water the sheep and told me he would shoot 
the first man who drove any more to the water.  Mr Stokes, the manager of our station, 
had just about this time caught up with me, having come along to see how the sheep 
were holding out.  I considered that if anybody had to be shot, I would rather it were Mr 
Stokes, so I rode back to the tail of the mob and told him of the trouble.  Mr Stokes 
rode back with me and introduced himself to Mr Daverson.   
 
Mr Daverson, however, continued to state that, as this water was all he had for his 
house and cattle, he would shoot the first man that brought any sheep along.  “Very 
well” said Mr Stokes, “If you shoot, be sure and kill me, for I’m a good shot myself and 
don’t miss.  I’m not going to let any of my men get shot and I am going to sit on this 
bank till the seven flocks have had water.  If you fire at me or at any of my men, I’ll fire 
at you.”  Well, we got the sheep watered, and all the time Mr Stokes sat on one bank of 
the creek and Mr Daverson on the other, and we finally got away without any further 
trouble.  That was an awful trip, and one I certainly wouldn’t care to face again. 
 
After some years, during which I was overseer and wool classer for Mr James 
Cochran, I left Widgiewa and was employed by Mr C M Lloyd, of Yamma Station.  The 
station consisted of 60,000 acres, and I was the first overseer.  All stock obtained water 
from wells.  The sheep got water every second day, whilst cattle and horses were 
watered every day.  During one of Mr Lloyd’s absences from home on business, I 
returned towards evening and saw two troopers walking about the place.  I asked them 
what they wanted and was told they were after two horse thieves.  As it was late I 
advised them to let their horses go in the home paddock and stay the night, which they 
did.  During tea, which Mrs Lloyd and I were having by ourselves, the servant ran in, 
crying, and said “Oh, Mrs Lloyd, the police have put handcuffs on poor old Jimmy 
Scully and they’ve got him in the kitchen”.   
 
Now Scully was a very old servant of Mr Lloyds’ and a great favourite.  I went to the 
kitchen and as soon as the Sergeant saw me he said, “I charge James Scully with the 
murder of ---- at Cuddle Creek near Narrandera in he year ----“ mentioning a year long 
past.  I said to the police, “Surely you’re making a mistake.  This old man has been 
over 45 years with Mrs Lloyd’s people, and is the best and kindest man on the station”.  
But the Sergeant only said he had to do his duty.  I asked him to take away the irons, 
but he wouldn’t, only saying; “Now we have him we’ll keep him”.  They sat up all night.  
In the morning I told Jack White, one of the men, to get the buggy ponies and drive 
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poor old Scully into Narrandera.  Jack however, refused, and told me that I wouldn’t get 
a single man to do it or help get Scully to Narrandera.  I saw Mrs Lloyd and told her that 
I would have to go myself, as none of the men would go, and if I didn’t drive, poor old 
Jimmy would have to walk the 30 miles fastened to the policeman’s horse.  Mrs Lloyd 
agreed that I must go. 
 
During the drive I had a long talk with old Jimmy, and this is what he told me.  “A Mr 
Howell owned Yarrabee Station long before John Peters, and long before Yamma was 
formed.  Old Jimmy, then a young and very active man, was engaged as stockman, 
and he could ride and drive with anyone.  It was the custom, after taking a mob of cattle 
to Sydney, to bring back a keg of rum or case of brandy, and all hands would have a 
week’s spell and a spree and get drunk.  It was also common in those far back days 
and places for these men to take black women for wives.  Even the manager and 
overseer would have his own black woman, who was know as so-and-so’s “wife”.  At 
this particular time of which Jimmy spoke, one of the stockmen had a real white woman 
for his wife, and this woman wished Jimmy to carry on with her.  Jimmy had, however, 
no thoughts for her and kept to his own black gin.   
 
The white woman never got over this.  During the spree one of the stockmen tried to 
take a young gin away from her so-called husband, and got hit on the head with a 
bottle, though Scully declared he did not know who struck the blow.  It stunned the man 
for a while and though he seemed to revive, he died six days afterwards and was 
buried, and only four posts remained by this time to mark the grave.  Now” continued 
old Jimmy, “30 or 36 years afterwards that old cat of a white woman has told the police 
at Yass how a man was killed some years ago and said that I was the man who did it.” 
 
Old Jimmy stood his trial at Wagga Wagga and Mr Lloyd paid for his defence.  The 
police held him for nine months, after which he was discharged, and returned to 
Yamma and ended his days there looking after the fowls, pet lambs, and poddy calves.  
He was a wonderfully kind old chap and a great favourite with all who knew him.  This 
was about 1865. 
 
Wild horses were very plentiful about this time and we would often go out and round up 
a mob.  This work was very exciting and gave us a lot of enjoyment.  We would tail a 
mob of tame horses towards Kulki Station, leaving them just outside the pine ridges 
where they would feed about.  We would all then ride round to the back of the scrub 
and give the wild horses a start towards where the tame horses were feeling.  The wild 
horses, rushing out, would start off the tame ones, and these would make for home, 
taking the wild ones with them.  Some of us rode on each wing and some at the tail, 
and so kept them going in the direction we wished.   
 
It was a fine sight.  Those wild horses with their long tails touching the ground and their 
manes all matted and twisted.  The gates had been left wide open and tame and wild 
would rush through all mixed up, whilst you could hear some of the wild ones whistling 
through their noses.  We would get them into the stockyard and pick out the good ones.  
These we would brand with the LLD brand and finally break them in.  The others were 
shot as being useless.  At Booknong Station they used to run them in, keep a few of 
the best of the young ones and shoot the rest, not even bothering to take the hides but 
let them rot away. 
 
Mr Lloyd was well liked by his men and also by the travellers who came round as they 
were always treated with kindness.  No doubt it was for this reason that Mr Lloyd was 
never stuck up by bushrangers, of whom there were many about those parts.  The 
principal of these were Dan Morgan, Gardiner, Hammond, Williams, Blue Cap, and 
Clark.  There were many others, but these were the worst, and who, apart from the 
Kellys, gave most trouble to the police.  Gardiner was some time before the others, 
though Morgan was by far the worst.  I think it was about 1860 when I saw Gardiner.  It 
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was the first and last time, though at the moment I did not know who he was.  It was on 
my first journey from Melbourne to Tubbo Station.  I had, if you remember, picked up 
with two gentlemen who had told me all about the stations being stuck up.  Shortly after 
this I had joined my father, who was driving a nice little pair of horses, small though 
good, and also had a very nice little wagonette covered over.   
 
He was in those days going about classing sheep, and I believe that there were only 
my father and Mr Shaw who did that class of work.  We had camped some way north of 
Deniliquin, and I had told father what I had heard about the bushrangers, and 
concluded by saying, “They say that Captain Gardiner is about this district.  I do hope 
he doesn’t come on us.”  It was a beautiful moonlight night and father and I had been 
asleep, when we were awakened by the horses moving about in their hobbles.  My 
father got up and a fine looking man rode by.  He asked if we were hawking.  Father 
told him that he was a wool classer and making his way to Tubbo Station.  The 
stranger had a look at our horses, remarking that they were a bit small, and asked if 
they would go in saddle.  My father told him that they were only broken in to drive, and 
the man rode away after getting some matches.  After he had gone father said, 
“George, that is Gardiner.  I know him from the description.” 
 
Next morning we heard that he had stuck up the store and hotel.  Some time after this 
Gardiner disappeared and the police lost all trace of him, and only again came across 
him and captured him by accident.  This is what I was told and what was generally 
believed.  “Gardiner seeing that he must be taken sooner or later left the district and 
worked his way to Gippsland in Victoria.  There he took a hotel, and under the name of 
Clark, was doing well.  He had his wife or a woman who was supposed to be Mrs 
Clark, with him, and was well liked by the travelling public.  At the inn was a grind stone 
for the use of which 6d was charged.   
 
One day two men wished to sharpen their axes, but made such a bad job of it that 
Gardiner, or Clark, as he was then called, took the axe and said he would show them 
how to sharpen it.  To do this he took off his coat and rolled up his short sleeves.  On 
the forearm were certain tattoo marks which one of the men noticed.  Some time after 
this these two men were engaged elsewhere as timber cutters.  One night a policeman 
came to their camp and stayed the night.  The conversation turned to woodcutting and 
axes.  One of the men said to one of his mates, “My word, Mr Clark of such and such a 
pub can put an edge on an axe.”  His mate then said, “He can that, and do you 
remember those tattoo marks on his arm?”  He then described the marks.  Soon 
afterwards the trooper came across a description of Gardiner and he also was said to 
have similar marks on his arm.  The trooper started to make inquiries and Gardiner was 
arrested and tired, but as he had never shot anybody, got off with a number of years, 
and afterwards settled down, I believe, in America.”  This was before Morgan’s days, 
and long before the Kelly gang held up the whole police force. 
 
Well, to continue my story.  Though Mr Lloyd was liked, his overseer, G F Sugden, was 
not.  Amongst my duties was the giving out of stores, and as these did not belong to 
me, I was careful of them and did not give away more than the regulation allowance, 
and for doing this was considered mean by the travellers.  About this time a number of 
petty crimes were committed by certain travellers, or swaggies, as they are now called.  
These men started to rob the poor shepherds of their tucker and blankets, leaving them 
without food.  This naturally annoyed the station owners, who stopped feeding the 
travellers.   
 
At last some of Mr Lloyd’s men were robbed and Mr Lloyd told me not to give any more 
food away, but he was too kind a man to keep this up long and it only lasted a few 
weeks.  During those few weeks two men came up to me and asked for rations.  I told 
them my orders were not to give any away.  I promised them work in six weeks time, as 
I would be wanting men then.  They went to the men’s hut for the night.  Next morning 
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one of these men came to be and told me his mate was very sick in the hut and could I 
do anything for him.  I asked this man his name and he replied, “Billy Hammond” and 
his mate’s names was ----, and he had worked for Mr Lloyd two years before.  I went to 
Mrs Lloyd and asked her if she remembered this sick man.  Mrs Lloyd did remember 
him and at once went down to the hut to see what she could do for him.  We kept these 
men for ten days till the sick man got well and all the time Mrs Lloyd nursed him.  One 
day Hammond came to me and asked me if I would put him on to work if he came back 
in five weeks, and I promised I would do so, as I had taken a fancy to him he being a 
smart young fellow and a good hand with a horse.  Sure enough Hammond came back, 
and I put him to work as I had promised. 
 
It was shearing time and I was going to scour the wool for Mr Lloyd.  There was no 
river or creek on Yamma Station, and so we had to go to a place some three miles 
from Yarrabee Station where there was plenty of water.  I required one man who was a 
good swimmer and Hammond offered himself.  He and I would often fall into the water 
which, in places, was 20 feet deep.   
 
For a while all went well.  I got my stages fixed up and had started washing, my tent 
being pitched some 80 to 100 feet away from the others.  Now I paid my men in two 
ways, either by cash or by order.  If a man left me and was going past the Station I 
would give him an order and Mr Lloyd would cash it with a cheque.  If, however, the 
man was going to Narrandera, I would pay him in cash, and so everybody knew I had 
money with me.  Sometimes a hawker would come round and all the men would buy 
things, giving him an order for the amount owing.  This he would bring to me and I 
would then make out one order on Mr Lloyd for the whole amount, which Mr Lloyd 
would honour.  One morning we had started putting out the wool and I noticed that 
Hammond was not at work and asked the men why he was absent and where he was.  
One of them said, “There he is, sir, saddling up his horse.”  I then called over the cook 
and said, “What’s the matter with Billy Hammond?  Did he say anything about leaving 
to you?”  “Yes” said the cook “he said he was going to a better paying job.  Last night 
he bought knee breeches and top boots, paying £3/10/- for the breeches and £3 for the 
top boots.   
 
We all chaffed him about paying so much only to spoil them in the water, but he told us 
he was going to a better job and we’d be mighty civil to him next time we met him.”  
The men thought he had got a job as head stockman.  I was very annoyed and told the 
cook that if Hammond left without giving a week’s notice I would put the police after 
him.  It was a foolish thing to say, and I didn’t mean it.  I next had a look at the order 
Hammond had given the hawker and found that he had drawn all but 2/6d of what was 
owing to him.  Well, it wasn’t long before we heard that Hammond had joined Blue Cap 
and Williams and was sticking up places.  In fact, Hammond had become head of the 
gang, which was known as “Hammond, Blue Cap and Williams”.  Some days after 
Hammond had left me a Mr Myers, the bookkeeper and storekeeper on Yarrabee 
Station, came down to see me.   
 
All the men were at work and he asked me to take him to my tent as he had something 
private to tell me.  At the tent Mr Myers said, “Now Mr Sugden, I want your promise that 
you will not mention to anybody what I am about to tell you, as if you do it means death 
to at least one man who has done you a good turn.”  I gave my promise as requested, 
and Mr Myers continued, “It is well known that you have cash with you, and you and Mr 
Waugh are to be stuck up tonight.  You remember old Dool the shepherd.  Well, 
Hammond and Blue Cap and their mate have been camping at night in his hut and 
turning their horses out in the brush fenced paddock, and he’s been frightened to tell 
anybody as they threatened to shoot him if he told.   
 
Yesterday was a cool day, and as the sheep wouldn’t camp he had a lot of tramping to 
do and returned back to his hut very tired and turned in.  The bushrangers were talking 
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amongst themselves and thought the old man was fast asleep.  In this, however, they 
were mistaken, as the old chap was too tired to sleep and heard all they said.  
Hammond said to his mates, “I know Sugden and Waugh keep cash about them and 
we’ll stick up Sugden tonight and then go on and stick Waugh up.”  One of the others 
said, “Shut up and don’t talk so loud or that old BLOODY---- will hear you.”  Hammond 
answered, “Oh, that’s all right.  He’s fast asleep and even if he did hear us he would be 
too afraid to put us away as I’d shoot him if he did and he knows that well enough.”  
“Well” continued Mr Myers, “the old man had been a long time with Mr Waugh and did 
not want him to lose his money, and so decided to wait till the bushrangers left the hut 
and then walk in to the head station and tell Mr Waugh.  It was about two in the 
morning when he got away, and he made straight for the homestead and knocked at 
Mr Waugh’s window.   
 
Mr Waugh called out and asked who was there and old Dool said that he had lost some 
sheep and wanted Mr Waugh to send someone out to look for them.  Mr Waugh told 
Dool to go round to the dining room.  There Dool told what he had heard and asked Mr 
Waugh to pretend to look for some lost sheep, for Dool intended to tell the 
bushrangers, should he run across them on his way back, that it was to report this loss 
that he had journeyed to the homestead, and so have a good reason for his trip.  
Otherwise, he knew that if they even so much as suspected him of putting them away 
they would kill him.  So old Dool returned to his hut and Mr Waugh and a man went out 
and hunted for some sheep that had never been lost, and I’ve come along to warn 
you.”  Well, you can imagine how pleased I felt at all this news.  There I was all by 
myself and unable to trust anybody.   
 
Before Mr Myers left the tent he told me to pretend he had come over to fix up with me 
about some “killing” sheep, and, to help this belief, called out to me as he rode away, 
“Well Mr Sugden, let us know two days before and Mr Waugh will keep the sheep in for 
you.”  After Mr Myers left I got a sheep skin and cut the wool away from the pelt and 
placed most of my money between the wool and the pelt, only keeping out £3/10/- and 
my watch.  I thought it would be better to have a little to give them as otherwise the 
bushrangers would suspect I had more planted.   
 
About twelve o’clock the same day Mr Charlie Morgan and his wife drove up.  Mr 
Morgan owned “Grong Grong” Station.  (I have forgotten to mention that another of my 
men had left early that morning.)  Well, Mr Morgan drove up to my tent and I walked 
over and shook hands with them.  Then Mr Morgan said, “Mr Sugden, I’ve something to 
tell you, but you must not tell what I say to any living soul.  I stayed last night at 
“Yamma” and Mr Lloyd asked me to drive past your camp and tell you that tonight you 
are to be stuck up by the Hammond gang.  Your man who left this morning told Mr 
Lloyd, but you must not mention what I’ve told you, otherwise that man will be shot.  Mr 
Lloyd said he’s sorry he can do nothing to help you, as he can’t tell the shearers and 
has nobody there he can trust”.   
 
Well, Mr Morgan drove off, and there I was.  First one man from one direction comes 
and tells me and I’m warned against saying anything to others, and soon afterwards 
another gentleman comes along with the same story, said to have been obtained from 
one of my own men.  I felt as though everybody knew all about it and yet could do 
nothing to help me, and I also felt that all my men, some 25 or 30, must know. 
 
That day was a dreadfully long one, and I thought it would never end, and I would have 
given anything to be able to tell someone.  Towards dark I fastened my old dog (called 
Morgan after Morgan the bushranger) short to the head of my bed as I did not want to 
have him shot.  I was sitting on my bed and had lit my lamp and was wondering if 
Hammond would be content with the £3/10/- and my watch, when Morgan gave a 
growl.  I thought he was dreaming and spoke to him.  The old dog thumped the ground 
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with his tail and was quiet again.  I was just wondering if it was any good making a fight 
and was looking at my gun, when the dog growled again.   
 
This time I threw myself flat like a black fellow and put my ear to the ground and then 
could hear some horses galloping in the distance and ever coming closer and closer.  I 
believe my hair stood on end, as I was certain these were the bushrangers.  However, I 
decided I wasn’t going to be shot down in my tent and walked to the entrance.  Three 
horsemen had pulled up and dismounted in front of my tent.  I couldn’t see very well at 
first as it was quite dark outside, but made out two men moving towards the men’s 
tents and one coming towards mine.   
 
I thought to myself that two had gone down to the tents so that no one could come to 
help me if I called out, or else to hold them up, though it was seldom that working men 
were stuck up.  The man who came to my tent said, “You’re Mr Sugden”.  I said, “Yes”.  
“Did you hear that the bushrangers were to stick you up tonight”, he asked.  “No”, I 
replied, “I have not heard anything.”  “Did not Mr Morgan visit you this morning and tell 
you that you were to be stuck up tonight”, asked the man.  “No” I replied, “I’ve heard 
nothing”.  By this time my eyes had become more used to the darkness, and I could 
see the man’s firearms glistening.  He had a slouch hat on and was dressed like a 
bushman.  On my reply that I had heard nothing the man got angry and said, “Look 
here, Mr Sugden, I know Mr Lloyd asked Mr Morgan to all and tell you that Hammond 
was going to stick you up, and I’m certain Mr Morgan did tell you.  What’s the use of 
our coming to help you if you won’t help us?”  “Who are you” I asked, “Are you 
bushrangers?”  “I’m Sergeant Holland” he replied, “and have come to help you and yet 
every time I ask you a question you tell me lies.   
 
I think it’s a great shame when the employers who should help us will do nothing.”  The 
man was very angry and it was quite a while before I could get him to listen to me.  
When I told him how I had been twice warned and so many persons new all about what 
was going to be done to me, and how I had been told not to mention the fact that I had 
been warned, he began to understand my position and cooled down.  It was a natural 
mistake for me to fall into, especially as the troopers were not in their usual clothes but 
dressed as any ordinary bushmen.  The sergeant asked me if I had any single man I 
could trust out of the 20 or 25 men I employed.  After thinking it over I said, “Yes”.  “I 
have one man I have been very good to and I think I might trust him”.  “Well”, said the 
Sergeant, “You were good to Billy Hammond, and you see how he’s turned on you.”  
“Well”, I said, “I think I can trust this man but he’s done something he can get into 
trouble about and you’ll have to promise not to do anything to him if he helps you.”  The 
Sergeant promised that if it was nothing very dreadful he would not bother the man.  I 
told him then that this man had run away from his ship and had made up into the bush 
and finally got work with me.  “Oh!  That’s nothing to me” said Holland, “and the man 
will be most useful tonight.   
 
Now, we know both you and Mr Waugh are to be stuck up but we don’t know which of 
you will be visited first.  Now after we have gone you call this man out and tell him 
about some work, and then when he comes up here tell him to pretend to be ill, and on 
his return to the men’s tent he can get up now and then and go outside and the men 
won’t notice anything strange.  When the bushrangers stick you up he is to get out and 
walk along the road towards Yarrabee as hard as he can go.  We police will be laying 
in hiding at various places and will see anybody moving on the road.  Of course, if 
these men do not stick you up your man will not have to leave this place.”  I agreed to 
do what the Sergeant had told me and after he had left some little time called out to 
Harry (as he was known to me) to come up to my tent as I wished to explain something 
I wanted him to do.   
 
After Harry had come into my tent I told him about the bushrangers and what the police 
wished him to do, and after a little while he agreed to do what he could, but was at the 
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same time very frightened lest any of the men should find out and tell the bushrangers.  
However, all our trouble was for nothing as I was not stuck up, and I will now tell you 
how this was. 
 
Two of my men had just left me and taken my order on to Mr Lloyd.  On their way to the 
station these two men ran into Hammond, and he stopped them and asked where they 
were going, and if I had sacked them.  Kelly, one of these two men, said “No, we have 
not been sacked, but Mr Sugden did not think my mate was doing enough work, and so 
we left.”  “Well”, said Hammond, “don’t you tell anybody you’ve seen me about or I’ll 
follow you up and shoot you.”  Kelly then said, “Look here, Billy, this is a rotten game 
you’re into now.  You were better of working for Mr Sugden.  At that Hammond got 
angry and said, “Damn Sugden, I’ve got one leg in now and I’m going to have the two 
in.  I may as well get killed for a sheep as a lamb, and I’m going to stick Sugden up 
tonight.  I know he’s got money with him, and if you tell anyone you’ve seen us I’ll 
follow you up and kill you.”  “Well”, said Kelly, “It’s no business of ours and we won’t 
say anything, but it’s a bad game you’re in, Billy”.  “Never you mind about that” said 
Hammond, “but just remember you don’t tell anyone.”   
 
The two men then continued on towards Yamma and Hammond and his mates 
returned to a thick clump of trees some distance off the track.  On reaching the station 
the two men presented my order and were given a cheque by Mr Lloyd.  Now this man 
Kelly had come from the same part of England as Mr Lloyd and thought a great lot of 
him, as all the men did.  It was also believed by the men that the money I paid them 
was Mr Lloyd’s, and that I was only working for him.  In this they were mistaken, as I 
had undertaken the scouring under contract and the plant was my own.  Kelly 
believing, as did the others, that Mr Lloyd was paying the wages, did not like the 
thought of so kind a man being robbed, so after receiving his cheque hung about until 
his mate had gone towards the men’s hut.   
 
Mr Lloyd seeing him hanging about asked him if there was anything wrong with his 
cheque.  Kelly replied, “No, the cheque is all right but I have something to tell you.”  Mr 
Lloyd told him to come into his office and on reaching the room Kelly said, “Mr Lloyd, 
you and I come from the same place and my father worked for your father and always 
spoke of him as a fine master.  I don’t want you to lose any money but before I tell you 
what I have to say, you must promise not to say that I told you.”  Mr Lloyd gave the 
required promise and Kelly then told him about Hammond.  Mr and Mrs Morgan were 
staying just then with Mr Lloyd and were returning home that day, so Mr Lloyd got them 
to drive round and warn me, which, as you know, they did.  Shortly after Mr and Mrs 
Morgan had left Sergeant Holland and two troopers rode up and Mr Lloyd told them, 
but did not mention where the bushrangers were camped.  Either Kelly had not then 
told him or else he forgot to mention it at the time.   
 
The Sergeant explained to Mr Lloyd that their horses were knocked up and himself and 
men dead tired as they had come a long way, and without fresh horses it would be 
madness to try and reach my camp that day.  Mr Lloyd then told him to take his men to 
the house and get a good fee, and whilst they would be having a rest, he would send a 
man and round up the horses which were running in a 2,000 acre paddock.  After the 
men had rested, Mr Lloyd took them to the yards and told them what horses to take, 
giving the Sergeant my own horse “Tommy”, saying, at the same time, “You take that 
horse, Holland.  It is Mr Sugden’s own horse and very fast.  It has often run down wild 
horses and dogs with Mr Sugden on his back.  I only trust you will run these 
bushrangers down with him, especially Hammond, to whom Mrs Lloyd and Mr Sugden 
have both been very kind.”   
 
Away rode the troopers, and, not knowing the clump of bushes, rode right past them, 
from where they were seen by Hammond and his mates, who, lying low, let them pass.  
The police finally turned up at my camp as I have stated, after dark, and owing to the 
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light in my eyes I did not recognise my own horse for some time.  The bushrangers 
having seen the troopers going towards my camp, gave up their intention of sticking me 
up, and turned their attention to a Mr Bolton, a Government surveyor, camped some 
distance away.  From Mr Bolton they took £10 and a lot of rations, a good horse, and a 
few days afterwards stuck up “Brookgong” Station.  This was Hammond’s last act, so 
I’ll now tell you how he came to an end. 
 
“Brookgong” Station was then managed by Mr C Fetherstonhaugh, and a very plucky 
man he was.  The Station was busy shearing at the time, and on the morning the 
bushrangers stuck it up, Mr Fetherstonhaugh had got up very early, long before 
daylight and gone down to some back portion of the station.  Whilst some distance 
away from the house on his return he noticed a large mob of men drawn up together in 
front of the house.  His first thoughts were that the men had struck work owing to some 
act of Mr Dill’s, the overseer, who was a hard man to those under him and who caused 
a lot of trouble with the men.  He said to himself, “I do wish Mr Dill would be more 
lenient with the men, for if the sheep washers stop, all the shearing will have to stop.”  
By this time he had got within rifle shot and Hammond called out to him to put up his 
hands, at the same time pointing a rifle at him.   
 
Mr Fetherstonhaugh at once saw what was the matter, but, instead of doing as he was 
told, pulled his horse round and galloped away, followed by shots from Hammond’s 
rifle.  After going a mile or so, Mr Fetherstonhaugh pulled up and decided to return and 
face the bushrangers and see what they were up to, so he turned back and rode 
straight up towards Hammond.  Hammond again ordered him to throw his hands up but 
Mr Fetherstonhaugh rode straight up to him.  He was then told to dismount, which he 
did.  The bushrangers then visited the store and obtained some £70 in money.  Most of 
this belonged to the men on the station, who had left it with the storekeeper to look 
after till the shearing was finished.  After obtaining this money and a good revolver from 
the store two of the bushrangers kept the men together whilst Hammond made Mr 
Fetherstonhaugh walk in front of him to the stables, saying, “I want three of your best 
horses and you’ll point them out to me.   
 
We will look in the stable first.”  At the stable Hammond saw a fine looking mare and 
said, “That will do for me”.  Mr Fetherstonhaugh told him the mare did not belong to the 
Station but was one lent to him by Mr Lloyd of “Yamma” Station.  Hammond ordered Mr 
Fetherstonhaugh to bring her out.  He looked at he brand and saw Mr Lloyd’s LLD 
brand and then said, “Well”, Mr Lloyd and Mrs Lloyd were good friends to my mate 
once so I won’t take this mare,” and he had her returned to the stall.  Mr and Mrs Lloyd 
got a great lot of chaffing over this and we used to tell them they were friends of the 
bushrangers.  Hammond finally got three good horses and he and his mates left, but 
before leaving he said to Mr Fetherstonhaugh, “I want three hours’ start and if anybody 
starts for the police before that time I will return and shoot him.”  In reply Mr 
Fetherstonhaugh said, “As soon as you’ve gone, I’m going myself for the police and will 
help them to catch you.”  Mr Fetherstonhaugh was as good as his word, for as soon as 
the bushrangers left, he got on the best horse he had left and started for Urana 
township, and told the police.   
 
He then rode over to one of Mr Rand’s Stations, “Urangeline” and informed the 
manager of what had happened, and then started for home.  All this time he had had 
no breakfast, lunch or dinner.  On the way home he had to cross a creek (Ungerline 
Creek), it being nearly dark when he got that far.  At one time a dam had been built 
across this creek to save the water and for years the wall of the dam was used as a 
road by which to cross over on.  A flood had come down, however, and washed this 
road away, and a new dam had been built a little further along.  On the opposite side 
was a shepherd’s hut in which lived a shepherd and his wife, so Mr Fetherstonhaugh, 
being hungry decided to cross over on the new dam and ride up to the hut and get 
something to eat.   
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The ground between the creek and the hut was soft and sandy, and Mr 
Fetherstonhaugh’s horse made little noise walking along.  Just as he turned the corner 
of the hut to face the door, he came on one of the bushrangers holding the three 
horses and heard the voices of the other two inside who were having a feed.  Mr 
Fetherstonhaugh turned his horse quickly and galloped off as hard as he could.  
Hammond rushed out, jumped on his horse, and galloped after him.  Now, Hammond’s 
horse had been used to crossing the creek by the old dam, and as Hammond had 
dropped the reins and was firing at Mr Fetherstonhaugh, his horse kept to the old track, 
whilst Mr Fetherstonhaugh made for the new dam and crossed it and got away.  
Nothing was heard of Hammond for some time.  One day one of the Station hands 
riding down the creek came to the old broken dam and there found the bodies of 
Hammond and his horse floating in the water.   
 
The police report stated that Hammond was drowned, but I hardly believe that, as he 
was such a good swimmer, and like a fish in the water.  In my opinion Hammond did 
not notice where his horse was going and the horse being so excited with the gun fire 
and galloping, kept to the old track it knew so well, and not being able to stop, fell over 
the broken road, whilst Hammond’s neck must have been broken in the fall.  Blue Cap 
and Williams were afterwards caught, stood trail, and were sent to imprisonment.  As 
they had not killed anyone they got off with a fairly light sentence, and afterwards 
become good men.  Well, though I didn’t get stuck up, I wouldn’t like to experience that 
time again, as I certainly got a great fright from the troopers. 
 
For some time I had been considering the advantages of starting for myself, as £200 or 
£300 a year was not much for a man that knew as much about sheep and wool as I 
did.  I could sort and class wool, scour it, class sheep and fellmonger skins.  I had 
saved up some £900 which Mr Lloyd held for me, also four horses, wagons, tents, and 
a small scouring plant of my own, which was, I believe, the only travelling scouring 
plant in existence at that time.  I was by this time well known to all the stations and had 
classed and scoured the wool on many of them and always left the owners well 
pleased.  I used to put the wool into various headings, 1st, 2nd, 3rd.  Combing, 1st, 2nd, 
3rd.  Clothing, 1st, 2nd, 3rd pieces stained.  Bellies, Locks, and Black, and my wool nearly 
always topped the English market.  I was about 27 years of age when I finally decided 
to start for myself, and though it was a wrench parting from Mr Lloyd, who had been so 
good to me, I told him that as soon as he could get another overseer, in my place, I 
would leave.   
 
I had agreed to go into partnership with Mr Bob Stewart.  I decided to set up my plant 
at Tocumwal, on the Murray, then a very small township, and I landed there on 3rd June 
1869 with my four horses and plant, being then 27 years of age.  The township 
consisted of store, butcher, baker’s shop and a hotel, all owned by one man, Mr Hilson, 
then known as the King of Tocumwal.  He also owned the punt and a steamer called 
the Waygunyah, which used to travel backwards and forwards between Tocumwal and 
Echuca, bringing up stores and taking down wool.  Mr Hilson did a splendid business 
and though his charges were very high, was well liked and respected by all.  I had 
taken up  80 acres of land up the river some little distance from the township, and after 
stopping at the hotel for a rest, continued on my way to my block of land.  At that time 
the district was suffering from a drought, and there was not a blade of grass to be seen.  
There was an old hut a mile from my land and I camped there, my nearest neighbour 
being the owner of Murray Station.   
 
He was living in a new home at a place called Glentworth, one of the prettiest places 
on the river, and I little thought at that time that I would one day be the owner of it.  I 
turned the poor horses out on reaching the hut, nor could I do anything more for them, 
as there was no hay or chaff to be obtained in those days, and the poor animals had to 
do the best they could.  I filled my water bag at the waterhole and returned to the hut to 
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make myself some tea, feeling as miserable and lonely as it was possible to be and 
wishing I had never left such a good home as Yamma. 
 
I was just having my tea when who should I see coming along but Bob Stewart.  How 
pleased I was.  The only people I had seen were some blacks who had come up to the 
hut to try and get something to eat, but as I had very little with me, I could not give 
them anything and so they cleared out, for which I was not sorry.  Bob Stewart was 
about my own age, and was manager of Cockegdong Station, which was owned by Mr 
Hardie.   
 
As I have already stated, Bob and I had agreed to go into partnership, though I found 
the money and plant.  I wanted a mate for company though, and being very fond of Bob 
was glad to have him with me, and always found him a good mate and a real white 
man.  The lack of grass was a great hindrance to me, and I used to drive the horses 
every night about six miles to a place called “The Rocks” where there still was some 
grass, then walk back to the hut, get up early next morning and walk out after them and 
bring them in, haul logs and timber all day and take them back again at night.  This sort 
of thing kept up till rain came and we could get feed nearer to our work.  After some 
time I noticed that my partner was always thinking of something other than his work 
and kept forgetting things, and by and by found out that he was very much in love with 
a Ballarat girl and could think of little else, and so one day I said, “Bob you’re no good 
to me like this.  You go down and marry your girl and bring her back here, and by the 
time you return I’ll have a little four roomed house built for you.”  Bob jumped at the 
suggestion, but I was unable to have the house finished by the time he came back, so 
he and Mrs Stewart had to live in the old hut for a time. 
 
We were kept very busy building sheds about a mile away.  One evening as we were 
returning from the shed we met Mrs Stewart running along towards us as fast as she 
could go.  Her hair was down and she was crying, having had a great fright.  Some 
blacks had come along and asked for food and walked into the hut.  Poor Mrs Stewart 
was quite unused to blacks, and thought the blacks were going to murder her, so she 
ran out the back door towards where we were working.   
 
Of course the blacks had no intention of doing any harm, but it was a long while before 
Mrs Stewart recovered from her fright.  Well, we finished the four-roomed house, but 
had started scouring before Mr and Mrs Stewart moved into it.  I lived down at the shed 
to be close to the work, and a Mr John Phillips, our bookkeeper, stayed in the old hut.  
One Sunday morning I felt suddenly very depressed and downhearted and asked Bob 
to come for a walk with me, but Bob asked to be excused, as he wished to stay with 
Mrs Stewart and help her about the house.  Mr Phillips came down to the shed and 
seeing me looking ill, as he thought, asked me to take his bunk up at the hut and let 
him take my bark bunk at the shed.  Mr Phillips had been on the sick list himself, so I 
would not take his comfortable bed from him.  I told him I was not sick only low spirited 
and felt as though some ill luck was hanging over me.  Mr Phillips’ advice was to take 
some pills or a dose of salts, and then I would be alright. 
 
We used to get our mail twice a week, on Wednesdays and Saturdays.  Mr Phillips 
would come down to the shed in the morning.  I would open the letters and then pass 
them on for him to answer.  On the following Sunday morning Mr Phillips brought down 
the mail as usual.  One letter was in a quite unfamiliar hand to me, and I kept picking it 
up, looking at it, and placing it to one side.  Finally Mr Phillips said, “Why do you put 
that letter to one side, Mr Sugden?”  I said, “I can’t explain why, Mr Phillips, but I have a 
feeling that that letter has bad news for me.”  “Do you know the handwriting” asked Mr 
Phillips?  “No” I replied, “I have never seen it before, but I’ll open it now.”  I did so and 
after reading it half way through passed it over to Mr Phillips.  The letter told me of my 
father’s death; he, having been killed on the Sunday before.  That was the same day I 
had asked Bob Stewart to go for a walk with me.  There was never any absolute proof 
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as to how my father’s death occurred, but in my own mind and in the minds of many 
others there is no doubt that he was murdered, but you can judge for yourselves. 
 
Just before his death my father was classing sheep for Mr Waller, the same gentleman 
who fought off Blue Cap and Williams, the bushrangers.  It was a Saturday when he 
finished, and though Mr Waller wished my father to stay till Monday and have a spell 
over the Sunday, my father decided to start right away.  He wished to get an early start 
on the Sunday morning, and as the cook and others always slept in a bit longer on 
Sunday morning, he would leave at once for Darling Point Hotel, stay there that night, 
and get an early start for Hay township on Sunday morning.  So off my father started, 
riding one horse and leading his packhorse.   
 
There were few buggies then.  Father was a well-known man and one who would be 
easily remembered, as all his life in Australia he wore the same kind of dress – top hat, 
Wellington boots, tweed suit, and always a white shirt and a coloured silk handkerchief.  
We were told father reached and stayed that Saturday night at the Darling Point Hotel, 
and started off again on Sunday morning.  Some time afterwards a man, I nearly said 
gentleman, drove past a spot where two roads meet.  This man was a Government 
official, whose business it was to pass the land taken up by the squatters.  It was a very 
easy job and well paid.  This passer had a man with him to drive and look after his 
horse.  As they came up to the junction of the two roads the servant saw a man lying 
on the ground and pointed him out to the passer, who remarked, “Oh!  It’s only some 
drunk.  There’s a little roadside inn about two miles away from here and that man’s 
been on the spree and is now sleeping it off”.  The driver, however, pulled up and got 
out to have a look for himself.  “Why the man’s dead, sir”, he said, “No, no”, said this 
Government official, “he’s only dead drunk.  Take that handkerchief out of his pocket 
and cover his face and come along.”  The man did as he was told, at the same time 
remarking that the so-called drunk was no ordinary working man as his clothing was so 
different.   
 
They then drove away towards Darling Point Hotel, where they pulled up and had a 
drink and a yarn.  The official mentioned to Mr Flood, the hotel keeper, that they had 
passed a man lying on the ground at the junction of the two roads, dressed in a tweed 
suit, a top hat with a black band round it, and Wellington boots.  Although Floor knew 
who this description fitted, he said nothing.  This man continued until he reached 
Quaba Station, just before lunch on Sunday morning.  Mr Waller met him at the gate 
and took him into the house, and sent his man round to the kitchen.  After a wash and 
a good lunch this man remarked to Mr Waller that he had seen a drunken man lying on 
the ground at the junction of the two roads and that his man would have that he was 
dead.  “Did you get out and have a look”, asked Mr Waller?  “Oh no” said this man, “I 
knew he was only drunk as the hotel was only two miles away”.  He then told Mr Waller 
how this supposed drunk was dressed.  When he mentioned the top hat and Wellington 
boots, Mr Waller knew it was father.  “Oh my God”, said Mr Waller, that’s my friend Mr 
Sugden, and he wouldn’t be lying on the road if he weren’t dead”.  “My man said he 
was dead”, remarked this lovely official.  “And you wouldn’t get out yourself to make 
sure” said Mr Waller.   
 
I believe Mr Waller gave that man a great dressing down.  He sent at once for Mr Kelly, 
his bookkeeper, and ordered out his buggy and also the four-wheeled trap.  In this he 
placed a mattress and then drove off as hard as he could to the crossroads and 
brought father’s body back to Quaba Station.  Now, in paying my father, Mr Waller had 
given him two cheques, one for £20 and one for £7.  On searching the body neither 
cheque was found, only a few shillings on the ground where father had fallen.  It looked 
as though father had either been murdered for his money, or robbed after his death.  
Mr Waller was a JP, and he took out a warrant and visited the Darling Point Hotel.  He 
asked Flood if my father had cashed any cheques and Flood said, “Yes, one for £7”.  
Flood was then asked if he had seen Mr Sugden with any other cheques, or if he had 
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cashed any others, and Flood said, “No”.  Mr Waller, However, searched the house 
and found the other cheque and Flood was put in prison, though the crime of having 
killed father was not pursued.  Some thought that father had had Flood with him as far 
as the crossroads, and that Flood had then hit him on the head.  A few thought that 
father’s horse may have taken him under a low bough and so killed him and that Flood 
or others, hearing through the official that my father was lying down on the road, had 
gone out before Mr Waller arrived and robbed the body.  But it’s always been a mystery 
that will never now be solved. 
 
The strange thing about my father’s death was that it should have taken place on the 
exact day on which I at Tocumwal had felt so depressed.  The last time I saw my father 
he was on horse back and leading a grey pack horse, and though I wondered to myself 
when and how we would again meet, I little thought how terrible would be his end. 
 
Well, I kept on the wool scouring at Tocumwal and found all the squatters very kind to 
me.  At the end of two seasons Mr Bob Stewart sold out his share to me, as he and his 
wife wished for a more comfortable life.  I felt our parting very much as Stewart was a 
very fine man and a good mate, whilst his wife was everything one could desire and 
one of the kindest of women.  I had now a good business and a home of my own, and 
being at this time 29 years of age, made up my mind to get married. 
 
I was on a visit to Melbourne shortly after this, and one Sunday morning went out to a 
Dr Taylor’s place for dinner.  About 12 o’clock, as I was sitting down reading in the 
Doctor’s sitting room, the door opened and a young lady came in.  She was in a white 
dress, white stockings and shoes, and a little white hat with blue ribbons, with most 
beautiful golden hair and fair complexion.  Being an old friend of the Doctor’s, it was a 
custom of hers to pop in at any time.  On her entry I at once stood up, to her surprise, 
as she had not expected to see a stranger.  She said, “Good morning, I beg your 
pardon”, and left the room for another.  This was my first meeting with my wife, and I 
fell in love with her at first sight, though I little thought then that I would persuade her to 
marry me.  However, we got to know each other and I found out that her father was an 
old Indian Officer who had taken part in the Indian Mutiny, and that she had been born 
in India.  We were married and started back for Tocumwal. 
 
I had new horses, new harness, new buggy and a new little wife, a good business, a 
home of my own and about £200 in the bank to my credit and owed no man a shilling, 
so you can imagine how contented I was.  It was a 4½-day’s trip from Melbourne and 
we stayed at stations and hotels on the way.  Everything was very strange to my wife, 
as this was the first time she had been away from Melbourne.  Some of her remarks 
were very funny as for instance.  One day as we drove along we came to a new brush 
fence right across the track, and as I turned to go round it I said “Oh bother these 
Cockies”.  A little while afterwards my wife remarked, “George what splendid eyesight 
you must have”.  I asked why and remarked, “I used to have but have never quite 
recovered from that time when I became blind and had to be led about by a black 
woman.”  “Well” said my wife, “I’ve been looking for cockies in all the trees, and I can’t 
see any.  Where are they?”  She had thought I meant cockatoos when I said “Oh, 
bother these Cockies”.  I had to explain how men took up land from the Government 
and then fenced it in and how we called them Cockies. 
 
Everybody was very kind to us on the trip up and the time did not seem long before we 
crossed the river at Tocumwal and started housekeeping in our own home.  Our house 
consisted of four rooms and a kitchen.  Although the rooms were nicely papered and 
had comfortable furniture, the kitchen had no roof to it, as I could not get the bark to 
strip by the time the rest of the house was finished. 
 
After we had been home for three weeks I received a letter from Mr C M Lloyd asking 
me to go over at once and class his sheep.  As Mr Lloyd did not know I was now a 
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married man I did not of course receive an invitation to take my wife.  As it would take 
at least a week for Mr Lloyd to get a letter from me and another week to get his reply, I 
was in a hole.  I did not like to take my wife without an invitation and I hated the idea of 
leaving her behind for some days by herself.   
 
However, there was nothing else to do but go.  We had two black servants, an old 
woman named Clara and her husband, and these two promised to see that no harm 
came to my wife.  One thing I was afraid of, though, was that an old blackfellow known 
as The Mummy might come along, and though he was harmless, yet his looks were so 
awful that I knew he would frighten Mrs Sugden.  I had told the wife all about The 
Mummy, and yet my description was far short of making her realise what an awful 
looking black this man was.  He was about 80 years old, had no legs, a long body and 
a dirty long beard reaching almost to the ground.   
 
By swinging his body between his arms, with hands resting on the ground, he could 
move along almost as fast as a man could move.  His dress was a long shirt, which 
dragged along the ground and was so filthy with dirt and grease that I am sure it would 
stand up by itself if he took it off.  He was as good in the water as on the land and could 
dive and swim wonderfully.  He always lived in his canoe and on fish and ducks and 
yams.  The fish he would net or spear and the ducks he would catch in the following 
way.  Sitting in the water with green branches about him he would make a noise and 
frighten the mother duck away from the young ones.  He would then make a noise like 
the mother duck and attract the young ones to him.   
 
The old ducks would then come up to the young ones and Mummy would put out his 
hand under the water and grab the old duck, drawing it under without sound.  The other 
blacks were very afraid of old Mummy and quite believed he could make rain come 
when he wished or kill any of them.  Anything he asked for they would get him, and to 
have Mummy for a friend was a good protection against other blacks. 
 
Luckily enough the day before I was to start for Mr Lloyd’s, I noticed some smoke on 
the river and said to Mrs Sugden I believed Mummy was coming up to the house.  
When my wife saw him she caught hold of my arm with such a grip that I had black 
marks on it for days afterwards.   
 
Speaking in the black language which I then knew well I told Mummy all about my wife 
and how I had to leave her for some days and that I wanted him to watch over her and 
be a good friend.  This he promised and I gradually got Mrs Sugden to speak to him 
and grow used to him about the place.  I was away ten days and a long ten days they 
were.  On my return I found Mummy had been true to his word and had constantly 
brought ducks and fish up to the house.  The old woman had camped each night on the 
floor just outside Mrs Sugden’s bedroom.  It wasn’t long before my wife became 
friendly with all the blacks and they would do anything for her, especially old Mummy. 
 
On my first coming to Tocumwal I had been told that it was not possible for me to 
obtain any land.  I, however, employed a surveyor in Sydney to make me out a plan 
showing what land had been taken up and what was still Government land.  This map 
was a great help to me and I was enabled to take up a certain quantity.  By doing this 
and by purchase I was finally able to obtain some 12,000 acres.  I also opened a large 
scouring plant at Narrandera and, after working it for some 18 or 20 years, handed it 
over to my two eldest boys, Joah and Fred.   
 
At the request of several squatters I also opened a scour at Corowa and kept it going 
for some 20 years, finally handing it over to my eldest daughter and her husband.  
What with my land and my three scouring plants, each one situated at a considerable 
distance from each other, my life was a very busy one.  Trains were not so convenient 
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in those days as they are now and a long drive from sixty to eighty miles under a hot 
sun was no uncommon thing. 
 
I have passed through many a drought, flood and fire, and though these things still, and 
perhaps always, will come along from time to time, yet I do not think they are as bad 
now as they were in the early days.  Then we had no ground tanks or water supply 
other than the river or natural fall.  No crops were grown and no hay or pressed fodder 
could be obtained to keep one’s sheep or cattle alive, and no trains to fetch the fodder 
even had there been any.  In the summer the sheep would be brought to the river for a 
drink and then shepherded out to the backcountry to feed as long as feed could be 
obtained.  I have seen the poor animals lying dead and dying for miles along the river 
banks at different times and nothing could be done to help them, and yet again I have 
seen the rivers over-flowing their banks till the water would be twenty or more miles 
wide.   
 
Often have I had to swim my horse across creek after creek to reach home.  I 
remember one poor man who kept a small hotel some twenty miles down the river on 
the Victorian side.  Running short of tucker he started off with his horse and cart to try 
and reach Tocumwal.  He, however, got lost in the waters and his horse and trap got 
washed away.  The man made for a tree on a slight island and stayed there, either ten 
or eleven days, his only food being a leg of a crow which he found.  He was eventually 
found and saved, but it was touch and go to bring him round. 
 
Many a time I have been out for days fighting fires and my wife would drive out and 
bring me tucker and drink.  Sometimes I would have to gallop my horse through the 
flames, and once had to drive through them, coming out with my beard and hair singed, 
and the manes of my horses burnt.  That was a tight corner, as it was not easy to get 
horses to face fire.  It had to be done, however, so I stood up in the buggy, and calling 
out to my dog, laid on the whip for all I was worth and kept it going till the horses were 
made with pain and fright, and put them straight at the flames.  We got through but it 
was a hot corner.  Now, with so many roads about, there is a better chance to check 
fires and people have fire carts to help them. 
 
It was owing to floods that the train in which I was travelling got smashed up.  This was 
in the early days of the Narrandera to Jerilderie railway, and the road was not a very 
good one.  The train was a mixed one, and amongst other things contained two heavy 
trucks of stone.  At one place where the embankments were some twenty feet high the 
track gave way and these two trucks left the rails, pulling the passenger carriages with 
them.  Luckily we just missed a large water hole, as otherwise we would have been 
drowned.  The carriage I was in rested side down and side up, and people were falling 
and tumbling on top of each other.  I was underneath and was quite sure my arms and 
legs were broken.  It was pitch dark and raining.   
 
Those who were unhurt very quickly got to work and helped to pull and push the 
imprisoned passengers out.  It was a terrible experience and one not easily forgotten.  
Yet even this had a funny side to it which I will tell you.  In the carriage I was in was a 
Mrs Mac of Browley Station, and after she had been got out she went about doing what 
she could for others.  In the meantime I had got others to lay some broken doors flat on 
the mud and then start a fire going on top of these doors.  The hurt folks were then 
brought along to the fire.  Mrs Mac had obtained what she thought was a bottle of 
brandy and kept going from one to the other of the injured, giving them a tiny sip.  Now 
Mr Mac had driven into the nearest station to pick his wife up, and finding, after waiting 
a long time, that the train did not come along, feared some accident had occurred, and 
so started to drive slowly along the line.   
 
By and by he saw the light of the fire and calling out soon found what had happened.  
Not being able to do any good, his wife decided to return with Mr Mac.  Before leaving 
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she pushed the bottle into my hands, asking me to look after it and give it round to the 
injured in small doses.  This I continued to do.  I had noticed on getting into the train 
one man who was very drunk.  The shock of the accident had, however, sobered him 
up and he was clamouring for a drink and kept asking me for a sip.  At last to keep him 
quiet, I handed him the bottle.  The man put the bottle to his lips, got one taste and spat 
it out.  “What the hell’s that” he asked?  “Brandy” I said.  “Brandy!  It’s the darnedest 
kind of brandy I’ve ever tasted” he said.   
 
I then tasted it and found that instead of being brandy Mrs Mac had got hold of a bottle 
of sweetened milk which had been put up by Mrs Rally of Hartwood Station for her 
baby.  We found out afterwards how the mistake came about.  The guard opened the 
emergency chest and took out a bottle of brandy giving it to Mrs Mac.  Some men saw 
this and wanted to get hold of it.  They waited their chance and when Mrs Mac put 
down the bottle on the ground whilst she took off her coat to put over one of the injured, 
one of these men who had picked up the bottle containing the milk exchanged the 
bottles.   
 
Owing to the fact that one of my ankles was badly hurt, I could do little to help.  
Although I could only hop about on one leg, I was told I did a lot of bossing!  Somebody 
remembered that there were a big lot of sacks on the train, and with these I showed the 
men how to build a breakwind and so made things a little more comfortable till help 
came from Narrandera.  There were seven or eight people very badly injured, but 
luckily none killed, and we were finally taken back to Narrandera in trucks. 
 
For 45 years I lived in Tocumwal,  During that time I experienced many good and 
bad times - floods, fires and droughts.  It was with great regret that I at last decided, 
owing to my advanced age and the ever-increasing labour worries, I would sell out 
and retire to Melbourne to live. 
 
In this small account of my life there are many items of interest left out, as I have only 
written these notes from time to time, and being now an old man, my memory is not 
what it once was. 
 
George Sugden 


	Charlie Lane

